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Executive summary

This report is the result of a master thesis project conducted at FrieslandCampina DMV.
FrieslandCampina is one of the larger dairy processing firms in the world (in terms of tons of raw
milk processed) (IFCN, 2016). Due to changed market circumstances (i.e. the substantial
increase of the milk deliveries by farmers), FrieslandCampina has to process more milk. This
leads to the situation in which maintenance standstills of installations have a huge impact on the
production capacity and thus the financial results. Therefore the time the installations stand still
due to maintenance has to be decreased if feasible. This especially concerns those installations
which limit the production (i.e. the bottleneck installations). In order to decrease the time
installations stand still due to maintenance, bundling several maintenance orders and performing
the maintenance tasks in parallel when the installation stands still, will reduce the need for
standstills. By doing so, the time that an installation stands still due to maintenance can be used
as effectively as possible.
FrieslandCampina makes a distinction between three kinds of maintenance: breakdown repair
(which is performed when a breakdown occurs), corrective maintenance (when repair is needed
but the production can continue without a breakdown repair), and preventive maintenance (which
increases the reliability of installations by inspections, performing maintenance and meeting
regulations). Breakdowns are solved directly. Corrective maintenance does not need to be
performed directly. Therefore both are not taking account for generating a long-term standstill
planning in this project. This project determines the planned standstills because of the need of
preventive maintenance. Since preventive maintenance at FrieslandCampina is performed based
on the time passed between two maintenance performances (age-based), this makes it easy to
plan those preventive maintenance tasks. By allowing preventive tasks to be planned earlier than
required, it is possible to generate bundles of preventive maintenance tasks which all are
performed in parallel during a standstill. This project thus proposes to make the transition from
the currently used single-item preventive maintenance planning approach to a multi-item
preventive maintenance planning approach.
A mathematical model is developed which generates a standstill and preventive maintenance
planning. In this preventive maintenance planning, the availability of the maintenance resources
(revision parts and maintenance mechanics) is taken into account. The model concerns the whole
milk protein production. This means that for all involved installations and buffers, the production
rates and buffer sizes are used to come up with an applicable standstill and preventive
maintenance planning. Only the milk protein chain of the plant in Veghel is taken into account.
This production chain is currently limiting the milk supply towards the site in Veghel. This
mathematical model suffers of becoming unsolvable due to too many decision variables and
constraints. In order come up with an applicable preventive maintenance planning, a heuristic is
developed on the basis of the mathematical model. This heuristic splits the production chain into
several groups of installations. On those groups of installations a modified version of the
mathematical model is applied. The heuristic consists of seven steps (each group of installations
has its own step). The output of one step is used as input for next steps. In this way, a feasible
preventive maintenance planning is found within the all the conditions that have to satisfied.
The heuristic is applied on two scenarios, one with all the maintenance tasks active and one with
some maintenance tasks not taken into account. The results of those two scenarios are compared
with the as-is situation. In the as-is scenario there is a “normal” plant stop every 8 weeks and a
line stop of the bottleneck installations every 2 weeks. This results in 340 production hours which
are lost per bottleneck installation, due to planned standstills. For the two scenarios analyses, the
bottleneck installations standstills are proposed every 4 weeks. The “normal” plant stop is
proposed every 16 weeks (scenario with all maintenance tasks active) or every 26 weeks (scenario
with almost all maintenance tasks active). The scenario taking into account all maintenance tasks
requires the use of 170 production hours per bottleneck installation, to perform all the preventive
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maintenance. The scenario with some maintenance tasks not taken into account requires 140
production hours per bottleneck installation to perform the maintenance tasks.
Type of costs

As-is scenario

Lost production costs
Maintenance costs

€ 23,048,610
€ 740,344
€0

Extra mechanic costs

Scenario: All
maintenance tasks
€ 11,524,305
€ 773,982

Scenario: Almost all
maintenance tasks
€ 9,532,680
€ 741,776

€

€0

7,560

Table 0-1: Cost overview (over 3 years)
The as-is scenario costs less in terms of maintenance costs and hiring costs of external personnel
to perform preventive maintenance. The lost production costs are however twice as much
compared to the scenarios analyzed by the heuristic. The costs for performing preventive
maintenance increase. This is the result of performing preventive maintenance earlier than
required. By doing so the need for standstills is reduced and thus gives the opportunity to reduce
the lost production costs. Next to the increased maintenance costs, also the need for mechanics
increases due to performing preventive maintenance earlier than needed. For the scenario with
several maintenance tasks not taken into account the results in a direct decrease of the total
workload. Also the maintenance costs are reduced compared to the scenario with all maintenance
tasks taken into account.
A deeper investigation of the costs shows that it is only attractive to use early maintenance for
tasks for which the whole production chain has to come at a standstill or maintenance tasks for
which the bottleneck installations have to be shut down. The other installations are sufficiently
decoupled and therefore it is possible to perform those tasks without direct impact on the tons of
milk processed.
Based on these results found it would be interesting to use the bundling approach to define the
standstill moments. By doing so, the time between stops is increased and thus the lost production
costs are reduced. This can only be achieved when the standstill planning is no problem for
performing corrective maintenance. Therefore for every corrective order it should be validated
which installation has to stand still and whether it is possible to perform this corrective order in the
proposed standstill planning. Next to the impact this stop planning has on the milk protein chain,
the impact of this planning on the other chains should also be verified. When those two
requirements are both met, it would be wise to implement the proposed preventive maintenance
planning.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Thesis composition

This report provides a preventive maintenance planning which minimizes the total costs of
performing preventive maintenance. The preventive maintenance planning makes sure that the
tasks are planned within the maximum maintenance interval, while having sufficient maintenance
resources available to perform the tasks planned.
This introductory chapter starts with an overview of the company FrieslandCampina in section 1.2.
Section 1.3 provides a general introduction of the problem FrieslandCampina is facing. Chapter 2
provides a deeper explanation of the project by specifying the methodology used to guide this
project and explains the developments that led to the situation in which production time used for
performing maintenance results in a direct loss of income. It also specifies the research questions
used and states the insights provided by literature for finding a solution for the problem. Based on
the literature, a mathematical model is developed capable of planning the preventive maintenance
more efficiently. Since the available computation capacity is limited, the mathematical model is
transformed into a heuristic which is based on the mathematical model. The main differences
between the heuristic used to find the preventive maintenance planning and the mathematical
model that is capable of finding the optimal solution, are explained in chapter 4. The results of the
heuristic are presented in chapter 5. Chapter 5.7 concludes the main findings of this project and
provides some recommendations for the management of DMV. Finally chapter 7 provides a
reflection of the project and thereby states which contributions have been made to the available
scientific literature and provides some suggestions for future research.

1.2

Company introduction

1.2.1
Royal FrieslandCampina
FrieslandCampina is a dairy company that dates back to 1871. FrieslandCampina is a company
which resulted from mergers of several small local dairy factories. FrieslandCampina sells its
products under several brands in many countries across the globe.
What is quite special for FrieslandCampina is that it is owned by its member farmers. This means
the profit generated by FrieslandCampina is returned back to its member farmers. The farmers get
a guaranteed price for their milk. This guaranteed price is based on the expected market price.
The farmer gets also an extra bonus determined by the profit that FrieslandCampina generates.
This is called the performance payment.
1.2.2
Plant Veghel: DMV
The FrieslandCampina plant in Veghel is one of the milk processing plants in the world with the
biggest milk processing capacity (Brabants Dagblad, 2014). It deals with 15% of the whole milk
processing capacity of FrieslandCampina all over the world. In total the plant can process about
27.000.000 liters of milk per week. The milk is being processed at DMV 24 hours per day and 7
days per week. The plant produces ingredients out of this milk. Some of the end products are
cream, caseinate, lactose and whey powder. The plant in Veghel is better known as DMV (“De
Meijerij Veghel”). DMV is the brand under which FrieslandCampina sells the ingredients that are
produced in Veghel. DMV belongs to the business group Ingredients.
The DMV plant in Veghel consists of 3 main production chains, namely:

Milk protein

Whey processing

Spray
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First the raw milk is processed by the milk protein production chain. The whey that results from
this chain is further processed by the whey processing chain. Also the whey that comes from the
plant in Den Bosch is processed in the whey processing production chain in Veghel. Several of the
outputs of the whey processing and milk protein production chains are inputs for the spray
production chain in Veghel.

Milk
Protein

Whey
processing

Spray

Figure 1-1: Production chains
In order to get an overview of the production complexity, the production flow of the milk protein
production chain is specified in Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-2: Milk protein production chain
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1.3

Introduction to the problem context

In order to use the available production time of installations efficiently, industries use the concept
of bundling preventive maintenance tasks to make efficiently use of standstills of production
installations. Preventive maintenance tasks are (in the case of DMV) age based plans which state
that a preventive action has to be performed on the installation every X weeks (the maintenance
interval). Preventive maintenance is performed by DMV to work with reliable installations which
are safe to work with for employees. Preventive maintenance also makes sure it is legally allowed
to work with the installations and the installations are capable of producing materials within the
prescribed specs.
Bundling maintenance tasks can be done via harmonizing and clustering.
1.3.1
Harmonizing
With harmonizing, groups of maintenance tasks are formed without making any changes to the
time between performing the two task performances. The maintenance moments are just aligned
more with each other. By doing so, the need for standstills on an installation can be decreased.
Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-4 illustrate the harmonizing approach.

Figure 1-3: Not harmonized maintenance planning

Figure 1-4: Harmonized maintenance planning
Suppose there are the following maintenance tasks: Task 1 has to be performed once every 12
weeks, task 2 once every 12 weeks and plan 3 once every 24 weeks. All those tasks require that
the same installation has to be down for the same amount of time, say 6 hours. By harmonizing
these tasks, the installation needs to stand still every 24 weeks for performing preventive
maintenance for 12 hours compared to 30 hours initially.
1.3.2
Clustering
Clustering decreases the need for installation standstill time by performing some preventive
maintenance tasks earlier than needed. This means extra costs are being made because
preventive maintenance tasks are performed more often than needed. Although there are thus
extra costs being made, this makes sense since in case the savings in number of production hours
are more worth than the extra maintenance costs.
Suppose there are two maintenance tasks on one installation. Maintenance task 1 needs to be
executed once every 12 weeks and task 2, once every 18 weeks. During 36 weeks this means that
there have to be at least 4 standstills (week 12, 18, 24, 36).

Figure 1-5: Not clustered maintenance tasks
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Considering the high costs of standing still, it could be wise to increase the frequency of
performing maintenance task 2. In case maintenance task 2 is also performed with a frequency of
once per 12 weeks, there will only be needed 3 standstills every 36 weeks. The maintenance tasks
are then performed parallel to each other. Since the costs of early preventive maintenance at
DMV are often lower than the costs of an additional standstill, this could be an attractive saving
strategy.

Figure 1-6: Clustered maintenance tasks
By using clustering and harmonizing it is possible to minimize the time the installation stands still
and thus save valuable production time.
1.3.3
Bundling at DMV
Applying the bundling (clustering and harmonizing) approach is not something new in research
(Dijkhuizen & Harten, 1997). DMV works 24 hours 7 days per week like many other companies in
the food/process industry. A standstill of one installation means that other installations are not fed
and thus automatically results in a standstill of the other installations (if there is no material
stored in buffers between installations). Most companies in the food/ process industry can steer
the supply of raw product. However this is not that simple for DMV. Since milk is a perishable
product, shutting down the plant means that other plants have to take over the supply normally
assigned to DMV. Since DMV has the largest milk processing capacity of FrieslandCampina,
standstills due to maintenance at DMV can have a big impact on the FrieslandCampina’s supply
chain.
Another important difference between the bundling approaches found during the literature study is
that there is a limited amount of maintenance resources present at DMV. I.e. there is only a
limited number of internal maintenance mechanics and revision parts available.
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2

Project description

In this chapter it is explained how the problem solving cycle of Aken & Berends & Bij (2012) is
used to guide the project (section 2.1). Next a deeper explanation of the problem is stated in
section 2.2. Once the problem context is explained the exact goals of the project are presented by
using research questions (section 2.3.1). Also the scope of the project is stated in section 2.3.2. At
the end of this chapter an overview of the literature related to this project is stated and the
contributions of this project to the literature already available are explained (section 2.4).

2.1

Methodology

The problem solving cycle (Aken, Berends, & Bij, 2012) is used as roadmap for the different
phases of this project. This approach provides a structured way for finding solutions for the
problem mess. The different stages of the problem solving cycle will be explained next.

Figure 2-1: Problem solving cycle (Aken, Berends, & Bij, 2012)
2.1.1
Problem definition
The problem solving cycle starts with a problem mess for which a solution has to be found. The
first step is to get out of this problem mess a problem definition. In section 2.3 the problem
definition of this project is given.
2.1.2
Analysis and diagnosis
Next it is up to the analysis and diagnosis stage. In this stage deeper investigation of the problem
is performed. Section 2.2 provides a deeper prescription of the problem context.
Also literature is consulted in this stage to find out how others tackled the problem and thus gives
some hints for potential solutions (see section 2.4).
2.1.3
Solution design
In the solution design stage a solution is being searched for the problem specified, given its
context. In section 3 first a mathematical model is defined which could be applied on the problem
to find a preventive maintenance planning. Taking into account the size of the problem, this
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mathematical model is transformed into a heuristic which comes up with an implementable
preventive maintenance planning. For the heuristic have a look on section 4.
2.1.4
Intervention
Since this project is limited in time, it will not be possible to complete this stage completely. An
advice will be given how to implement the proposed maintenance planning in section 6.2.2.
2.1.5
Evaluation and learning
The limited project duration will also mean that it is impossible to validate how the solution works
out after implementation. Some feedback will be gathered by presenting the solution found but the
exact impact of bundling maintenance tasks will only be found after implementing the preventive
maintenance planning proposed by the heuristic.

2.2

Problem context

At FrieslandCampina there is currently an emphasis on improving its efficiency due to the changing
market developments. The reasons why the efficiency has to be increased, is explained in section
2.2.1. Next it is explained how DMV aims to improve its efficiency and what this means for the
technical service department. Finally it is explained how changes in the maintenance planning can
increase the overall efficiency of DMV.
2.2.1
Market developments
The dairy market is continuously changing. There are three factors that result in the need to
increase the efficiency of the production at DMV.

2.2.1.1

Increased milk supply

Since the 1st of April 2015, farmers are allowed to produce as much milk as they want. Before April
2015 the milk production was bounded by the so called milk quota. Since farmers do no longer
have restrictions on how much they are allowed to produce, they aim to produce as much as
possible. This resulted in an increase in the liters of milk DMV has to process.

Figure 2-2: Milk to be processed/planned to be processed
This trend of increased milk supply implies the installations are utilized more intense. This can
however be problematic to perform maintenance since the installations stand still less often.

2.2.1.2

Milk price

In the meanwhile that the farmers are aiming to produce as much milk as possible, the milk price
dropped the last couple of years drastically. This is not such a big surprise since supply and milk
price are negatively related to each other. If there is a shortage of milk, prices will go up, and in
case of a surplus, the prices will go down. As mentioned FrieslandCampina is owned by its member
farmers so they should aim to be as profitable as possible. By doing so, FrieslandCampina can pay
their member farmers more for a liter of milk and thereby provide the farmer a good income, even
though the bad milk prices.
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Figure 2-3: Guaranteed milk price FrieslandCampina (based on milk with 3.47 % milk
protein, 4.41 % vet and 4.51% lactose) (FrieslandCampina, 2016)
The guaranteed price, farmers get for their milk supplied to FrieslandCampina, can be found in
Figure 2-3.

2.2.1.3

Milk production costs

The milk prices have already been very low before as can be seen in Figure 2-3. This is of course
bad for the farmer’s income but the situation today is even worse since the average milk
production costs have increased the last couple of years (Flynth, 2014) (Stevens, 2015).

Figure 2-4: Milk price vs costs per liter milk
Due to the high guaranteed milk price the last years, farmers expected that by investing in new
cowsheds and an increase of the number of cows they milk, they would be able to profit of the
abolition of the milk quota. In order to make these investments possible they did borrow money
from the banks. This means that the farmer will have an increase of costs for the upcoming years,
but he will earn more due to his increased milk production capacity. This increase of the costs to
produce one liter of milk is good visible in Figure 2-4.
As can be seen in Figure 2-4, the earnings per extra liter of milk produced, are much less than
expected. In combination with the higher operating costs (caused by the investments), it is for the
farmers very difficult to get an income which is enough to make a living out of, with the current
milk price.
For farmers which have a lower debt position it is currently already hard to make any profit, not to
mention those farmers which have a high debt position due to the investments they made. This
stems from the guaranteed milk price which is just too low to make any profit.
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2.2.2
Efficiency improvement
Due to the changing market developments (volume milk supply, milk prices, and production
costs), it is of great importance for FrieslandCampina DMV to increase its efficiency such that
FrieslandCampina can pay its member farmers a bonus (performance payment) next to the
guaranteed milk price. Since the long term survival of the member farmers is crucial for the
existence of FrieslandCampina, all the necessary has to be done to give them an appropriate price
for their milk.
FrieslandCampina DMV therefore set up a project called “WCOM (world class operational
management) reloaded” to increase its efficiency. This project focuses on identifying the losses
and make improvements to the current organization. The WCOM project started at the beginning
of 2016 and takes about 3 years.
With the eye on efficiency improvements, also the technical services department has to contribute
its part to result with a more efficient organization. This can be done by minimizing the time
installations stand still due to maintenance.
FrieslandCampina aims to focus on high added value products which have better profit margins.
Most of the products that are produced in Veghel have a better profit margin than those being
produced at other FrieslandCampina plants. The milk available is thus first allocated to Veghel and
the milk that remains after this allocation is allocated to the other plants. By minimizing the time
installations stand still because of maintenance, more milk can be processed in Veghel. Since most
of the products produced in Veghel, are sold directly after being produced, it makes sense to
increase the production in Veghel to its maximum.
2.2.3
Maintenance efficiency
The technical services department tries to maximize the production by minimizing the time
installations are down for maintenance. In case an installation is down for maintenance, all the
installations in line with this installation are shut down too. This is the consequence of no buffers
between installations in a line. For installations with buffers in-between, downtime of one line does
directly not imply a standstill for other lines.
Before it is possible to explain how this project contributes to the optimization of the production,
the types of maintenance that are performed at DMV (see Figure 2-5) and how these have impact
on the production, is specified.

Maintenance

Preventive

Corrective

Preventive inspection proves:
Condition no longer being met

Breakdown

Breakdown solved:
Corrective work remains

Figure 2-5: Types of maintenance

2.2.3.1

Types of maintenance

DMV distinguishes three types of maintenance:

Breakdown repair: Basically means that a crucial production installation cannot run. This
means all the installations of that line are not able to process further. An immediate repair
is needed such that the line can be restarted again. Since milk is a perishable product, the
installation has to be repaired within a short while (the goal is 2 hours for crucial
installations). Once the installation runs again, the production line can be restarted.
Because of this direct response to breakdowns and the short period of time allowed to
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solve the breakdowns it is hard (if not impossible) to incorporate the standstills due to a
breakdown, with the performance of preventive or corrective maintenance.


Corrective maintenance: Maintenance task generated based on a notification. This
notification is made since a condition is no longer satisfactory, however the maintenance
to be performed is not directly critical for the working of an installation. The installation
can thus run further without any production losses. The maintenance-planner tries to plan
the corrective orders such that they are solved with the priority attached to it, while
having minimal impact on the production. A corrective order can be generated based on
observations of personnel or inspections performed as part of preventive maintenance
tasks or resulting out of a breakdown as work remaining.
For instance, a preventive vibration measurement (preventive maintenance) has proven
that a pump has to be replaced in the near future. If this happens, a corrective order
(corrective maintenance) will be made with an importance indicator stating the time period
in which the pump has to be replaced (in literature this is called condition based
maintenance).
Another example of corrective maintenance: A flange is leaking water. There is a risk
involved since persons can slip caused by the wet floor. By cutting of this walk path, it is
possible to continue production and wait till the next planned installation standstill to solve
this problem.
It can occur that the breakdown is solved (the installation is working again) but in the
future some work needs to be performed to guarantee a reliable operation of the
installation on the long term. This means a corrective order can also result out of a
breakdown which is also illustrated in Figure 2-5.



Preventive maintenance: Maintenance orders are generated to perform preventive
overhauls, preventive inspections, or to gratify safety regulations. At this moment the
preventive maintenance tasks generate the maintenance orders based on fixed time
intervals. A maintenance order can contain multiple preventive maintenance actions to be
performed. The preventive maintenance tasks differ from corrective maintenance tasks,
since preventive maintenance tasks are generated based on time passed between now and
the last planned execution of the preventive maintenance task, and not as corrective
maintenance based on a condition which is no longer satisfactory. The preventive
maintenance tasks are generated based on safety and quality regulations, past
experiences and FMECA results. Examples of maintenance tasks are the replacement of a
centrifuge, the calibration of a measuring instrument or performing a vibration
measurement of a pump.
In case of a vibration measurement, the preventive maintenance order can result in a
corrective order when the condition is no longer met and there is thus an increased
possibility of a breakdown. This corrective order then states that the pump has to be
exchanged in the upcoming X weeks.
A preventive maintenance task can consist of several maintenance items (actions). Think
thereby of building up the scaffolding, exchanging the temperature sensor, replacing the
seal and calibrating the temperature sensor. For each task, an order is generated with a
fixed frequency, say every 8 weeks. The maintenance planner plans in these orders such
that is possible to work on the installation and all the maintenance resources are available
to perform the task.

2.2.3.2

Moments to perform maintenance

Maintenance can be performed at several moments in time. Since the aim is to perform
maintenance efficiently, it is important to know which possibilities there are to perform
maintenance. Maintenance is performed at the following moments:
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Production

Unplanned
standstill

No standstill
•Corrective
maintenance
without standstill
•Preventive
maintenance
without standstill

•Breakdown

Restriction

Stops

Planned standstill
once in time

Regularly
planned standstill

•Preventive
maintenance
with standstill
•Corrective
maintenance
with standstill

•Preventive
maintenance
with standstill
•Corrective
maintenance
with standstill

Unused
production time
•Preventive
maintenance
with standstill
•Corrective
maintenance
with standstill

Figure 2-6: Moments for performing maintenance

2.2.3.2.1

Production

Maintenance for which the installation does not need to be shutdown, can be performed during
operation. In order to spread the workload, it makes sense to perform those maintenance tasks
during the production.

2.2.3.2.2

Unplanned standstill

A breakdown of an installation almost always happens during production. Therefore a breakdown
results always in an unplanned standstill. To deal with this unavailability of production time, the
production planning department reserves a fixed number of production hours each week to deal
with unexpected breakdowns.

2.2.3.2.3

Restriction

A restriction allows stopping a production line at any moment in time. Some restrictions are asked
a long period in advance since the installation has to be down for some time. This can be caused
by a project which needs to make some big modifications to the installation or a big overhaul on
the installation for which a normal stop provides not sufficient time.
A restriction can also be asked reasonably short in advance because a very urgent corrective task
has to be performed on the installation. Think of a product quality, environment, reliability or
personnel safety problem which can result if the corrective tasks are not performed within a short
period of time. A restriction should only be allowed in case there is no unused production time
remaining (or not sufficient) (see Figure 2-6 and section 2.2.3.2.5) and it is not possible to wait
until the next stop of this installation. A restriction can thus be seen from a maintenance view as a
last option to perform urgent corrective maintenance in case there are no other possibilities.
The two types of restrictions have in common that they indicate a standstill of one or more
installations, but only planned once in time.

2.2.3.2.4

Stops

The fourth possibility is performing maintenance during a stop. The impact of a stop depends on
the installations that are stopped and the duration of the stop. A stop of an installation which is
not a bottleneck will have very limited impact on the total production because of buffers inbetween most installations. On the other hand, in case some bottleneck installations are stopped it
will have a big impact on the tons of raw milk that can be processed by DMV and it could maybe
be attractive to stop also some other installations since this would have no impact on the total
production volume since the bottlenecks also stand still.
Because of this difference in impact of the different installations on the total production volume,
DMV stops several installations at the same moments to efficiently use the stops. Currently the
following stops are being used by DMV:

A “normal plant stop” (also called “8 week stop”) was until last year planned every 6
weeks, but since 2016 the interval is changed to every 8 weeks. Since a normal plant stop
is introduced to perform maintenance, it makes sense to find out whether this time is still
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needed for performing preventive maintenance. During this stop it is possible to work on
almost every installation for 8 hours. The total average duration of this stop measured in
terms of production losses is on average per bottleneck line 34,3 hours (this mainly stems
from waiting till be cleaned (CIP) and being cleaned itself, before and after the stop).


The “silo roof stop” is performed every 4 weeks. In case this stop is performed, it is no
longer possible to process skimmed milk. This means that the corresponding bottleneck
lines have to be shut down. This stop has to be performed to minimize the possibilities of
explosions in dusty environments. Since these stops do not mean the whole plant has to
come to a standstill, the impact of these stops is smaller than an “8-week stop”. It does
however still have big influences on the milk volume being processed since the bottleneck
installations have to stand still. Since the bottleneck lines store the material in the silos,
during a “silo roof stop” the bottleneck lines have to come at a standstill.



Next to the stops above, there are some small line/installations stops. The frequency and
duration varies for each installation. However those stops have limited impact on the
amount of milk processed. Since most installations have an overcapacity, they can use the
buffers in-between to cope with the stops without having any impact on the milk
processed. The only small line/installations stop which really impacts the production
capacity is the one for the bottleneck lines. This occurs for each line once every 2 weeks
and takes 6 hours.

Finally there are also some production standstills because of regular daily and weekly cleanings. It
is during those stops not possible to perform any maintenance due to the chemicals used for
cleaning the installations. Those are therefore not taken into account when, the term stop is used.
So in the remaining of this report stops denote standstills of installations during which it is possible
to perform maintenance on installations.

2.2.3.2.5

Unused production time

Most of the installations are not operating nonstop, because they are not provided with sufficient
materials to process. This means the installations stand still and this provides thus an opportunity
for maintenance. The problem of this is that these standstills due to material supply issues are
only known a short time upfront. This means that it is hard to plan on short term any
maintenance task to be performed during this unused production time.

2.2.3.3

Planning preventive maintenance at a planned standstill

As mentioned, currently the installation standstills are planned independently of the need for those
standstills. Breakdown maintenance cannot be planned and needs to be performed when a
breakdown occurs. Corrective maintenance can on the other way be planned. This will however
only be possible relative on short term. I.e. it is not possible to generate a long term standstill
planning on the short term generated corrective maintenance orders. For preventive maintenance
it would make sense to align the planned standstills with the need for preventive maintenance.
Since it is known what actions have to be performed for a preventive maintenance task and when
this task has to be performed, this would give the opportunity to plan installation standstills based
on the need, and not as currently define the planned standstills and then assign the maintenance
tasks to the planed standstills.
Currently the only long-term planned moments for performing maintenance are the stops and
restrictions. Since stops are planned with fixed intervals, just as preventive maintenance tasks, it
would by an option to align the stop planning with the preventive maintenance planning.
By aligning the planned stops with the need for stops by preventive maintenance, maintenance
can be performed more efficiently resulting in more production time remaining to process milk.
Note that in this project we let the stops be determined by the preventive maintenance tasks and
not the other way around. By generating standstills based on the need by preventive maintenance
tasks (since corrective maintenance does not require standstills urgently, and a breakdown is
directly solved), a standstill planning can be generated based on the needs
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2.2.4
Aligning stops and preventive maintenance tasks
Bundling maintenance tasks comes not without consequences. The following (dis)advantages may
result from bundling preventive maintenance tasks, and based on these results plan the stops.

2.2.4.1

Advantages of bundling preventive maintenance tasks and aligning them with the stops

By aligning the planned standstills and preventive maintenance tasks, the standstills will become
more effective since more preventive tasks are performed during a standstill. Installations are only
shut down if necessary for preventive maintenance. This results in more milk that can be
processed and thus more profit being generated
A reasonable amount of the preventive maintenance tasks are performed by external firms. In the
current situation it is relative hard to plan preventive maintenance. The maintenance planner
receives a preventive maintenance order and has to plan this order somewhere where the
production planning allows to. In the new situation with the stops and order generation aligned
with each other, there is always a moment to perform the tasks in the week of planned execution
day that week. By introducing the alignment between preventive maintenance tasks and planned
standstills, the maintenance planner does no longer have to search for a moment that satisfies the
needs, since the planned standstill foresees already in all those needs.
Because of this long term preventive maintenance planning, the production planning department
can also incorporate standstills better in their planning. This means that the standstills can be
planned at the end of a production run (such that most efficient the hours lost due to cleaning are
stopped) with the occurrence during office hours such that there are maintenance mechanics
present (maintenance mechanics only work during office hours). By aligning the planned
standstills and the planned preventive maintenance tasks, it becomes also possible for the
production planning department to get an insight how long it takes to perform the task and thus
how long the standstill should last.
By performing preventive maintenance earlier than required, less corrective orders will be
generated. For all the maintenance tasks for which parts are replaced due to an increasing failure
rate, early maintenance would decrease the need for corrective maintenance.

2.2.4.2

Disadvantages of bundling preventive maintenance tasks and aligning those with the
stops

By bundling preventive maintenance tasks at stops, there will be peaks in the demand for
personnel and revision parts. This could mean that more costs have to be made to increase the
availability of maintenance resources. There are thus extra costs resulting from the peak demands
for maintenance resources.
There also result higher costs since maintenance is performed more often than strictly needed by
the maintenance task. Since the maintenance task is performed more often, the costs of
performing this maintenance task will be higher over the year.
The stops are currently not only used for preventive maintenance but also for modifications and
corrective maintenance. The standstill planning resulting out of this project, will have an impact on
the moments at which a project can make its modification on the installation. The leader of those
modification projects should contact the production planning department to find an appropriate
moment in the production planning.
Installations will stand still less often making it harder for mechanics to perform the corrective
maintenance orders. Therefore the new stop planning can become a problem for performing
corrective maintenance.

2.3

Goal of the project

Installation standstills are currently planned not directly based on the need for those standstills.
Although there is time planned for performing preventive maintenance at stops, this valuable
production time is not directly based on the need for maintenance. Under the condition that
maintenance is always performed within its maximum assigned interval, and sufficient resources
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are available to perform the preventive maintenance tasks, a better standstill planning can be
proposed.
The objective of the project can be stated as follows:

By bundling preventive maintenance tasks, improve the total profit by
increasing the tons of raw milk processed taking into account the costs
resulting from performing preventive maintenance.
This goal will be achieved by developing a software tool which plans the preventive maintenance
tasks within their maximum maintenance interval, while taking into account the reduced revenue
due to installation standstills, and extra costs resulting from early maintenance and hiring extra
maintenance resources. The following costs and savings may result from bundling maintenance
tasks:


In case maintenance is performed more often than needed (which is the case when
performing early maintenance), there are extra costs being made for performing
maintenance more often (as costs think of preparing the maintenance tasks and the cost
of using more parts than needed over the planning horizon). By performing preventive
maintenance early, more maintenance costs result. Those costs have to be taken into
account when bundling maintenance.



Extra costs also result from the peak demands for resources. For performing maintenance
more maintenance mechanics and revision parts are needed during standstills. Because of
their restricting impact the proposed bundles of maintenance tasks, those have to be
satisfied. In case it is limiting, it is an opportunity to hire/buy some extra resources.



Although there are some extra costs resulting from bundling maintenance tasks, there are
also savings resulting. Because the standstills for preventive maintenance are better
adapted to the need for standstills, it seems possible to decrease the time installations are
at a standstill. This also means that it becomes possible to increase the production, and
thereby increase the income generated.

Figure 2-7: Input and output tool
In order to bundle the preventive maintenance tasks and thereby achieve the project objective, 4
goals have to be accomplished.
1. Preventive maintenance tasks: First it is important to gather the important input data
related the preventive maintenance tasks. As key input data the cost of each
maintenance task, the maximum maintenance interval and the installation(s) that have to
be shut down for performing the preventive maintenance task and how long the
installation(s) have to stand still to perform the task. Other input data that need to be
known are the number of maintenance mechanics hours needed and number of revision
parts needed.
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2. Production: Since the execution of preventive maintenance means production has to come
at a standstill in many cases. It is therefore important to know what the impact of
preventive maintenance is on production. As production data think of the production
installation capacities, maximum buffer loads and the available number of weekly
production hours.
3. Resources: The final source of input data for the bundle tool comes from the available
maintenance resources. Thereby the number of revision parts available and the costs of
buying extra revision parts are required. Also the available number of internal mechanics
has to be known and how much hours they work during one week.
4. Bundle-tool: Once the input data for the bundle tool all have been gathered, the bundle
tool should transform the input data into a preventive maintenance planning which aims to
process as much milk as possible while keeping the total costs related to preventive
maintenance low.
The output of the bundle tool is an overview of when, which maintenance task is performed. This
is based on the synergies of the need for standstills by the maintenance tasks. Based on this
output it would be possible to find out when a “plant” or “line” stop would be needed.
2.3.1
Research questions
In order to achieve the goals stated above, several actions have to be taken in this project. Those
are stated as research questions.

2.3.1.1

Preventive maintenance tasks

What details of preventive maintenance tasks have to be taken into account in order to come up
with applicable bundles of preventive maintenance tasks?
Each of the maintenance tasks has different demands regarding the execution of the task. For
instance some of these maintenance tasks require that the installation is at a standstill while it is
for other tasks it is fine if the installation is running. It is therefore of great importance to know
the details relevant for planning preventive maintenance. By taking these details of the preventive
maintenance tasks into account, the real impact on the production can be found.

2.3.1.2

Production capacity

How can preventive maintenance be performed with as less impact as possible on the production?
Each installation has its own production capacity and a buffer between installations has also a
limited storage capacity available. Because of the sequential dependency of installations on each
other, the different capacities of the installations and buffers have to be taken into account to
make an efficient maintenance planning. In case it is not a bottleneck installation (an installation
that does not restrict the milk supply in case of running nonstop), standstills can often be planned
with minimal effect on the production by making use of the buffers in-between production lines.
Therefore it is also important to know the production structure (which installations are connected
with another installation and buffer) of all the installations and buffers of the production.
Based on the buffer capacities and production capacities, it is possible to plan standstills avoiding
as much as possible to have any major impact on the amount of milk processed in Veghel. For
bottleneck installations it will not be possible to use this strategy but for non-bottleneck
installations it would thus be possible to plan stops without having any impact on the processed
volume of milk.

2.3.1.3

Maintenance resources: Personnel and revision parts

How does the availability of maintenance resources affect the preventive maintenance planning?
When the number of planned standstills is limited per year, this means that when there is a
standstill, there is a peak in the amount of work to be done. There can only be performed as many
maintenance tasks as there are resources available. The number of resources available is thus a
restricting factor on the preventive maintenance task planning. Therefore the available resources
have to be found in this research question.
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In case there are not sufficient resources available, it could be possible to hire external resources
to perform more tasks during one stop. This means however that extra costs have to be made.
The model also has to incorporate the costs of storing extra revision parts on stock. By doing so, it
is possible to ensure that enough revision parts are on stock. When then during a stop revision
parts are interchanged, there are enough parts on stock such that those tasks can be performed
immediately.
By taking into account the amount of resources available and the potential costs of hiring or
buying some extra resources, an applicable preventive maintenance planning can be generated.

2.3.1.4

Bundling maintenance orders

How can preventive maintenance tasks be bundled with minimal need for planned standstills of
installations?
Based on the input found by the previous research questions, it becomes possible to enhance the
preventive maintenance planning. A methodology has to be defined which is able to increase the
total profit by increasing the tons of raw milk processed while keeping the costs of performing
preventive maintenance low.
This methodology than has to be transformed into a software tool which can in the future be used
by potential users to figure out what the proposed preventive maintenance planning is for the
maintenance tasks used as input for the tool. The optimal preventive maintenance planning states
when which installations are down for performing preventive maintenance tasks, and for how long
the installations are at a standstill.
2.3.2
Scope
In this project only the milk protein chain of DMV is considered. What the impact is of standstills
planned for the milk protein chain on the other production chain, or the general supply chain
planning, is not taken into account of the scope. This means that the general FrieslandCampina
planning department has to deal with the temporarily decreased production capacity in Veghel due
to standstills. The other production chains are not taken into account since they are not directly
restricting the milk processing capacity. In case production hours can be gained using bundling of
maintenance tasks, also the other production chains will be supplied by more material.
Since the focus of this project is on the milk protein chain, this also means that only the
maintenance tasks planned by milk protein maintenance planner are taken into account.
Maintenance tasks planned by the other maintenance planners are not taken into account. The
scope is also restricted to the preventive maintenance tasks which require a standstill of
installations. Preventive maintenance tasks which do not require a standstill should be performed
during operation since this minimizes the demand for mechanics during planned standstills.
In the current situation planned standstills are frequently also used by modification projects to
work on the installations. In the situation resulting after this project, it can become harder for
projects to plan the execution of their work since there are less standstills for performing them. As
long they plan their work properly, they will have limited impact of the new planned standstills
Although corrective maintenance tasks are also performed during planned standstills, this is not
taken into account in this project. This is basically because most installations have overcapacity
and corrective tasks can be performed without any impact on the milk processing production. It
would only make sense to take corrective orders into account for bottleneck installations. Those
can have a direct effect on the volume milk processed. The impact will however still be limited due
to the non-urgency of most corrective maintenance tasks. Because of this limited impact, the
corrective maintenance planning is not taken into account when determining the standstill
planning. Only preventive maintenance tasks are used for determining the new stop planning. Also
breakdowns are not taken into account since they require an immediate fix and thereby make it
hard to incorporate in a long term standstill planningwith any preventive maintenance task
performance.
Out of this project a static preventive maintenance planning should result. A static preventive
maintenance planning is based on the assumption that the production process, the need for
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preventive maintenance and the available resources for performing maintenance do not change
over time. In contrast a dynamic planning changes constantly based on the changing environment
(for example a breakdown). Since it is known a long time upfront which preventive maintenance
tasks have to be performed, which resources are needed to do so, and what the impact of this
task is on the working of the installations, using a static approach for planning preventive
maintenance makes much more sense. In some cases it can indeed be attractive to use a dynamic
maintenance planning. There will however big changes need to be made to the current
maintenance organization to make a dynamic maintenance planning possible. Suppose the
following situation occurs: a breakdown happens at 6 PM and this installation is planned to stand
still tomorrow. It could be interesting to perform all the tasks planned during this standstill already
now during the breakdown. This is however currently not an real option since a lot of tasks are
outsourced which means all those companies have also to come a day earlier. Secondly there are
no internal mechanics available since they only work during office hours. It is thus not possible to
start performing those tasks early. The organization and its maintenance providers are not
organized in a flexible way, therefore implementing a dynamic stop planning is not possible at the
moment. The maintenance planner is although able to plan maintenance tasks dynamic ad-hoc
during a breakdown, he is however not able to plan all the tasks he wants to perform theoretically
(due to maintenance mechanics which are only available during office hours and outsourced tasks
which are not flexible plannable). The aim for this project will thus be to make a static preventive
maintenance and standstill planning.
In order to perform the project within a reasonable time, the first focus will be on all the
preventive maintenance tasks that have any effect on the milk protein production chain. The main
reason for this is that this chain currently restricts the amount of milk that can be processed. The
other chains (whey processing and spray production chain), currently do have sufficient capacity
to handle the incoming materials produced by the milk protein chain. By focusing on preventive
maintenance tasks which demand standstills of installations of the milk protein chain, the total
time these installations are unavailable for production can be decreased. By optimizing the
preventive maintenance planning, the other chains will receive more materials to be processed.
Since the whey processing and spray production chain have in the as-is situation sufficient
processing capacity, optimizing the preventive maintenance planning is the most important chain
to improve. In case it is proven for the milk protein chain that it is possible to reduce the number
of stops, it could be interesting to figure out whether these other chains can deal with this
increased milk supply due to less standstills. This will however not be taken into account in this
project scope.
The production capacity of the installations and the size of buffers in-between production
installations are given. Since the aim is to come up with a new standstill planning, potential effects
of making changes to the capacities of the installations themselves are not taken into account. It
will however be possible to change these input data in the tool but the as-is situation will be used
in this project to provide DMV of the currently better preventive maintenance planning.
The main deliverable of this project will be a tool which provides DMV with bundles of maintenance
tasks which can best be performed together. This tool states when, which maintenance tasks have
to be performed. It does however not state which specific day or hours these tasks have to be
performed. It is up to the production planning department to plan which day these tasks will be
performed. Thereby they have to take into account that it is only possible to plan these stops
during office hours of workdays and the installations have to be cleaned before and after the
maintenance execution. Such detailed planning problems regarding workdays and purification
processes will thus not be taken into account in this project.

2.4

Scientific literature on maintenance

In this section first an overview will be given of which key elements should be addressed in
literature to be relevant for the problem DMV faces. Next relevant articles taking care of one or
more of those key elements are summed and the main findings stated. Finally the contribution this
project adds to the current available scientific literature is argued.
2.4.1
Critical elements of literature for DMV
Over the years numerous maintenance concepts have been developed. The maintenance models
can generally be classified as corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance strategies.
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A corrective repair policy, only replaces parts when they are broken. Preventive maintenance on
the other hand tries to minimize the need for corrective repairs by replacing parts before they
break down (Arts, 2013).
Corrective maintenance is only preferable for parts that have a constant or decreasing failure rate,
it makes no sense to replace these parts preventively. In most situations, corrective maintenance
means that the part is no longer able to function and thus it has to be repaired/ replaced in order
to work appropriately. Note that the meaning of corrective maintenance most often has, differs
from the meaning DMV gives to this term. Corrective maintenance is in DMV vocabulary equal to a
breakdown repair.

Constant
monitoring
Condition based
Periodic
monitoring

Preventive
maintenance

Use based
Static based
Age based
Figure 2-8: Preventive maintenance policy
Preventive maintenance Policies can be further separated into several branches (Figure 2-8) (AlTurki, Ayar, Yilbas, & Sahin, 2014). Some preventive jobs are being generated based on a
condition that is no longer satisfied (condition based maintenance), or based on indirect variables
indicating the wear (static based maintenance).Those two can then also be split in two separate
categories. Constant monitoring means that there is a continuous amount of information available
which indicates the deterioration state of the component. Periodic monitoring means that several
moments in time an inspection is performed to monitor the deterioration state of components.
The static based maintenance tasks can be split into use based and age based plans. Since in
many cases wear depends on the hours an installation is in production or the volume processed,
these indicators give a good indication when to perform preventive maintenance. DMV’s preventive
maintenance orders are generated based on the time passed between preventive maintenance
executions (and not the actual use of the installations) (age-based). That is why maintenance
literature regarding age-based preventive maintenance is most relevant for this project.
Next to the focus on age based preventive maintenance tasks, another important topic is the
bundling approach. As bundling is the basic idea of this project to increase the efficiency of the
stand stills, literature should also incorporate this topic.
In numerous cases in which bundling is applied, it is interesting to bundle tasks due to the high
set-up costs. For DMV, the production time lost due to performing preventive maintenance, results
in a direct reduction in revenue. By bundling maintenance tasks Valuable production time is saved
and the production losses are reduced.
Another critical element is the production structure. As the production structure of DMV is
relative complex with multiple sequential installations, lines working parallel and small buffers
between the lines. Because of this complexity, the literature should also incorporate the production
structure.
As a final main element, literature should incorporate the availability of maintenance resources.
Since the maintenance resource availability is limited at DMV, this problem should be addressed to
come up with an applicable solution.
Based on those 5 critical elements (age-based preventive maintenance, bundling, production loss,
complex production structure, maintenance resources) literature should incorporate, relevant
literature is selected which incorporates some of those elements. No academic article was found
which took care of all those key features of the problem DMV is confronted with.
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2.4.2
Literature review
Several articles have been found which take care of one or several of the previously named key
elements. The articles are ordered in this section around the key element in which the article
provides the most interesting insights. For an overview of which article takes which feature into
account have a look at chapter 14.

2.4.2.1

Preventive maintenance

In academic research there are numerous articles published about making a good evaluation what
maintenance interval to use such that the most optimal distribution is found between preventive
and corrective maintenance costs (Barlow & Hunter, 1960). A pitfall of such an age-based articles
in which the optimal maintenance interval is found, is that they focus on one component. Since
installations of DMV consists of numerous components, with each there own failure distribution, it
is less attractive to use these models in practice.

2.4.2.2

Bundling

It is unattractive to stop an installation frequently for performing preventive maintenance to
replace each time a different component. It makes more sense to develop a maintenance schedule
on a higher level than at the component level of an installation. Otherwise the reliability of the
system can be quite high but this has a dramatic impact on the availability of the system since it is
always in maintenance. A maintenance schedule is basically a form of bundling maintenance tasks
from component level, on an installation level. In literature designing maintenance on an overlying
level is named multi-component systems maintenance. An installation consists of several
components which are each critical for the performance of the installation. The need for higher
level maintenance planning results because of three levels of dependencies of components in
systems (Dekker, Duyn Schouten, & Wildeman, 1997) (Nicolai & Dekker, 2006)(Olde Keizer,
Flapper, & Teunter, 2017).


Economic dependence: It is often much cheaper to combine maintenance tasks of several
different components, and perform the tasks simultaneously due to shared set-up costs.



Structural dependence: In order to maintain one component another component has also
to be stopped working or to be maintained as well.



Stochastic dependence: The deterioration of one component depends on the state of
another component (think of a load sharing situation).

Because of these dependencies between components, the focus has been the last decade on
developing multiple-component maintenance concepts rather than single-component maintenance
concepts.
Laggoune et al. (2009) propose a method to make an efficient evaluation of performing preventive
and corrective maintenance for one system. By using simulation the best groups of maintenance
tasks are determined. All the tasks in one group are performed with the same interval to minimize
the effects on the production chain.
Also Yongsheng et al. (2009) developed a technique to make an optimal preventive maintenance
planning for a multi-component system. They define an inspection interval and based on this
interval they schedule the preventive maintenance activities. In their approach they make the
assumption that only at inspections maintenance can be performed on the installation.
Van Dijkhuizen & Van Harten (1997) propose an algorithm to generate bundles of preventive
maintenance tasks for multiple components of one system. As the maintenance tasks always need
to be performed on time, set-up costs can be saved when performing early maintenance and thus
performing maintenance more often than needed.

2.4.2.3

Resources

A different sort of dependency is taken into account by Finch and Gilbert (1986). They provide a
framework to come to a maintenance planning which covers sufficient personnel to perform the
preventive maintenance tasks. Although the framework is focused on personnel, this framework
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could also be used for other types of resources needed to perform maintenance. This article only
provides a framework how an integrated maintenance and production planning could be generated
but does not give a mathematical model to generate such a planning.
As in the case of DMV, the resources for performing maintenance are crucial for the actual
performance of maintenance tasks. Only a limited number of articles found, take the maintenance
resource restrictions into account. Thereby you can think of Weinstein & Chung (1999) which plan
production around the corrective and age based preventive maintenance tasks. They vary in the
resources per time unit, to minimize the costs for maintenance resources.
A good example of a methodology to taking resource availability into account is proposed by
Bohlin & Wärja (2015). In their model they use mixed integer linear optimization to plan
production and preventive maintenance. Some nice features of their model are that they take into
account the duration the installation has to stand still for all the bundles of preventive tasks to be
performed. A cost is taken into account, to deal with effects of unavailable production time due to
preventive maintenance. Also the availability of resources is taken into account by having a
maximum on the number of jobs that can be performed during a day. In case the task is not
performed within one day, the installation stands still during the night till the next day when the
mechanic completes the maintenance job.
A relative different type of modeling approach is provided by Marquez (2007). In this article the
maintenance resources are determined by queueing theory and simulation. Also the impact of
performing maintenance is relative different to most articles. It uses a Markov chain to model the
behavior of the systems. It is however hard to incorporate this for complex production systems as
is the case for DMV.

2.4.2.4

Production structure

It is for DMV not critical that every installation works. Due to the buffers between lines it is
possible to have a standstill of one installation without any impact on other installations. But in
case one installation in a line is at a standstill, all the installations in that line have to come at a
standstill.
Olde Keizer & Teunter (2014) propose an approach to perform condition based maintenance on
two components part of a sequential production structure. Thereby they take into account both
structural and economic dependence. Since a breakdown on one installation has impact on the
working of the other one, parts are not only replaced when they are in the deterioration state for
preventive maintenance but are also already being replaced in case the opportunistic replacement
state is reached. This opportunistic deterioration state basically implies that if the production line
is stopped, because a part is broken or reached the preventive maintenance state, also the
components in the opportunistic state are replaced. Thereby set-up costs are being saved.
In case a system comprises components which can act redundant of each other (if one part fails,
this does not have any impact on the working of the installation), it is not directly necessary to
replace a component if it reaches its breakdown moment. Depending on the deterioration states of
the two componentsparts, the best maintenance strategy is found. This can mean replace both the
components, replace none or replace only the one that is in the worst deterioration state. An
optimal replacement strategy based on the deterioration states of the two redundant components
is presented by Olde Keizer et al (2016).
For the situation of DMV it is important to take into account the buffer size between the
installations. In case a line is at a standstill for maintenance and there is sufficient material stored
in the buffer downstream of the production chain, and the buffer upfront is almost empty, the
standstill of this line does not directly result in a standstill of other production line. There are
several articles available which take the buffers into account. Both Kenne et al. (2007), Aghezzaf
et al. (2007), and Chelbi & Ait-Kadi (2004) provide models which incorporate the material stored
in the buffer as well as the preventive maintenance interval. In order to determine the optimum
levels for these two variables, costs are taken into account for holding inventory, not meeting the
demand and performing corrective and preventive maintenance.
Kallrath published several articles ((Kallrath & Timpe, 2000), (Kallrath, 1995)) how to use MILP in
order to optimize the production planning. He does thereby take the lot sizing problem, demand
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fulfillment, raw material supply and inventories into account. Although the assumptions used in his
articles are somewhat different for those present in the case of DMV, the key formulations about
how to model the production set-up in MILP can be used to model the situation of DMV. As key
formulations think of inventory modeling and production balances. Kallrath does not mention
standstills due to maintenance (the case of DMV) but does mention product changeovers (which
also reduce the production capacity over the planning horizon), which almost have the same
impact as standstills due to maintenance.

2.4.2.5

Production losses

In case buffers pose not enough flexibility or a bottleneck installation has to stand still, production
losses will result. Ashayeri et al (1996) plan preventive maintenance while taking into account the
effect it has on achieving the production volume. In their articles a balance is found in having not
sufficient items on inventory (backordering costs), having unnecessary much items in inventory
(inventory costs), and setup cost relating to the costs of performing preventive maintenance.
Aghezzaf (2008) proposed a maintenance policy with the aim of meeting the demand by
scheduling the preventive maintenance for a system with multiple parallel production lines. The
approach thereby incorporates the costs resulting from preventive and corrective maintenance,
and the effect this has on the lost production time.
2.4.3
Scientific contributions
Although there have been many attempts in literature to optimize the preventive maintenance
planning, literature does not provide adequate solutions for a preventive maintenance policy for a
production structure as present at DMV. What makes the case of DMV special is that it has
relatively small buffers between installations due to the perishability of the milk. This implies that
the approaches proposed in multi-component literature are hard to apply in this situation. Due to
the infinite supply of raw milk and the 24/7 operation it is not possible to perform all the
preventive maintenance without loss of production. Thirdly the availability of maintenance
resources also restricts the preventive maintenance planning.
The project will thus use the single-component age-based maintenance tasks and generate on the
basis of these an as good as possible preventive maintenance planning. As Koochaki et al (2011)
conclude, condition based maintenance for more complex serial production system with multiple
components is less effective than the age-based replacement strategy in case of strong positive
economic dependency. As it is really costly to stop the installations at DMV this article argues why
it is for DMV interesting to use the currently used single-component age based maintenance tasks
and transform these in to a plant-wide preventive maintenance planning and thus standstill
planning.
This project will thus result in a mathematical model which makes sure that the preventive
maintenance tasks can always be performed within their maximum maintenance interval. By
making an integral preventive maintenance and planned standstill planning, the profit is
maximized. In this optimization, the buffer capacities and production capacities of the installations
are taken into account. Also costs are incurred for the lost production due to standstills of
installations for preventive maintenance. Another feature of this project will be that the capacities
of the resources are taken into account such that there are always sufficient resources available to
perform all the maintenance tasks planned during the stop. A software tool will be generated to
find a solution for the problem.
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3

Mathematical model

Since the maintenance literature does not provide one overall solution for the problem context
DMV is facing, a new methodology is developed (based on the relevant parts of literature). This
methodology should incorporate the complex production structure of DMV and the availability of
maintenance resources. In order to generate a preventive maintenance planning taking into
account restrictions, a mixed integer linear problem is defined. Before stating the mathematical
model in sections 3.2 till 3.7, the assumptions being the foundations for this model and the
notations used, are defined.

3.1

Assumptions

In order to understand the mathematical model better, it is important to know why some
equations are defined. The following assumptions provide the foundation for the mathematical
model. Beneath each assumption it is stated whether this assumption is in reality reasonable.
Supply chain
1 There is an infinite supply of milk toward DMV since products produced by DMV generate more
profit than the products produced at other plants.
As long the profit margin of products produced by DMV is higher compared to other products
produced by other plants, this assumption holds.
2

In case an installation can make several different products, the demand for the products is in
the same proportion for the upcoming years as is the case for 2016, independent of how much
is produced. For each product produced there is thus an infinite demand.
In reality this assumption will not be totally met but the products differ only slightly (in terms
of production time required to produce on ton of a product), this assumption makes sense.

3

In case installation 𝑖 is ready for operation, it can always operate on its maximum processing
rate (𝐼𝑁𝑖 ).
In reality the capacity can fluctuate a bit, but the maximum capacity gives a good
approximation.

4

The buffer capacities of the silos between installations can be fully used.
In reality this assumption can be met if the production planning department wants to.

5

Only the currently used product flows are taken into account.
This means that the “Caseinate XL” flows are not taken into account.

6

Installations which work sequentially with no direct connection to multiple installations or
buffers (with the same product) can be coupled together if the secondary installation in line
works more hours than the first one and has a higher processing rate. See the transition from
Figure 8-1 to Figure 8-2 to see which installations can be coupled together to reduce the
modelling complexity.
It is a valid argument to see these installations as one, since they are depending on each
other.

Maintenance tasks
7 Preventive maintenance tasks can only be performed earlier than specified but not later than
specified.
Although this is currently not always the case (due to installations not standing still) this is
however required by the maintenance task, it is really the aim to perform preventive
maintenance not late.
8

In case an installation stands still, all the maintenance tasks planned to be performed, are
then performed parallel of each other. By doing so bundling becomes possible.
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This assumption will not always be met but due to the size of the installations, this assumption
will most often be met.
9

All the tasks requiring zero stock in related buffers are done directly at the beginning of a
week.
This assumption needs to be made in order to plan those tasks on a more detailed planning

10 For the preventive maintenance planning it is assumed that planned standstills (stops) are
only needed for preventive maintenance and not because of other types of maintenance or
modifications that require installation standstills.
In reality this assumption will not be met, but since there are not reliable data available it is
not possible to validate whether it is possible for corrective maintenance or modifications, the
new stop planning is problematic.
Mechanics
11 All the maintenance tasks that are normally performed by internal mechanics can also be
performed by external mechanics.
Not totally true but qualified personnel provided with a good instruction should be capable to
perform the task assigned.
12 External and internal mechanics need the same amount of time to perform maintenance task
𝑚𝑡.
Hypothetical assumption but in case not valid, a fixed factor can be introduced to buy more
mechanical hours to externally perform maintenance tasks.
13 The preventive maintenance tasks are always performed directly right the first time.
Not always the case but this lies out of the scope of the project.
14 Internal mechanics cost per hour less than external mechanics.
A short evaluation proves this assumption makes sense.
15 The factors used to specify how much tons of each material comes out of the installation are
based on the average yearly production which gives also a good approximation of the weekly
production.
Due to set-up costs of production batches this assumption will not be met in reality.
16 Hours available for production (𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 ) means that this is the maximum number of hours the
installation can process material (if not at a standstill for maintenance). This means that
changes on the installation for product switches, breakdowns and cleanings are done in the
remaining time (168-𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 ).
This is the case for DMV. The production planning departmentuses these data to determine
how many hours an installation can process material during a week.
17 All mechanics work 𝑊𝐷 days per week, 𝐴 hours per day.
The real situation will be more detailed but this give a reasonable representation.
18 External mechanics are available 24/7.
As long DMV is willing to pay an additional fee, it is possible to always hire external mechanics
to perform maintenance.
19 There is an infinite amount of external maintenance mechanics that can be hired.
There are sufficient (“ZZP-ers”) and specialized companies which can offer a large workforce to
perform the tasks planned during a stop.
20 In case more mechanics are working on an installation than needed, this does mean that the
task is not completed faster. It will take the same time to perform the tasks as is the case
when the planned number of mechanics is working on the task
In reality there will be benefits resulting of having some additional mechanics helping on a
task.
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Maintenance resources
21 The maintenance planner is capable of preparing all the tasks that need to be performed in a
week. The maintenance planner is not a limiting resource to perform maintenance tasks.
In reality the maintenance planner can be a restricting resource especially in the week upfront
of a stop.
22 The costs of maintenance tools (for example a socket) are negligible and therefore they do not
result in restricting criteria in developing a preventive maintenance planning. In case of a
shortage resulting from this maintenance planning, extra tools will be bought and directly
available.
Valid argument to not take into account the number of maintenance tools that are available.
23 No revision parts are in revision and thus unavailable at the beginning of the preventive
maintenance planning.
This is an assumption used since it is not possible to know how the state of the system will be
at the start of the planning horizon
Based on these assumptions the mathematical model is developed. An overview of the notations
used in the mathematical model can be found in chapter 11. In the subsequent chapter the
general formulas are specified. The exact formulas (used to limit the number of decision variables
and constraints) can be found in chapter 12.

3.2

Objective function

The main goal of DMV is to make as much 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 by processing as much milk as possible. The
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 consist of the 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 generated by selling the different ingredients extracted out of the
milk, deducted by the 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 and the 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠. Since other costs like taxes
and interest are sunk costs it is not interesting to take them into account.
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠

(3-1)

In order to process the milk with reliable installations, preventive maintenance tasks have been
developed. Preventive maintenance tasks have to be performed with a fixed maintenance interval.
There is currently no bundling approach used to come to an efficient preventive maintenance
planning. To make an as good as possible preventive maintenance planning, the cost related to
the preventive maintenance tasks have to be weighed against the lost income due to installation
standstills for preventive maintenance. It could namely be more cost effective to perform
preventive maintenance tasks earlier than needed since the installations then have to stand still
less often.
The income DMV generates depends on the tons of raw milk processed each week (𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏1,𝑤 +
𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏2,𝑤 ) multiplied by the revenue (𝑅) that is generated by each ton of milk that is processed by
the milk protein chain. It is assumed that the revenue generated by one liter of milk is constant
independent of the tons of milk being processed. This constant is based on the average ratio in
which the products are produced by DMV.
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1(𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏1,𝑤 + 𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏2,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝑅

(3-2)

The 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 are expressed as the cost price (𝐶𝑃) for each ton of raw milk processed and
transformed into end product.
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1(𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏1,𝑤 + 𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏2,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐶𝑃

(3-3)

In case DMV wants less milk to be supplied , the milk produced by the member farmers still has to
be processed somewhere at other plants. Due to the limiting production capacity milk powder will
be made out of the raw milk. Since the profit margin for milk powder is less than for the
production produced by DMV, it makes sense to process this milk at DMV. Note that 𝐶𝑃 is equal to
the revenue generated by producing milk powder. Since FrieslandCampina has to process all the
milk supplied by their member farmers, it can thus happen the profit resulting from producing milk
powder is negative due to an oversupply. Therefore it makes more sense to use the milk powder
price as cost price 𝐶𝑃 than the cost of buying the milk from the farmers and processing it.
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The operating expenses can be split into the operating costs out of the scope of this project and
the costs that are part of the scope of this project. As operating costs out of the scope, think of
the process operators which have to be paid independently of whether the installations are running
or whether they are at a standstill for maintenance. This is also the case for internal maintenance
mechanics. They have to be paid independent of whether they perform (preventive) maintenance
or not. Since this project has no influence on those costs, these are not taken into account as
operating expenses. The option of hiring extra internal mechanics is not taken into account. Since
the preventive maintenance planning will result in an increased demand for mechanics during
planned standstills. There is only a temporary need for mechanics and therefore it is unattractive
to hire internal mechanics.
The operating costs, taken into account in this project, are the costs direct related to performing
(early) preventive maintenance (task preparation, revision costs and the costs of outsourcing
tasks), buying substitution parts and the costs of hiring external mechanics to perform preventive
maintenance.
Note that there is a difference between outsourcing and hiring an external mechanic. Some
maintenance tasks are that specific that this knowledge is only available at some specific firms.
This means the task is already outsourced to a company which has sufficient background
knowledge. The related outsourcing costs are included in the cost term 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 . Hiring external
mechanics is only done when internal mechanics have not sufficient time available to perform the
preventive tasks on time. They perform the tasks that are normally done by the internal
mechanics.
1
The direct to maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 related costs are equal to 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 which have to be taken
into account each week 𝑤, that task 𝑚𝑡 is performed (𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 = 1 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇, 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}).
2
Next to the direct maintenance task related costs, also operational expenses are made in
this model for hiring external mechanics. The costs of external mechanics performing preventive
maintenance are found by multiplying the number hours external mechanics (𝐻𝐸𝑋𝑤 ) work by the
costs of hiring an external mechanic for one hour (𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸).
3
The last component of the operational expenses that are part of the project scope, are the
costs for buying additional revision parts. These costs are found by multiplying the number of
revision(𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣 ) parts bought of type 𝑟𝑣 bought, by the costs of one revision part 𝑟𝑣 (𝐶𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣 ). Note
that the current formulation states that the purchase of new revision parts has to be payed back
over the planning horizon of the preventive maintenance planning.
𝑊
𝑊
𝑟𝑣2
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 = ∑𝑚𝑡329
𝑚𝑡=𝑚𝑡1 ∑𝑤=1(𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 + ∑𝑤=1 𝐻𝐸𝑋𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸 + ∑𝑟𝑣=𝑟𝑣1 𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣 ∗ 𝐶𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣

3.3

(3-4)

Preventive maintenance planning

The preventive maintenance planning is restricted by the maximum maintenance task interval
(𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 ). Task 𝑚𝑡 has to be planned 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 weeks after the last order was planned by the
maintenance task.

Figure 3-1: Current preventive maintenance planning
In the as-is situation, tasks are thus planned once every 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 weeks. As can be seen in Figure
3-1, after 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 weeks, the task has to be performed (denoted by the red bar).
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Figure 3-2: Performing early preventive maintenance when beneficial
Since bundling of tasks can a cost saving, it would make sense to perform preventive maintenance
earlier than needed. The task 𝑚𝑡 has still to be performed at least once in the 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 weeks. This is
guaranteed by equation 3-5. This formula gives still the opportunity of performing tasks earlier
than needed. See for example in Figure 3-2, after the execution of the second order, the third
order is performed earlier than needed.
𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤𝑛+𝐿𝑀
𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀ wn ∈ {1, . . , W − 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 } , 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇
𝑤=𝑤𝑛

(3-5)

Figure 3-3: Planning preventive maintenance taking into account the initial situation
In order to take the last preventive maintenance execution into account, the following restriction is
added in which 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 denotes how many weeks before the start of the new preventive
maintenance planning (in case of implementing the maintenance planning found by this model),
the maintenance task has been performed (denoted by the orange bar in Figure 3-3). This is only
applicable to the preventive maintenance tasks which need to be planned within the planning
horizon (task with an preventive maintenance interval of more than 𝑊 years, that are executed
relative short before the implementation of the new preventive maintenance planning are thus not
taken into account). This restriction makes sure that the first execution of the maintenance task
after the implementation of the new maintenance planning is within its maintenance interval.
𝑚𝑡 −𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
∑𝐿𝑀
𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀{mt ∈ SMT |𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ≤ W}
𝑤=1

(3-6)

Each maintenance task requires some installations to stand still in order to perform the
maintenance task. This is defined by parameter 𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡 which is equal to 1 if installation 𝑖 has to
stand still for performing maintenance task 𝑚𝑡. The installations for which 𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡 = 1 then have to
stand still for as long as the task takes (𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ). So each time the maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed
in week 𝑤, the related installations 𝑖 have to stand still long enough (𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ) to perform the task.
𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(3-7)

In case a maintenance task requires multiple installations of 𝑖7 till 𝑖10 to stand still (𝐷𝐼𝑊𝑖,𝑚𝑡 = 1),
these installations have to stand still longer than only needed for performing preventive
maintenance. It takes namely longer to restart all the processes since there is only a limited
cleaning capacity (CIP capacity). Therefore extra time is reserved for waiting till the installations
are cleaned and the installations are able to restart processing material.
𝐻𝑊𝑖,𝑤 = 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑊𝑖,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝐶𝑊𝑖 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(3-8)
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3.4

Production balances

The milk protein production system consists of buffers and installations (Figure 8-1). An
installation receives material and transforms this into a different material. An installation is
thereby limited in the processing capacity per hour, and the number of hours the installation is
available for production each week. Next to the installations, there are buffers at some places in
the production chain. A buffer only stores material and makes no changes to the material.

Figure 3-4: Meaning of icons used
An important subdivision is made between installations which are fed by buffers (buffer
installations) and those that are fed by other installations (installations in line). This split-up is
made since the buffer installations process material at their maximum production rate while the
rates of the installations in line depend on the supply of the installations upfront.
3.4.1

Buffer balance equation

Figure 3-5: Buffer balance
The tons (𝑆𝑇𝑏,𝑤 ) that are stored in buffer 𝑏 at the end of week 𝑤 are equal to the tons (𝑆𝑇𝑏,𝑤−1 ) that
were in the buffer at the end of week 𝑤 − 1 plus the tons incoming from installations (𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖,𝑏,𝑤 ) or
delivered as raw material (𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏,𝑤 ) to the buffer 𝑏, minus the tons that are outgoing for further
processing (𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 ) or that have reached the end-product state (𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏,𝑤 ). To save calculation time,
these equations are stated specifically for each buffer (chapter 12). Basically they are all derived
from equation 3-9.
𝑖20
𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏,𝑤 + ∑𝑖20
𝑖=𝑖1 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖,𝑏,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏,𝑤 + ∑𝑗=𝑖1 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏,𝑤 ∀𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(3-9)

The tons of materials stored in buffers at the beginning of the planning horizon are out of influence
of this projectand have to be accepted as-is. Therefore the tons stored in week “0” are equal to a
fixed predetermined value 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏 for each buffer 𝑏.
𝑆𝑇𝑏,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏 ∀ 𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵

(3-10)

The tons stored in each buffer have to be smaller than the buffer capacity (𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏 ) on week level
(equation 3-11). In case a maintenance task requires that a buffer is empty, this is guaranteed by
the following formula. It is made sure that in case maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤 + 1
(𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤+1 = 1), and this maintenance task requires an empty buffer (𝐷𝐵𝑏,𝑚𝑡 = 1), there has to be zero
stock in buffer 𝑏 at the end of week 𝑤. Such that at the start of week 𝑤 + 1, maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
can be performed directly since the buffer is empty.
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𝑆𝑇𝑏,𝑤 ≤ (1 − (𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤+1 ∗ 𝐷𝐵𝑏,𝑚𝑡 )) ∗ 𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏 ∀𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊 − 1}

(3-11)

Some installations produce several materials which are routed further to other installations of
buffers with defined ratios. These ratios are based on the average demand for the different
materials. Therefore the flow out of installation i8 is sent partially to i11 and the other part to i12.
This is also the case for the flows out of buffer b8 and b9.
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖18,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏8,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐵8 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏8,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖18,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐵𝐵𝑇𝐻 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖18,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐵𝐵𝑇𝐻 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖17,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖19,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏9,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐵9 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐼8 = 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(3-12)

3.4.2
Installation balance equation
As for the buffers, all the installations have also to be in balance. The sum of the tons that flow
towards installation 𝑗, is equal to the sum of the tons that flow out of the installation 𝑗 to other
installations and buffers minus the tons that are evaporated or extracted out of the production
chain (since they do not represent any value). Note that all the different flows flowing out of the
installation are produced with a fixed factor, i.e. from 10 tons of raw milk processed there results
a for example 1 ton of cream.

Figure 3-6: Installation balance
The tons that are sent to installation 𝑗 in week 𝑤, can come from a buffer 𝑏 (𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 ) or from
another installation upfront (𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑝,𝑤 ). Installation 𝑗 transforms this input into another material and
sends it towards the buffers 𝑎 (𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑗,𝑎,𝑤 ) and installation 𝑘 (𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑗,𝑘,𝑤 ). The tons flowing into an
installation is not the same as the tons of products that result out of the installation. This is due to
the fact that factor 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑗,𝑎 and 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑗,𝑘 do not sum always up to 1. This fixed inequality factor is used
since some installations separate the incoming material into several different ones. Some of those
materials are extracted and taken out of the material flow since they do not represent any value
(think of spill water) and are therefore not modelled in Figure 8-2. For each product flow (as
denoted by the different colors used Figure 8-2), the installation balance equations (equation 313, 3-14 and 3-15) should hold.
𝑏12

𝑖20

∑ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 + ∑ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤 =
𝑏=𝑏1

𝑖=𝑖1
𝑖≠𝑗

1
∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑗,𝑎,𝑤 ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝑆𝐵, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑗,𝑎
(3-13)

For main product flows within installations:
𝑏12

𝑖20

∑ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 + ∑ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤 =
𝑏=𝑏1

𝑖=𝑖1
𝑖≠𝑗

𝑖20

1
∑ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑗,𝑘,𝑤 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑗
𝑘=𝑖1
𝑘≠𝑗

(3-14)
For secondary product flows within installations:
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𝑏12

𝑖20

∑ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 + ∑ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤 =
𝑏=𝑏1

𝑖=𝑖1
𝑖≠𝑗

𝑖20

1
∑ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑗,𝑘,𝑤 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑆𝑗
𝑘=𝑖1
𝑘≠𝑗

With as fixed input parameters:
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐵𝑖,𝑏
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖,𝑏 =
∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵
𝐼𝑁𝑖
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖 =
∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐼
𝐼𝑁𝑖
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑆𝑖
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑆𝑖 =
∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐼
𝐼𝑁𝑖
Whereby,
𝑏12
∑𝑖20
𝑖=𝑖1 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖,𝑗 + ∑𝑏=𝑏1 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖,𝑏 ≤ 1 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼

3.5

(3-15)

(3-15.1)
(3-15.1)
(3-15.1)
(3-15.1)

Production restrictions

There is a maximum on the production hours that are available each week. These can be used for
production or can be used for performing maintenance on installations. The number of hours
installation 𝑖 is processing material in week 𝑤 (𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 ) is equal (or less) to the hours available for
production (𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 ) minus the time the installation 𝑖 has to stand still (𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ) for preventive
maintenance minus the number of hours needed for CIP and waiting for CIP (𝐻𝑊𝑖,𝑤 ).
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 − 𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 − 𝐻𝑊𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(3-16)

3.5.1
Production hours of installations
Since installations have to stand still to perform maintenance on the installation, it is important to
know how much time installations spend processing materials. This is both determined for
installations with buffers and installations upfront.

3.5.1.1

Production hours for installations with buffer upfront

Figure 3-7: Installation with buffer upfront (buffer installation)
For installations with a buffer upfront the following formula is used to determine the time they
spend on processing material in week 𝑤. The sum of all the tons (𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑖,𝑤 ) sent to installation 𝑖 by
buffers 𝑏 in week 𝑤 devided by the processing rate (𝐼𝑁𝑖 ) of installation 𝑖, gives the number of hours
installation 𝑖 spends on processing material in week 𝑤. Hereby it is assumed that the installation
can always run at its maximum capacity.
𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 =

∑𝑏12
𝑏=𝑏1 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑖,𝑤
∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐵𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖

(3-17)
To reduce the calculation time and the memory usage, the production hours are defined for each
combination of buffer and installation for which it is really a possibility to send material from buffer
𝑏 to installation 𝑖.

3.5.1.2

Production hours for installations with installation upfront

As can be seen in Figure 8-2, the milk protein production chain consists of maximally two
installations working in line (no buffer between installations). For installations in line (with no
buffer upfront), the production rate of the first one (which is supplied out of a buffer) is equal or
smaller than the second one in line. Secondly, the second installation in line has to run long
enough to always process the material processed by the first one in line. This can also mean that a
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combination of installations have to be running to always process the material produced by the
first one in line (for example installation 𝑖9 processes material 150 hours per week while
installation 𝑖11 only runs 120 hours per week, so there has to be another installation available to
take over the installation flow if installation i9 want produce longer than 120 hours).

Figure 3-8: Installation j (line installation) with another installation i upfront
For all the buffer installations 𝑖 (with a buffer upfront) that supply material to line installation 𝑗, the
buffer installation that has the longest processing time, determines how long (𝐻𝑃𝑗,𝑤 ) installation 𝑗
processes material in week 𝑤. This is denoted by dividing the supply (𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤 ) by the output rate
(𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖 ) of the installations supplying installation 𝑗. The formulations used below hold since there is
maximally one installation working in line after a buffer installation.
𝐻𝑃𝑗,𝑤 ≥

𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤
∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐵𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐿𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖

(3-18)

3.5.2
Production capacity for installation in line
In case installations supply other installations, it has to be guaranteed that the installations in line
are capable of handling the tons supplied (𝐼𝑁𝑗 ). The following formula makes sure that installation j
can handle the tons supplied. For all the tons (𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤 ) that are sent to installation 𝑗 in week 𝑤,
installation 𝑗 has to have sufficient production hours to process the tons supplied.
𝐻𝑃𝑗,𝑤 ≥

∑𝑖20
𝑖=𝑖1 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑗

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐿𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(3-19)
Note that this equation 3-19 is not applied on 𝑖11 and 𝑖12, it is not needed since the capacity of 𝑖11
and 𝑖12 is always equal or bigger than the maximum output of 𝑖8. Therefore a capacity restriction
doesn’t make sense as long as long the restriction posed by equation 3-18 is met. This is also the
case for the combinations of installations as presented in Figure 8-2. The installations coupled
together means that installations second in line always can run with the maximum production rate
of the first one and can also run for at least the same number of hours without any cleaning inbetween.

3.6

Maintenance resource restrictions

3.6.1
Revision parts
Revision parts are not thrown away after removal from the installation. They are sent to the
workshop for revision. Due to this, the revision parts are unavailable for a period of time (𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣 )
(the average revision time for part 𝑟𝑣). DMV owns several revision parts (𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑅𝑉𝑟𝑣 ) of type 𝑟𝑣. It
could be interesting to buy some additional revision parts to result in less standstill time (by
bundling more maintenance tasks together), therefore decision variable 𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑝 is included for
buying additional revision parts. The following formula makes sure that there are always sufficient
revision parts available for performing the maintenance tasks planned by buying additional
revision parts if it is financially attractive over the planning horizon.
𝑅𝑉𝑆𝑟𝑣,𝑤 + 𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣 = 𝑅𝑉𝑆𝑟𝑣,𝑤−1 − 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝑌𝑅𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑟𝑣 + 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤−𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣 ∗ 𝑌𝑅𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑟𝑣 ∀ 𝑟𝑣 ∈ 𝑆𝑅𝑉, 𝑤 ∈ {𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣 + 1 , . . , 𝑊 − 𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣 }
𝑅𝑉𝑆𝑟𝑣,𝑤 + 𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣 = 𝑅𝑉𝑆𝑟𝑣,𝑤−1 − 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝑌𝑅𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑟𝑣 ∀ 𝑟𝑣 ∈ 𝑆𝑅𝑉, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣 }
𝑅𝑉𝑆𝑟𝑣,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑅𝑉𝑟𝑣 ∀ 𝑟𝑣 ∈ 𝑅𝑉

(3-20)

3.6.2
Mechanics
DMV has only a limited pool of (internal) maintenance mechanics available for performing
maintenance tasks. In case possible, internal maintenance mechanics will be assigned to the
preventive maintenance tasks that have to be performed. In case not sufficient maintenance
mechanics are available external mechanics are hired to perform the preventive maintenance.
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Since internal mechanics are cheaper than external mechanics, it makes sense to assign
preventive maintenance tasks first to the internal mechanics and in case of a shortage, hire
external mechanics.
The total number of hours needed for performing the maintenance tasks planned in week 𝑤, has to
be equal to the number of hours that are assigned to internal and external mechanics:
∑𝑚𝑡329
(3-21)
𝑚𝑡=𝑚𝑡1 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐻𝐼𝑁𝑤 + 𝐻𝐸𝑋𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
During a week, internal mechanics are only limited available and cannot work more than 𝐴 hours
per workday, 𝑊𝐷 workdays per week multiplied by the number of internal mechanics available 𝑁𝑀.
Therefore the following restriction holds:
(3-22)

𝐻𝐼𝑁𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∀𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}

Internal mechanics have more work to do then only performing preventive maintenance. Therefore
an additional restriction is introduced which makes sure that sufficient time remains for additional
tasks then only performing preventive maintenance over the planning horizon 𝑊. Mechanics may
only perform a fraction of their time of performing preventive maintenance (𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃). Over the
planning horizon, the mechanics have 𝑊 ∗ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 hours available to perform maintenance.
The formula is stated on aggregated level since this gives the mechanics to deal with the peaks in
the need for preventive maintenance. Since the other work maintenance mechanics have to
perform (mainly corrective maintenance) is not urgent, this formula makes sense.
∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝐻𝐼𝑁𝑤 ≤ 𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃 ∗ (𝑊 ∗ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀)

3.7

(3-23)

Non-negativity and binary constraints
𝐻𝑃𝑗,𝑤 ≥ 0 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑊
𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 0 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑊
𝑆𝑇𝑏,𝑤 ≥ 0 ∀𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵, 𝑤 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑊
𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏,𝑤 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵, 𝑤 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑊
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑊
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖,𝑎,𝑤 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆𝐵, 𝑤 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑊
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑤 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑊
𝑖≠𝑗

𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏,𝑤 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵, 𝑤 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑊
𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∈ {0,1} ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇, 𝑤 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑊

3.8

Finite planning horizon

The mathematical model as stated before works fine as long the preventive maintenance planning
is planned over a long period of time (almost over an infinite planning horizon). As also denoted
by Arts & Flapper (2013) and Vernooij (2011), using a finite planning horizon limits the
mathematical model to find the most optimal long-term solution. This does however effect the
quality of the solution since the mathematical model does only take the effects over the planning
horizon into account. This problem stems from the cost used in the objective function (equation 34). There it is stated that for every maintenance task execution, an amount has to be paid,
independent of whether this task is performed as late as possible. The problematic piece in
equation 3-4 is stated below.
𝑊
∑𝑚𝑡329
𝑚𝑡=𝑚𝑡1 ∑𝑤=1(𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡

(3-24)

In order to generate a preventive maintenance planning for the upcoming years, the heuristic
should be used as rolling horizon planning multiple times. In other words make once in the 1.5
year a preventive maintenance planning for the upcoming three years. When 1.5 year after the
first preventive maintenance planning, have almost been past, a new planning will be made for the
upcoming 3 years. And so on and so on. The 3 year planning horizon is chosen since most
maintenance tasks are planned at least once in the 3 years. Increasing the planning horizon will
also have its effect on the size of the problems and could be hard to solve within reasonable time.
Therefore the choice is made to select 3 years as planning horizon since this results in solvable
problems taking into account almost all the maintenance tasks.
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But as stated, by using a planning horizon of 3 years the mathematical model does no longer see
benefits of planning tasks as late as possible. To illustrate this problem, think of one maintenance
task which should be performed every 3 years and is last performed in week 0 (maintenance
performances are denoted by an orange bar in Figure 3-9). Every 1.5 year a new preventive
maintenance planning (denoted by a red bar in Figure 3-9) is generated for the upcoming 3 years.
In other words make once in the 1.5 year a preventive maintenance planning for the upcoming
three years. When 1.5 year after the first preventive maintenance planning, have almost been
past, a new planning will be made for the upcoming 3 years. And so on, and so on.

Figure 3-9: Start of planning the maintenance task
The problem resulting of using the mathematical model is as follows:
1. During the first planning, the heuristic knows that it has to plan the order at least once
over the 3 years (since the last maintenance task execution was in week 0). Since it only
sees a limited time upfront it is for the mathematical not important whether performing
the task in week 1 or week 156 of the planning horizon. Suppose it plans the task in week
1.

Figure 3-10: Maintenance planning for weeks 1/156
2. After 78 weeks, the second preventive maintenance planning has to be generated for the
upcoming 3 years. Since the last maintenance performance was 77 weeks ago. It has to
be planned between week 78 and week 157. Suppose it is planned in week 78.

Figure 3-11: Maintenance planning for weeks 78/234
3. The third preventive maintenance planning is made in week 157. The last performance of
the preventive maintenance task was almost 1.5 year ago so the task has to be planned
between week 157 and week 235. Since the mathematical model only sees the need for
maintenance over 3 years it would be fine to plan the task in week 157.
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Figure 3-12: Maintenance planning for weeks 157/314
In the example above, the mathematical could thus come up with a solution in which maintenance
tasks are performed more often than needed. This is basically the result of the short planning
horizon used and how these costs of the maintenance tasks are modeled in the cost function.
Due to the short planning horizon used, the mathematical model can be a problem since it does
not see the advantages of planning tasks as late as possible. By making changes to the cost
function of preventive maintenance tasks this could however be taken into account. In the new
cost function (equation 3-25) the costs are taken into account based on the useful time of the
maintenance task its maintenance interval used.
The new maintenance task cost function takes the costs into account which really have to be made
during the planning horizon. The cost function constitutes out of 3 parts, one for the costs between
the start and the first maintenance execution (denoted by purple color), one for the costs made
“between” maintenance executions (denoted by green color), and one for the costs between the
end of the planning horizon and the last maintenance execution (denoted by yellow color). This
means the costs are based on the time of the maintenance task interval used during the planning
horizon.
In the first part of this modified cost formula (purple part), the last maintenance execution before
the start of the planning horizon is used as starting point. Since the task has already be planned
and performed before the start of the planning horizon, only the costs between the start of the
planning horizon and the first planned maintenance execution are taken into account. This means
that the costs of the first maintenance performance are already quite fixed since some time is
already consumed in the last planning horizon.
The second part (green part) counts the number of maintenance performance and takes the costs
between maintenance executions into account. In case there is only one maintenance task
performance planned, these costs are zero and the costs of this maintenance performance are
taken care of by part 1 and 3
The third term (yellow part) takes the costs of the time used between the end of the planning
horizon and the last maintenance task performance into account.

(3-25)
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Figure 3-13: Costs no early preventive maintenance
In case the task is performed earlier than needed, the costs will also be higher. See in Figure 3-14
that the costs for the first 2 terms remain the same while the costs of the third term increase (as
long the number of maintenance executions remains the same over the planning horizon. By doing
so it becomes attractive to plan tasks as late as possible even though the problem is split into
several small problems.

Figure 3-14: Costs early preventive maintenance
Note that this modified cost formula is only applied on the different steps if the calculation time
stays within a reasonable time period, say 10 hours. Otherwise the cost function as presented in
the mathematical model will be used. This means that for step 2 and 5 the old costs function will
be used which does not see the advantages of planning tasks as late as possible. The costs for
performing preventive maintenance are calculated when the heuristic has stored the output in
Excel using the formula stated above. By doing so it is possible to compare the results found with
the current preventive maintenance planning which does not make use of early maintenance or
bundling tasks.
Also note that the first part of the maintenance task cost formula can be seen as sunk costs. By
taking those into account a closer to reality amount of maintenance costs are found.
Equation 3-25 uses a maximum function. In CPLEX optimization studio (which is used in this
project to come up with results) it is possible to use the maximum function. Using a maximum
function is not a proper methodology in mixed integer linear programming therefore the maximum
function should be changed to a MILP-formulation. For details, how this can be modeled, see
chapter 19.

3.9

Feasibility mathematical model

In order to get reasonable reliable results at least a planning interval (𝑊) of 3 years would at least
be needed (the longer the planning horizon, the better the solution provided). A short inspection
of the number of decision variables (+/- 230.000) and the number of constraints (+/-7.100.000)
quickly shows that the mathematical model is unsolvable with the available mixed linear integer
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programming solvers. Although the mathematical model has been tested for a small set of weeks
and maintenance tasks, contacting Cor Hurkens (a specialist on the subject of mixed integer
linear programming), proved it would be impossible to find any results with the mathematical
model as proposed in chapter 3. Therefore a different approach is needed which makes sure that a
proper solution is found for the problem.
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4

Heuristic

The proposed mathematical model is too big (in terms of number of variables and constraints) to
result with any form of usable results. On the basis of the mathematical model a heuristic is
developed which is capable of generating an applicable preventive maintenance planning. Next to
heuristic proposed in this chapter also several other alternatives were evaluated.
As alternative option, think of changing the time unit from weeks to months. This would reduce
the number of decision variables and restrictions drastically. This is however hard to implement
since the maintenance tasks are planned with number of weeks as unit of measure. This would
especially be hard to implement for tasks which require the task to perform every 1, 2 or 3 weeks
since this cannot be taken into account.
Another option would be to apply the heuristic as proposed by Van Dijkhuizen & Van Harten
(1997). This approach will however result in an inapplicable preventive maintenance planning
since not sufficient maintenance resources are available to perform the preventive maintenance
tasks planned.
The heuristic proposed to come up with applicable solutions, simplifies the mathematical model by
splitting the problem in parts. The heuristic splits the maintenance tasks in groups and thereby
reduces the number of decision variables and restrictions applied in that part of the preventive
maintenance planning. For each part, the mathematical model (as presented earlier) is used as
starting point to come up with a preventive maintenance planning. In each part of the heuristic, a
group of several installations is selected which all perform the same process. By determining the
need for standstills for each group of installations, the complexity of the problem is reduced since
only a small part of the milk protein chain is affected by the maintenance tasks relevant for that
group. The heuristic uses a hierarchical approach to define the importance of the groups of
installations. This hierarchy is based on the impact of performing the maintenance tasks (relevant
for that group) has on the production. I.e. the hierarchy of the different groups of installations are
based on the standstill need of a maintenance task (does only one installation need to stand still
or has the whole production chain to come at a standstill), the utilization rate, the production
impact if all installations of the group stand still, and whether the group of installations works in
line with another group of installations or not.

4.1 Splitting the problem in parts
To start with the heuristic, first groups of installations have to be defined. Figure 8-2 is used as
starting point for determining the groups. Note that Figure 8-2 is generated based on Figure 8-1.
Installations which work constantly in line, are coupled in together since they process both the
material at the lowest production rate of the two installations. When one of those installations
coupled together is not running also the other installation has to stand still. Therefore it makes
sense to couple those installations together, as also can be seen in the transition from Figure 8-1
to Figure 8-2.
The groups are based on the similarity of the process those installations perform. This results in
the following groups that can be defined for the milk protein chain.
Groups
𝒊𝟏, 𝒊𝟐, 𝒊𝟑, 𝒊𝟒, 𝒊𝟓, 𝒊𝟔
𝒊𝟕, 𝒊𝟖, 𝒊𝟗, 𝒊𝟏𝟎
𝒊𝟏𝟏, 𝒊𝟏𝟐
𝒊𝟏𝟑, 𝒊𝟏𝟒, 𝒊𝟏𝟓, 𝒊𝟏𝟔
𝒊𝟏𝟕, 𝒊𝟏𝟖
𝒊𝟏𝟗, 𝒊𝟐𝟎
Table 4-1: Groups of installations
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4.2 Sequence dealing with the groups
4.2.1
Methodology of assigning the sequence dealing with groups
As already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the splits the heuristic makes are based
on four criteria. Mentioned in the order of importance, the following criteria are used to generate
the planning order:
1. Type of standstill (plant standstill or installation standstill)
Maintenance tasks for which the whole production chain has to come at a standstill, are
more critical than planned standstills of installations, therefore it makes sense to plan
these maintenance tasks (for which the whole production chain has to stand still) first and
use these as input for planning preventive maintenance on installation level. The
maintenance tasks which require the whole production chain to stand still are thus
introduced as extra “group of installations” to Table 4-1. This group will always be referred
to by a green border. The remaining 3 criteria apply to all the maintenance tasks for which
a plant stop is not needed.
2. In line production (between groups of installations)
In case groups of installations are working in line with other groups of installations, these
should be planned before groups which have buffers between the groups. This since the
buffers serve as decoupling point of the supply/demand, it thereby provides extra
flexibility to incorporate the production planning with the preventive maintenance
planning. Since installations working in line (with an installation upfront) do not have this
flexibility, those installations have to deal with the supply as determined by the installation
upfront. First groups working in line, should plan their standstills.
3. Production impact
. It makes more sense to plan first those groups of installations which influence the
processing capacity, and later the installations which only have a limited impact on the
total raw milk being processed. This percentage of production impact is measured as, how
much milk cannot be processed if all installations of this group stand still. In case the
production impact is 0%, this means that all those installations of this group can stand still
without having any impact on the tons of raw milk being processed. 100% would mean
that no milk can be processed and thus maximum impact on the tons of raw milk being
processed.
4. Utilization rate
Since groups with a higher utilization are more critical for processing as much milk as
possible, it makes sense to plan the preventive maintenance tasks for these which are less
utilized later since they will have less impact on the tons of milk processed.
Based on those four criteria, the sequence number is assigned to the groups of installations.
Figure 4-1 illustrates the working of these four criteria in the sequence assigning framework.
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Figure 4-1: Framework of assigning the sequence number
In the ascending sequence number generated by the framework above, the mathematical model
will be applied on the groups of installations.
In case there are buffers between groups of installations, the buffer is assigned to the group with
the highest planning order. This is done since this gives the installations planned in a later step the
flexibility to deal with already planned standstills of the groups with a lower number.
4.2.2
Assigning the sequence number
The essential input for the planning order methodology is stated in Table 4-2. The utilization is
based on the total production capacity of the bottleneck installations and how much utilized other
groups of installations are with the supply of the bottleneck installations. Since i7, i8, i9 and i10 is
the group which limits the supply and demand for other groups, this group is used to find the
utilization. To compare all the material flows with each other the tons are expressed in terms of
raw milk (this is achieved by taking into account a factor to calculate the tons of raw milk (FRM)).
𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝐹𝑅𝑀(𝑖7,𝑖8,𝑖9,𝑖10)∗𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 𝑏𝑦 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑖7,𝑖8,𝑖9,𝑖10
𝐹𝑅𝑀(𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝)∗𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠∗𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝

(4-2)
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Next to the utilizations, it is also mentioned in the table below what the impact would be on
production in case all installations of this group would stand still. The production impact is
measured in terms of which percentage of the raw milk can be processed in case these
installations stand still for a long period of time.
Groups
Milk protein production
chain
𝒊𝟏, 𝒊𝟐, 𝒊𝟑, 𝒊𝟒, 𝒊𝟓, 𝒊𝟔
𝒊𝟕, 𝒊𝟖, 𝒊𝟗, 𝒊𝟏𝟎

In line with group

𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15, 𝑖16 and
𝑖11, 𝑖12
𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9, 𝑖10
𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9, 𝑖10

𝒊𝟏𝟏, 𝒊𝟏𝟐
𝒊𝟏𝟑, 𝒊𝟏𝟒, 𝒊𝟏𝟓, 𝒊𝟏𝟔
𝒊𝟏𝟕, 𝒊𝟏𝟖,
𝒊𝟏𝟗, 𝒊𝟐𝟎
Table 4-2: Utilization and production impact

Production impact
100%

Utilization
100%

100%
100%

85.13%
100%

25%
100%
84%
97%

50%
34.99%
65.13%
64.31%

First all the preventive maintenance tasks that require a plant standstill to perform the task, are
planned.
Once the preventive maintenance planning for the first group of tasks has been determined, the
installation related preventive maintenance tasks will be planned. In the second step preventive
maintenance tasks related to installations 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9, 𝑖10 are planned. This group of installations is
selected since this group of installations does have the highest impact on production (100%) and
the highest utilization rate (100%) (which is logically, since these installations are the bottleneck
for the milk protein production chain).
After assigning sequence numbers 1 and 2 it is up to the next group of installations. Since the
group assigned with the sequence number 2 has two groups of installations running in line, the
choice is made the groups 𝑖11, 𝑖12 and 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15, 𝑖15. Since the group 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15, 𝑖16 has a higher
impact on the production, this group is assigned planning order 3 and group 𝑖11, 𝑖12 planning order
4. From the remaining 3 groups, the one with the highest production impact is chosen. Since the
highest production impact is higher for 𝑖1, 𝑖2, 𝑖3, 𝑖4, 𝑖5, 𝑖6 than for the other groups, this group is
selected and assigned planning order 5. From the remaining ones, the one with the highest
production impact is selected (𝑖19, 𝑖20). The maintenance task related to the last group remaining,
will be planned latest.
Sequence
Groups
1
Milk protein production chain
2
𝒊𝟕, 𝒊𝟖, 𝒊𝟗, 𝒊𝟏𝟎
3
𝒊𝟏𝟑, 𝒊𝟏𝟒, 𝒊𝟏𝟓, 𝒊𝟏𝟔
4
𝒊𝟏𝟏, 𝒊𝟏𝟐
5
𝒊𝟏, 𝒊𝟐, 𝒊𝟑, 𝒊𝟒, 𝒊𝟓, 𝒊𝟔
6
𝒊𝟏𝟗, 𝒊𝟐𝟎
7
𝒊𝟏𝟕, 𝒊𝟏𝟖
Table 4-3: Sequence number of groups

Buffers

𝒃𝟏, 𝒃𝟐, 𝒃𝟑, 𝒃𝟒, 𝒃𝟓, 𝒃𝟔
𝒃𝟕, 𝒃𝟖, 𝒃𝟏𝟎
𝒃𝟗, 𝒃𝟏𝟏, 𝒃𝟏𝟐

Those different groups of installations with the associated sequence number can be seen in Figure
4-2. The green box around all the installations and buffers denotes the influence step 1 has. All
the yellow boxes denote the installations and buffers on which step 2 till 7 have influence. The
meaning of the mathematical terms present in Figure 4-2 can be found in chapter 13.8.
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Figure 4-2: Milk protein production chain with mathematical formulations
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4.3 Dependency between steps
To deal with the relations between the different groups of installations, the output of the modified
mathematical model for a group with a low sequence number, will be used as input for the groups
with a higher sequence number. This means that the output of step 1 will be used as input for the
modified version of the mathematical model of step 2. The output of step 1 and 2 will be used as
input for step 3, and so on till all the 7 step have been passed and all the preventive maintenance
tasks have been planned over the planning horizon.
The figure below tries to illustrate the working of the heuristic by stating the variables determined
by a step and where these variables are used as input parameter. To illustrate the working of the
heuristic have a look on the variable 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 which stand in the right upper corner of all lines
connecting steps 2,3,4,5,6 and 7. This means that the variable is used as fixed input parameter in
steps 2, 3,4,5,6 and 7. In case variables are stated in the bottom left corner of the lines, these are
used as output of the step and say something about the preventive maintenance planning
resulting. A more detailed explanation of how these variables are used as fixed parameters in the
subsequent chapters, will be explained in section 4.3.1 till 4.3.7

Figure 4-3: Output variables used as input parameters
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In the figure above there are some differences between the notations used in the mathematical
model (chapter 3) and those being used in the different steps of the heuristic ( chapter 4 and
chapter 10). Basically a number in the name of the variable means that the value of this variable
is determined in the step with the associated number. This variable will be used in a later step as
parameter. (For example take a closer look at 𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 . In step 1 an amount of internal mechanics
hours is consumed and this means that in the next steps less internal mechanic hours are
available during that week. 𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 is thus determined in step 1 and is used as fixed parameter
input in step 2, 3,4,5,6 and 7)
Sometimes dummies are introduced in the heuristic for modeling an installation or buffer. In case
of a dummy installation this is denoted by 𝑖𝑖(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟) and in case of a dummy buffer by
𝑏𝑏(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟). Dummy installations and buffers are used since this gives the possibility to decrease
the number of restrictions and variables. Secondly it gives extra flexibility for the installations in
later steps by specifying values for dummy’s and not making them too exact in the early steps. For
more detailed information, why these formulations are used, have a look at chapter 3 in which the
general formulas are explained.
In order apply the mathematical model on the different steps some small problems have to be
defined.
4.3.1
Step 1
For the first step, all maintenance tasks are selected for which the whole production chain has to
come at a standstill. Therefore the whole production chain can be simplified to one dummy
installation with buffers for the raw product and the end-products.

Figure 4-4: Dummy installation and buffers step 1
As already stated in Figure 4-3, the output needed from this step is the number of hours the whole
production chain has to stand still and the number of mechanic hours used in step 1. Since the
exact input and output of the production chain are in this step not interesting. Therefore the
buffers can be simplified to two dummy buffers indicating one buffer for raw product and one for
end product.
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Figure 4-5: Dummy installation and dummy buffers step 1
Since the tons stored in buffers dummy buffers 𝑏𝑏1 and 𝑏𝑏2 are not used as input parameter for
the other steps, the production setup can be simplified to:

Figure 4-6: Dummy set-up milk protein production chain
From the output of the mathematical model applied to step 1, the variables 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ,𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 and
𝐻𝑊1𝑤 are saved and used as input for the next steps (as also mentioned by Figure 4-3).
4.3.2
Step 2
Based on the input of step 1, installations 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9 and 𝑖10 are restricted on the number of hours the
installations of the milk protein chain works each week. This means that the installations part of
this step, have at least to stand still as long as determined by step1 (since this step requires the
whole production chain to stand still it includes these installations).
𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖,𝑤

(4-2)

Next to the hours an installation stands still due to maintenance performance at step 1, also the
hours installations 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9 and 𝑖10 stand still due to cleaning are already specified by step 1.
Therefore the variable hours (𝐻𝑊2𝑖,𝑤 ) instalaltions part of step 2 stand still in a week has to be
bigger than the hours used for cleaning as determined by step 1 (𝐻𝑊1𝑤 ).
𝐻𝑊1𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑊2𝑖,𝑤

(4-3)

The number of mechanic hours that can be spent by step 2, depend on the number of hours spent
by step 1.
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(4-4)

The production set-up taken into account in step 2 looks as follows.

Figure 4-7: Installations and dummy buffers step 2
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The dummy buffers in Figure 4-7 are used to make a simple transition between the different steps.
𝑏𝑏3 means the tons that are supplied out of 𝑏3 and 𝑏4. The reel amount of tons that are taken out
of one of those buffers is determined later in step 5. 𝑏𝑏4 denotes the buffer 𝑏7. 𝑏𝑏5 is used to state
the tons of caseinate that are processed on installations 𝑖11 and 𝑖12. 𝑏𝑏6 denotes buffer 𝑏8. All the
flows from 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9 and 𝑖10 to 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15 and 𝑖16 are denoted by the flows to dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏7. The
variables 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖7 , 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖8 , 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖9 , 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖10 , 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑏𝑖7,𝑏𝑏4 , 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑏𝑖7,𝑏𝑏7 , 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑏𝑖8,𝑏𝑏5 , 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑏𝑖8,𝑏𝑏7 , 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑏𝑖9,𝑏𝑏4 ,
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑏𝑖9,𝑏𝑏7 , 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑏𝑖10,𝑏𝑏7 , 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑏𝑖10,𝑏𝑏6 are generated during this step. These will be used in the steps 3, 4,
5 and 7 to restrict the tons supplied/demanded.
Next to the tons of material sent and demanded from other groups of installations, the variables
internal mechanic hours (𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 ) consumed and hours standing still due to cleaning by the
installations of step 2 (𝐻𝑊2𝑖,𝑤 ) are saved and will be used as parameter input in all the other
steps.
4.3.3

Step 3

Figure 4-8: Installations and dummy buffer step 3
The installations 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15 and 𝑖16 sent their product to dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏9, which is equal to the
real buffer 𝑏9. The input comes from installations 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9 and 𝑖10 (𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤
, 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤 ,, 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 , 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤 ), the sum of this input each week has to be smaller than the output of
installations 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15 and 𝑖16 supplied to 𝑏𝑏7, as determined in step 2. This results in the
following restrictions in the heuristic:
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖8,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤

(4-6)

The installations of step 3 have to stand still when there is a plant stop.
𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆3𝑖,𝑤

(4-7)

The number of mechanic hours that can be spent in step 3, depend on the number of hours spent
in the previous steps.
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(4-8)

Next to those variables which are restricted by step 2, also the variables 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏𝑏9 , 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏𝑏9 ,
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏𝑏9 , 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏𝑏9 and 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 are determined in this step and are subsequently used in the steps
4, 5, 6 and 7.
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4.3.4

Step 4

Figure 4-9: Installations and dummy buffers step 4
The input of installation 𝑖11 and 𝑖12 is limited by the output of 𝑖8 to 𝑏𝑏5 as defined in step 2. The
output of installation 𝑖11 and 𝑖12 is supplied to dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏4 and 𝑏𝑏6 (denoted to 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏𝑏4
and 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏𝑏6 ), which are in reality equivalent to the buffers 𝑏7 and 𝑏8.
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑏𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(4-9)

Next to the supply variables (𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,,𝑏𝑏4 ,𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏𝑏6 ), also the variable 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 is saved and being used
as restriction for step 5, 6 and 7.
The number of mechanic hours that can be spent in step 4, depends on the number of hours spent
in the previous steps.
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(4-10)

The installations of step 4 have to stand still when there is a plant stop.
𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆4𝑖,𝑤

(4-11)

4.3.5
Step 5
In step 5 the production is planned for the installations 𝑖1 till 𝑖6 it is thereby restricted or a
maximum number of tons that can be supplied to installations 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9 and 𝑖10 as determined by
the supply from dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏3 to the installations 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9 and 𝑖10.

Figure 4-10: Installations and buffers step 5
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The material flows present in Figure 4-10 are only restricted by the demand of installations i7, i8,
i9 and i10 in each week.
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖7,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖8,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖9,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖10,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(4-12)
The number of mechanic hours that can be spent in step 5, depends on the number of hours spent
in the previous steps.
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(4-13)

The installations of step 5 have to stand still when there is a plant stop.
𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆5𝑖,𝑤

(4-14)

Only the variable, number of mechanic hours 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 , is transformed into a parameter and used as
limiting element for the remaining steps.
4.3.6
Step 6
In step 6, the production is planned for installations 𝑖19 and 𝑖20. The tons of supply to buffer 𝑏9
have to be smaller than the tons supplied to dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏9 as determined in step 3.

Figure 4-11: Installations and buffers step 6
The supply to buffer b9 is already limited by the supply determined by step 3. This is denoted in
the heuristic by the following equations:
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏9,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏9,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏9,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏9,𝑤

≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤
≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤
≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤
≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤

(4-15)

The installations of step 6 have to stand still when there is a plant stop.
𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆6𝑖,𝑤

(4-16)

The number of mechanic hours that can be spent in step 6, depends on the number of hours spent
in the previous steps.
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(4-17)

The number of mechanical hours (𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 ) consumed by step 6 is used as input for step 7.
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4.3.7
Step 7
The maximum supply to buffers 𝑏7 and 𝑏8 has to be smaller than the supply to the dummy buffers
𝑏𝑏4 and 𝑏𝑏6.

Figure 4-12: Installations and buffers step 7
The supply determined by steps 2 and 4, limits the tons that are processed by installations i17 and
i18 which is taken into account by the heuristic using the following equations.
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏7,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏7,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏8,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏8,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(4-18)

In case in one of these steps, the supply determined by one of the steps 2,3 and 4 is not the same
as “accepted” by steps 3,4,5,6 and 7 means that less milk should be processed. Since there are no
feedback loops in the heuristic introduced, it is not possible to take this impact of production
planning at later steps of the heuristic well into account. This problem will however be limited
since those installations are also less utilized can therefore be performed without direct impact on
the tons of raw milk processed.
The installations of step 7 have to stand still when there is a plant stop.
𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆7𝑖,𝑤

(4-19)

The number of mechanic hours that can be spent in step 7, depends on the number of hours spent
in the previous steps.
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁7𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊} (4-20)

4.4

Changes to the mathematical model in the steps of the
heuristic

4.4.1
Variables become restricting conditions for upcoming steps
As the heuristic splits the problem into several smaller problems, the output of the steps solved
first is used as fixed input for the later steps (as also explained in chapter 4.3). This means the
following for the different steps:
Due to the set-up of the heuristic step 1 determines for all the upcoming steps when they have to
stand still for at least the number of hours as determined in step one. It also determines the
number of hours at least lost for CIP-ping installations in step 2. Finally step 1 determines for all
the other steps the number of internal mechanic hours that are consumed by step 1 week 𝑤.
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Step 2 determines for the step 3, 4, 5 and 7 the maximum amount of material as in- or output. In
case these other steps cannot deal with the tons supplied this means less milk should be
processed. This step also claims part of the internal available mechanic hours for the remaining
steps.
Step 3 determines the maximum input for step 6 and also claims part of the remaining internal
mechanic hours after step 2
Step 4 determines the maximum input for step 7 and also claims part of the remaining internal
mechanic hours after step 3.
Step 5 claims part of the remaining internal mechanic hours after step 4.
Step 6 claims part of the remaining internal mechanic hours after step 5.
Step 7 claims part of the remaining internal mechanic hours after step 6.
4.4.2
Revision parts
Closer examination of the need for revision parts shows that this is only relevant for the
maintenance tasks applied by step 2.Because of this, this restriction only needs to be taken into
account for step 2
Another change in the formulation previously proposed, is that it is no longer considered to buy
extra revision parts since this would increase the time to solve the problem drastically. The
planning is thus restricted on using maximally the number of revision parts currently available.
4.4.3

Available mechanics during a “normal” plant stop

Because of the split that is made between the different groups of installations it becomes clear
which standstills can be defined as “normal” plant stops and which as installation standstills. In
case there is a week in which standstills are planned by step 1. This means also that in weeks at
which there is a plant stop planned, it would be an attractive opportunity to perform maintenance
for installations assigned to step 2 till 7. This would however give the opportunity to plan the
whole weekly number of internal available mechanic hours, all during the stop. This does not make
any sense since a stop takes only limited amount of time. In other words it should only be allowed
to work during a plant stop on preventive and corrective maintenance orders for which the whole
plant has to stand still or the bottleneck installations stand still. In case it proves that mechanics
have not sufficient work to perform other task should be accepted.
There are two ways to tackle this problem in the heuristic: first it is an opportunity to state that in
weeks at which there is a plant stop, it is not possible to let internal maintenance mechanics
perform maintenance tasks other than those part of step 1 and 2. This thus means that the
heuristic plans the maintenance tasks part of step 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, earlier which results in extra
maintenance costs (early maintenance), or during plant stops but with extra costs since external
mechanics are hired. This can be achieved using the following formulas:
𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤
𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤
𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤
𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤
𝐻𝐼𝑁7𝑤

= 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤
= 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤
= 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤
= 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤
= 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤

≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊
≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊
≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊
≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊
≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊

(4-21)

The benefit of this first approach is that the remaining mechanical hours are available for
performing potential corrective orders during a stop.
A second approach could be to let steps 1 and 2 determine the duration of the standstill and thus
the number of available mechanic hours. From all the maintenance tasks the maintenance tasks
which takes the longest amount of time, restricts the number of available mechanics hours during
a stop. In case there is a shortage of mechanics in step 1 and 2, external mechanics need to be
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hired. In case there are any internal mechanics remaining during a plant stop, these hours can be
spent by step 3 till 7.
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 ≤ min𝑖∈{𝑖𝑖1,𝑖7,𝑖8,𝑖9,𝑖10} 𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 ≤ min𝑖∈{𝑖𝑖1,𝑖7,𝑖8,𝑖9,𝑖10} 𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 ≤ min𝑖∈{𝑖𝑖1,𝑖7,𝑖8,𝑖9,𝑖10} 𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 ≤ min𝑖∈{𝑖𝑖1,𝑖7,𝑖8,𝑖9,𝑖10} 𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝐶𝑊
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁7𝑤 ≤ min𝑖∈{𝑖𝑖1,𝑖7,𝑖8,𝑖9,𝑖10} 𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∀ 𝑤 ∈
{1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊
(4-22)
The use of the minimum function is allowed, since the data are stored in excel, an intermediate
step can be performed in excel to model the output variables into new restricting parameters.
Applying the minimum function can thus be performed between the steps. Therefore excel
calculates min𝑖∈{𝑖𝑖1,𝑖7,𝑖8,𝑖9,𝑖10} 𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝐶𝑊 between the steps and then the
result of this equation is loaded as parameter for the next step.
Both approaches have been tried but experiments showed that the second approach increased the
calculation time drastically such that solutions weren’t found within reasonable time (10 hours per
step). Therefore the first approach is used. With this approach there is also the benefit that the
workload for mechanics will be more balanced since is less attractive to plan preventive
maintenance in a week with a plannt stop.
4.4.4
Tons of raw milk
By splitting the heuristic in parts the objective function has to be transformed since not every step
has a raw milk input and therefore the lost income due to standstill would be underestimated. For
example every ton of product that is processed by 𝑖7 is approximately equal to 1,1 ton of raw milk.
In case the revenue per ton of raw milk would be used, the income lost due to standstills would be
underestimated. Therefore the tons of material have to be recalculated towards tons of raw milk
processed. This will be done by multiplying the tons of input product for each step multiplying with
a fixed factor (𝐹𝑅𝑀).
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5

Results

In this section the results for 3 different scenarios are discussed. One scenario is the as-is scenario
with planned standstills not aligned with the need by preventive maintenance tasks. The second
scenario uses the heuristic to obtain an enhanced preventive maintenance planning. Thirdly there
is a scenario analysed using the heuristic with the opportunity of making some small changes to
the installations to generate an even better standstill planning.

5.1

MILP solver

In order to find some results for the MILP problems defined in the heuristic, a software program is
used to come up with solutions. Since FrieslandCampina could not provide MILP solving software
to find the solution for the different steps of the heuristic, the education costless variant of CPLEX
optimization studio version 12.6 has been used to find solutions for the mathematical models
defined for the heuristic (chapter12). These mathematical models for each step are therefore
transformed into scripts (chapter 16) which represent the heuristic formulas. The origin of the
input data can be found in (chapter 15).
Using a laptop with an Intel Core i7-4710 processor with 2.50 GHz with 8.00 GB RAM memory
capacity the results were found. Per scenario analysed (with or without changes), it takes the
heuristic approximately 31 hours to come up with a preventive maintenance planning for all steps.

5.2

As-is stop strategy

Since the preventive maintenance tasks are currently not aligned with the current stop planning, it
is not possible to obtain a preventive maintenance planning as generated by the heuristic (which
makes sure there is always sufficient time to perform a maintenance task). Therefore only the
costs related with costs of plant stops and bottleneck stops are taken into account in this
comparison.
5.2.1
Stop interval
As denoted in the report of Van Dijk (2016), there is a line stop for the bottleneck installations
every two weeks and an 8-week stop every 8 weeks. The line stop takes 6 hours and an 8-week
stop on average 34.3 hours per line (with 8 hours of technical standstill). The line stop is not
executed when there is an 8-week stop planned in that week. This means that every 8 weeks
there are 3 line stops and 1 “normal” plant stop planned. Over a period of 8 weeks this would thus
mean that each bottleneck line stands still 3*6+34.3=52.3 hours. Over a year of 52 weeks this
would mean that 52.3*(52/8)=339.95 hours are lost due to stops.
For the as-is situation with stops planned independent of the need by preventive maintenance, the
standstill overview looks for the upcoming 3 years as illustrated in Figure 5-1 (with the orange
bars denoting the plant stops and the blue bars the line stops for installation i9 (which is used as
example of the bottleneck installations)):

Figure 5-1: As-is stop planning
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5.2.2
Lost production
With an average production capacity per bottleneck line of 50.5 tons of skimmed milk processed
per hour which is equal to 56.5 tons of raw milk being processed per hour.
Assuming that if the raw milk is not processed by DMV, milk powder will be made out of it, 10
cents of profit are lost per kilo of raw milk. These result in total yearly costs of the 8-week stop
and the bottleneck line stops (for the 4 bottleneck lines) of: 339.95*4*56.5*1000*0.1=7,682,870
euro. The total stopping (lost production) costs over three years are equal to
7,682,870*3=23,048,610
5.2.3
Preventive maintenance task costs

5.2.3.1

Early maintenance costs

In the as-is situation, the maintenance tasks are planned independent of stops. This suggests that
there is no need to have peaks in the workload or the number of orders generated. This is also the
case as Figure 5-2 indicates.

Figure 5-2: Number of orders generated in the as-is situation
Next to the costs related to the non-availability of the bottleneck installations, there are also costs
resulting from performing the maintenance tasks itself. Those costs are over an interval of three
year equal to: € 740,344.
These total costs are the sum of the costs related to all the maintenance tasks per step. The
maintenance task costs per step are:
Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 1
€61,966

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 2
€63,944

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 3
€2,699

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 4
€65,769

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 5
€310,805

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 6
€35,936

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 7
€199,225

Table 5-1: Maintenance costs per step, as-is, per 3 years

5.2.3.2

Peak demand for maintenance resources

In the current situation there is no need to hire external mechanics to deal with peaks in the
workload. In total there need to be 1603 mechanics hours have to be made over an interval of
three years.
5.2.4
Costs overview
For the as-is scenario, the costs for performing preventive maintenance over the upcoming 3
years, are as follows for the different categories:
Type of costs
Stopping costs
Maintenance task costs
External mechanic hiring costs
Figure 5-3: Costs as-is, per 3 years

Costs
€ 23,048,610
€ 719,230
€0
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In the as-is scenario the costs for performing the maintenance tasks are minimal since they are
not performed early and also no external mechanics are hired since internal mechanics can
perform all the work. The stopping costs are however quite high since the “normal” plant stop is
planned every 8 weeks and a bottleneck installation stop every 2 weeks.

5.3

Preventive maintenance planning without changes to
installations or maintenance tasks

Without making any changes to the production set up or maintenance tasks, the heuristic would
come up with the results stated beneath.
5.3.1
Stop interval
In case no changes are made to the installations or the working routines, a plant stop would be
needed to perform preventive maintenance every 16 weeks. Note that with a stop, a standstill of
all the installations of the milk protein chain is meant. This stop is needed to perform maintenance
tasks mt38, mt39, mt40, mt41 (in official DMV naming this is maintenance plan 322101032 with
maintenance item number: 807, 808, 809, and 810), which require to be performed every 16
weeks. The duration of the stops ranges between 2 and 8 hours (excluding the wait and cleaning
time) depending on the tasks planned during the stops.
Next to the “normal” plant stop there are also line stops needed. The duration and the interval at
which these happen differ for each installation. Most important to mention are the line stops for
the bottleneck lines. Those installations all need a line stop every 4 weeks. These line stops take
between 4 and 6 hours depending on the tasks being performed. In reality this could mean that
every Monday every 4 weeks line 1 stands still, on Tuesday line 2, on Wednesday line 3 and on
Thursday line 4. As can be good seen in Figure 5-4 the line stops are aligned with the plant stops
to gain the biggest advantages. So after three line stops, the line stop is at the same day than the
plant stop. So then the line stop is not on it’s the fixed day but it has to deal with the stop day. An
overview of the stops for the upcoming 3 years would look as follows:

Figure 5-4: Stop planning without changes to installations
Note that in the figure above, there is one stop planned not 16 weeks after the previous one. This
basically stems from the planning horizon. Over a planning horizon of 152 weeks there are
(152/16=) 9.5 stops needed. Since the heuristic does not see the advantages of planning stops as
late as possible, it plans the stop not as late as possible, which would result in an long term
average of 9.5 stops per year (one stop per 16 weeks). This is almost the same as the problem
with maintenance tasks not be planned as late as possible in chapter 3.8.
The results of the heuristic imply that only the plant stops and the line stops of bottleneck
installation poses a limiting constraint on the tons of raw milk processed. In order to calculate the
impact of the preventive maintenance planning on the tons of raw milk processed, only the plant
stops and bottleneck line stops have to be taken into account. This is based on the fact that the
supply from and demand of dummy buffers is always accepted by the steps 3,4,5,6 and 7. A proof
of the tons of demand and supply being accepted by the step with a higher sequence number, is
found in chapter 18.
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The results also indicate that the stops can be planned with a smaller frequency and also the
duration of the stops can be shortened. Since this project only takes preventive maintenance into
account, it would be naïve to state that the duration of the stops also should be shortened.
Therefore in this calculation the duration of the stops currently taking place are used. So a
bottleneck line stop still takes 6 hours and a plant stop still takes 34.3 hours (with 8 hours of
technical standstill).
Over a period of 16 weeks this would thus mean that each bottleneck line stands 3 times still
because of a line stop and once for a plant stop This results in a total number of hours standing
still of 52.3 hours . Over a year of 52 weeks this would thus mean that 52.3*(52/16)=169.975
hours are lost due to stops.
For the installations which are not a bottleneck it basically comes down to performing maintenance
on the installation when required. Since those installations have basically an overcapacity (and
most of the installations have a buffer between the bottleneck installations) it is not a problem to
let those installations standstill as long they are planned some time upfront. Production planning
does however need to take into account the availability of maintenance mechanics (only during
office hours). For an overview of the number of hours the installations have to stand still in each
week have a look at chapter 17.1.
5.3.2
Lost production
As already stated, the line stops (of the bottlenecks) and the plant stops determine the tons of raw
milk that can be processed. The stops mean that per bottleneck installation, 169.975 production
hours are lost yearly due to standstills for preventive maintenance. With the same assumptions as
made in section 5.2.2, this new preventive maintenance planning would result in a total yearly
cost of 169.975*4*56.5*1000*0.1=3,841,435 euros. The total stopping (lost production) costs
over three years are equal to 3,841,435*3=11,524,305 euros
5.3.3

Preventive maintenance task costs

5.3.3.1

Early maintenance costs

Due to the advantages of bundling maintenance tasks, this results in increased peaks of
preventive maintenance orders. So to say, at plant stops more maintenance tasks are performed.

Figure 5-5: Number of orders generated in the situation without any changes to
installations or maintenance tasks
Since maintenance is performed in this scenario earlier than needed the total maintenance costs
increase. The maintenance task related costs sum up to €773,982
Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 1
68,564

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 2
68,274

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 3
2,699

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 4
65,788

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 5
333,458

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 6
35,936

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 7
199,263

Table 5-2: Preventive maintenance task costs in the scenario without any changes to
installations or maintenance tasks, per 3 years
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5.3.3.2

Peak demand for maintenance resources

The peaks in the number of orders generated results also in peaks in the workload of mechanics
(Figure 5-6). Over the 3 years, 1632 mechanic hours are required to perform all the mechanic
work. This is an increase from 1603 (as-is situation) to 1632 hours. Because of the increase in
need for mechanics, the workload for mechanics increase. Based on the assumption that it is not
possible to let the internal available maintenance mechanics perform more work, this implies 29
extra mechanics hours need to be hired. This means that 29*120=3,480 euros extra costs have to
be made for hiring external mechanics to perform the extra work stemming from performing
preventive maintenance. Based on the expected costs for external mechanics of 120 euros per
hour

Figure 5-6: Mechanical hours needed to perform the maintenance tasks planned in the
scenario without any changes to installations or maintenance tasks
5.3.4
Costs overview
This results in the following costs overview for this scenario:
Type of costs
Stopping costs
Maintenance costs

Costs
€ 11,524,305
€ 773,982

External mechanic costs

€ 3,480
Table 5-3: Costs bundled preventive maintenance without changes to equipment, per 3
years

5.4

Preventive maintenance planning with changes to
installations and maintenance tasks allowed

In case some modifications are made to installations, the plant stop can be performed with an
even lower frequency. This basically stems from some very maintenance depending valves which
limit the interval between plant stops. In case a less maintenance demanding valve is chosen for
this use, it would no longer be required to have a plant stop every 16 weeks. It is also relative
expensive to perform these preventive maintenance tasks. By replacing these valves, the
maintenance costs could also be reduced. Without these maintenance demanding valves, the
following stop and preventive maintenance planning could be generated. This thus means that
those time taking and costly maintenance tasks are no longer active in this analysis. Again the
heuristic is used to find the preventive maintenance planning.
5.4.1
Stop interval
The new stop planning without those restricting maintenance tasks, results with a new plant stop
interval of almost 26 weeks. For the line stops the interval changes a bit since the heuristic aims
the meet the line stops with the plant stops. This means that the line stops for a bottleneck
installation are most often 4 weeks but occasionally shorter in order to match with the plant stop.
An overview of the stops for the upcoming 3 years would look like:
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Figure 5-7: Stop planning, with changes to installations and maintenance tasks allowed
Over a period of 26 weeks, 6 bottleneck line stops and 1 plant stop is needed. Over a period of 26
weeks this would thus mean that each bottleneck line stands 6*6 hours+34.1 hours=70.3 hours
stands still. Over a year of 52 weeks this would thus mean that 70.3*(52/26) =140.6 hours are
lost due to bottleneck line and plant stops.
5.4.2
Lost production
As already stated the line stops (of the bottlenecks) and the plant stops determine the tons of raw
milk that can be processed. The stops mean that in one year 140.6 production hours are lost due
to standstills for maintenance. With the same assumptions as made in section 5.2.2, this new
preventive maintenance planning based on modifications made on installations, it would result in a
total yearly cost of 140.6*4*56.5* 1000*0.1=3,177,560 euros. The total stopping (lost
production) costs over three years are equal to 3,177,560*3=9,532,680 euros
5.4.3

Preventive maintenance task costs

5.4.3.1

Early maintenance costs

For this scenario the number of orders generated over time looks as follows. Note that the are
some high peaks in the number of orders generated

Figure 5-8: Number of orders generated for the situation with changes to installations
and maintenance tasks
By no longer taking the maintenance tasks mt37, mt38, mt39 and mt40 into account, the costs for
performing preventive maintenance reduce. However the costs for performing early maintenance
increase since there are even less moments in time to perform preventive maintenance (when the
maintenance task requires a plant or bottleneck installation stop). This results in a total cost for
preventive maintenance of 739,664 euros.
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Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 1
31,165

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step
2
72,074

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 3

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 4

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 5

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 6

Preventive
maintenan
ce costs
step 7

2,699

65,781

334,895

35,936

199,225

Table 5-4: Preventive maintenance costs with changes to installations and maintenance
tasks, per 3 years

5.4.3.2

Peak demand for maintenance resources

By taking these maintenance tasks mt37,mt38,mt39 and mt40 no longer into account this directly
means that de demand for mechanics is decreased Therefore it makes sense that in this scenario
the number of mechanic hours (1535) needed are less than the number of mechanical hours
required in the as-is situation (1603).
The demand for mechanical hours over the planning horizon is illustrated by Figure 5-9.

Figure 5-9: Hours of mechanic work required to perform the preventive maintenance
orders
5.4.4
Costs overview
This results in the following costs overview for the scenario without tasks mt37, mt38, mt39 and
mt40 taken into account.
Type of costs
Stopping costs
Maintenance costs

Costs
€ 9,532,680
€ 739,664
External mechanic costs
€0
Table 5-5: Costs bundled preventive maintenance with changes to installations and
maintenance tasks, per 3 years

5.5

Summary of the results

For the three scenarios analyzed the following costs overview can be made:
Type of costs
Lost production costs
Maintenance costs
External mechanic costs

As-is scenario
€ 23,048,610
€ 740,344
€0

Without changes
€ 11,524,305
€ 773,982

€ 3,480
Table 5-6: Costs overview for the 3 scenarios, per 3 years

With changes
€ 9,532,680
€ 739,664
€0
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By reducing the stop interval, the lost production costs are decreased drastically. The costs of
performing maintenance increases due to early maintenance performance and peaks in the
workloads. Note the decrease between the scenarios without and with changes to the installations
and maintenance tasks. This is the direct effect of the maintenance tasks which are no longer
taken into account.
Preventiv Preventiv Preventiv Preventiv Preventiv Preventiv Preventiv
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
maintena maintena maintena maintena maintena maintena maintena
nce costs nce costs nce costs nce costs nce costs nce costs nce costs
step 1
step 2
step 3
step 4
step 5
step 6
step 7
As-is
61,966
63,944
2,699
65,769
310,805
35,936
199,225
No
chang
e
Chang
e

68,564

68,274

2,699

65,788

333,458

35,936

199,263

31,165

72,074

2,699

65,781

332,783

35,936

199,225

Table 5-7: Preventive maintenance costs for the 7 groups of installations (steps), per 3
years
When taking a deeper look at the costs of the preventive maintenance tasks several things stand
out. The costs for step 2 and 5 increase from the as-is situation to the bundled scenarios because
of early maintenance and because of the use of different objective functions compared to the other
steps. This different objective function is used since those steps are hard to solve with the
enhanced costs function as proposed in section 3.8. No solutions were found for these two steps
within 24 hours, therefore the simplified costs function was used which does not take the
advantages of performing maintenance tasks as late as possible into account. Tests prove when
not allowing early maintenance in step 5, the long term costs are lower compared to the ones
resulting out of the maintenance planning from the heuristic (since it can not use the enhanced
cost function) . Concluding it is thus for maintenance tasks, part of step 1 and 2 interesting to use
the bundling approach to increase profit. For the other steps it is almost always possible to
perform the maintenance tasks as late as possible since the installations are apparently sufficient
decoupled to perform the maintenance tasks without limiting the tons of raw milk processed.
A second interesting difference between the scenarios with and without changes allowed, is that
the maintenance costs are reduced. This stems from the maintenance tasks that are no longer
taken into account, this results in a direct cost saving of about 12,000 euros per year.
In the comparison of the number of orders generated (Figure 5-2, Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-8), it
quickly becomes clear that by bundling maintenance tasks the peaks in the number of orders
generated increase drastically. This is partly because of the maintenance tasks which are now
bundled around plant stops. On the other hand not being able to use the modified cost formula
(equation 3-25) (due to limited calculation capacity) for step 2 and 5 also increase the peaks in
the number for orders generated. This consequently has its effect on the peak demands for
mechanics to perform these maintenance orders, as can be seen in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-9.

5.6

Verification of the results

The results found have been discussed with the persons concerned. They recognized the solutions
found and agreed that it should be the aim to reduce the time required to perform maintenance on
installations. The maintenance planner came up with the problem that the workload during plant
stops is within the bounds of the internal available amount of mechanics. However during plant
stops also corrective tasks are performed which otherwise cannot be performed. This would mean
that not sufficient personnel would be available for performing the corrective maintenance orders
that need to be performed during the plant stops. The demand for personnel during plant stops is
for the two scenarios equal to:
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16-week plant stop

26-week plant stop

Plant stop 1

Mechanic hours
needed
17

Plant stop 1

Mechanic hours
needed
29

Plant stop 2

17

Plant stop 2

40

Plant stop 3

40

Plant stop 3

34

Plant stop 4

18

Plant stop 4

37

Plant stop 5

19

Plant stop 5

47

Plant stop 6

38

Plant stop 6

20

Plant stop 7

14

Plant stop 8

54

Plant stop 9

14

Plant stop 10

12

Table 5-8: Mechanic hours needed during plant stops for the two scenarios analyzed
During a plant stops there are 56 mechanic hours available. This means there are thus sufficient
mechanics available to perform the preventive maintenance tasks planned during a plant stop. In
case the maintenance planner also wants to perform corrective maintenance during the plant
stops, it can indeed be problematic to perform the corrective orders planned. For suggestions how
to have more mechanics to the maintenance planner his disposal during plant stops, suggestions
are made in section 6.2.2.

5.7

Quality of the heuristic vs mathematical model

Since it is not possible to let the mathematical model propose the optimal preventive maintenance
and standstill planning for the case of DMV, it is not possible to verify the quality of the solutions
found by the heuristic compared to those proposed by the mathematical model. This means that
the quality of the solution found by the heuristic cannot be compared to the optimal one. In this
section potential situations in which the heuristic performs badly, are explained. Aldo it is argued
why the proposed preventive maintenance planning is quite good even when it is not possible to
compare the optimal solution with the solution found by the heuristic.
5.7.1
Potential problems for heuristic
The heuristic does not see the problem as one integral problem but as several small problems.
This also means that the mathematical model should always outperform the heuristic. The
heuristic sends the output from step 1 to the other steps. The output of step 2 is send to the steps
3 till 7, and so on, and so on. This means the output generated by the steps performed later, is
not send back towards the steps which have already been performed once. In other words, output
is not coupled back which has a negative effect on the quality of solutions found.
Since the information is not coupled back, extreme maintenance tasks assigned to the steps with a
higher sequence number can be problematic for obtaining a good solution. Suppose there is a
maintenance task (planned every 12 weeks) which requires all installations of step 5 to stand still
for a whole week, this means also that the rest of the production has to come at a standstill
(limited buffer). Since the output of step 5 is not coupled back to the steps 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Suppose step 1 requires a plant stop (with the duration of one day) every 16 weeks, this would
mean that the solution found is far from optimal since the need for standstills by step 5 is not
matched properly by the demand for standstills by step 1. It would in that case namely be
interesting to perform the plant stop also every 12 weeks.
5.7.2
Verification of solution found compared to optimal solution
This results in the question how can the quality of the heuristic be evaluated? The costs due to
processing less milk than possible are much higher compared to the costs related to performing
maintenance tasks or hiring external mechanics. A good indication factor of the quality of the
solution is whether the supply and demand determined by step 2, 3 and 4 are totally accepted by
the steps 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (the proof can be found in section 18). This means there are no big
outliers regarding maintenance tasks which limit the production. In the example above the
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demand and supply determined by the steps 2, 3 and 4 will namely not be accepted by the other
steps. This is the result of the outlier of the maintenance task part of step 5. Even when the
supply and demand is accepted, this does not mean that a good solution is found but it gives at
least a good clue.
As mentioned in section 5.5 only step 1 and 2 make really use of the bundling approach. The other
steps do not need the bundling approach since those installations have overcapacity and are
sufficiently decoupled using buffers. Since basically no integral solution can be found for all the
steps the heuristic is. It would be interesting so see the difference in results between step 1 and 2
solved integrally or in different steps using the heuristic.
The costs for performing preventive maintenance in steps 1 and 2, found by the heuristic, are
equal to 68,564+68,274=136,838 euros (see section 5.5) and 11,524,305 euros due to lost
production.
A 10 day long optimization run is able to find an integral solution for step 1 and 2 using the script
formerly used for step 2, it points out that the solution found by the heuristic works pretty well.
The integral solution comes up with the same stop planning and thus the same lost production
costs of 11,524,305 euros. However the costs for performing preventive maintenance increased to
165,838 euro. This might sound strange that the optimal solution outperforms the heuristic but
this is due the use of 2 different objective functions. Since only the “simple” cost function
(equation 3-4) is required to come up with solutions for step 2, also the maintenance tasks
formerly part of step 1 have to deal with this slightly worse objective function. This results
however in a solution which does not perform maintenance tasks as late as possible. When
comparing the results using the advanced cost function (equation 3-25) finds out that the long
term costs found by the integral solution are higher than those found by the heuristic. The total
long term costs are due to the different objective functions used, higher compared to those found
by the heuristic.
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6

Conclusion and recommendations

6.1

Conclusion

This study has proven that for the milk protein chain it is possible to reduce the production hours
lost due to standstills for preventive maintenance. The tool developed is capable of bundling
preventive maintenance tasks and thereby result in a planning which needs less production time to
perform the maintenance tasks. By doing so, valuable production time is saved and more milk can
be processed.
While taking the whole production chain into account (heuristic step 1 till 7), the steps 1 and 2 are
already sufficient to plan the production restricting standstills for the milk protein production
chain. This mainly stems from the fact that there are no extreme maintenance tasks (in terms of
standstill duration, interval and costs) present in the other steps (3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) and since the
other groups of installations are sufficient decoupled using buffers. I.e. for those it does not make
sense to use approach to save production hours.
In case it proves that a lower plant stop frequency is also possible for the other production chains,
and it is possible to perform all the corrective orders within their maximum time period, a huge
saving can be realized. The plant stop frequency can then be set to 16 weeks and the bottleneck
installation stop frequency can be set on 4 weeks.

6.2

Recommendations

6.2.1

General recommendations

Standstill planning
This project has shown that it is possible for the milk protein chain to reduce the stop frequency
for performing preventive maintenance. This will result in big savings. It is advised to validate
whether it is also possible for the other chains to only use a plant stop once every 16 weeks or
even better once every 26 weeks. Also it has to be validated whether enough time remains to
perform corrective maintenance. Suggestions of how to implement this preventive maintenance
planning can be found in section 6.2.2.
ATEX maintenance restrictions
The current production setup requires a stop every 16 weeks. This stems from 4 maintenance
tasks which can only be performed when there is a plant stop. These fur maintenance tasks need
to be performed every 16 weeks. In case these maintenance tasks could be overcome, by making
it possible to perform these tasks during a line stop or by replacing the squeeze-valves with valves
which would require less preventive maintenance, this stop interval could even be increased
towards 26 weeks. Because of the big savings resulting this should strived for. This can only be
achieved by making changes to the production setup for example by replacing the 4 “quetsch”
valves with more maintenance friendly ones or allowing the mechanic to perform maintenance
during operation of the silos. It should therefore be investigated whether more maintenance
friendly valves can be used for this application or whether the ATEX-project can mean something
for making sure that maintenance is performed during production.
Relating to the silo roof stop, it would be a large production time saving if the silo roof stop is no
longer required after the ATEX project. The ATEX project should try to take this into its scope and
thereby result into a higher employee safety level but also lead to some direct savings. These
maintenance tasks now limiting the plant stop interval to 16 weeks, would not be a problem if
mechanics could work safely on the silo roofs during operation. If the silo roof stop would no
longer be required this would result in a yearly cost saving of about € 1,000,000.
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Production time lost due to cleaning
As also mentioned in the report of Van Dijk (2016) the impact of the 8-week stops can be limited
by making sure the cleaning processes take less time. Currently an average 8 week stop
consumes 34.3 production hours (per bottleneck line). From these 34.3 hours, 11 hours the
installations are really at a standstill. The other 23,3 hours the installations are cleaned or waiting
to be cleaned. This means that there are yearly for € 3,400,000 lost production costs due to
installations standing still or waiting for CIP. In case the installations would be built in a different
way or more CIP-kitchens would be available to perform the cleanings, the duration of the stops
could be decreased drastically. It would be wise to define this as potential project for WCOM.
Production planning
Currently the production planning department only plans production for the main installations. In
case the production planning department would plan also the secondary installations (like the CIPkitchen, pasteurizer,….) it would give the maintenance planner the possibility to know when
exactly which installation is running. It is especially interesting for the maintenance planner to see
when which installation stands still to plan the performance of corrective maintenance. In this way
the maintenance planner can plan adequately in the production gaps. Currently those secondary
installations are not planned since they are almost not limiting for the production. Of course the
maintenance planner should then have a display function in OMP (planning-software used by DMV)
to constantly be able to check whether the production planning is changed.
It would give the operators and maintenance planner also good feedback in case the different
production stages are scheduled. Thereby think of the production stages: startup, production, reel
off, idle and maintenance standstill. It than becomes clearly visible when the production is not
totally on schedule.
Preventive maintenance tasks
Some preventive maintenance tasks (inspections) result in corrective maintenance orders (think of
the vibration measurement on pumps). When there is a possibility that a corrective order follows
out of a preventive order it should be investigated whether it is possible to perform this inspection
before a standstill. In case there is no need to perform this preventive order (inspection) during
the standstill of that installation, it makes sense to plan this preventive maintenance before a
standstill such that no extra restriction has to be asked to execute the possibly resulting corrective
order. By implementing this strategy, the demand for restrictions will decrease. This is especially
interesting to do so when the resulting action (corrective order) requires a standstill of the whole
production chain or when the bottleneck installations have to come at a standstill. For those
potentially resulting corrective actions, it would be interesting to plan those inspections upfront of
a stop.
In order to give the maintenance planner the opportunity to plan preventive maintenance tasks in
the gaps in the production planning, those maintenance tasks should be developed in a way which
is easiest to plan those tasks. A maintenance task should generate orders as much as possible on
installation level. This helps the maintenance planner to plan those orders. This would mean that
some maintenance tasks have to be split in several small ones in order to make it easier to plan
the orders.
MILP solver
In order to perform more projects using MILP solvers at FrieslandCampina, it would be wise that
there would be a MILP-solver package available. As this project adequately shows the size of the
savings that can result from projects using MILP solvers, the costs of having a linear solver license
are relative small compared to the savings resulting.
Mechanics
A final general recommendation is to investigate whether potential cost savings can be realized if
maintenance performed on the bottleneck installations can be performed also during weekends
and outside office hours. In case mechanics would also perform preventive maintenance outside
office hours and during weekends, the impact of this maintenance would be smaller since the
complete production runs can then be used. This might be a topic for the WCOM–project to
investigate during the WCOM wave that focuses on maintenance.
6.2.2

Implementation recommendation
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In case the plant management agrees that using stops based on the preventive maintenance
planning is the best way to plan stops, several actions have to be taken to introduce this
preventive maintenance planning.
Validate impact on other production chains
This project focuses on the demand for standstills by the milk protein chain. Since the plant
consists of three production chains, the other production chains should also be able to deal with a
16 or 26 weeks between two stops. This could be determined by the same model as used in this
project. What differs between the milk protein chain and the other chains is that for the milk
protein chain most of the data are already present in SAP. In case other production chains would
also store data like duration of maintenance tasks, number of mechanics hours needed and define
which installation has to stand still for a maintenance task execution, this would allow performing
the same analysis on those chains remaining. Since the production capacity of the other
production chains seems less restricting, a different approach might be advisable to come to a fast
conclusion of whether this stop planning is problematic for these chains or not. For preventing to
develop another mathematical model and heuristic, it would be an easier way to figure out what
preventive maintenance tasks can be real problems for the 16 or 26 week plant stop interval. This
could be for example maintenance tasks with a maintenance interval of less than 16 weeks, which
require the whole plant to stand still in order to perform and secondly tasks which require
installations to stand still longer than the buffers between 2 production chains can store.
Validate corrective maintenance
A second issue to deal with is the corrective maintenance work. To validate whether it is possible
to deal with the new stop planning, the maintenance planners should validate this planning with
the corrective orders they received. I.e. from the order history of for example 1 year, the
corrective orders for which the proposed stop planning would not be sufficient should be filtered
out. This could be for example corrective orders which are performed late, since the required
installation was not standing still for sufficient amount of time. This means keeping track of every
corrective order stating which installation has to stand still and what is the maximum time in
which this task has to be performed. In case these data are gathered and validated (there seems
quite some pollution in the data) it becomes possible to validate whether the new stop planning is
useful or not. The orders his urgency and which installations have to stand still to perform the
order, should be stored in SAP for every new order that is generated. For most of the installations
it would not be a problem to perform corrective maintenance, due to overcapacity but for the
bottleneck installations this could be a problem. Luckily this will not be the expected case since
crucial components which have impact on the whole production chain are most of the time
redundantly designed or are maintained often preventively to minimize the need for corrective
maintenance. In case these two crucial data (urgency and which installation has to stand still) for
performing corrective maintenance are stored it will make the maintenance planner his work
easier since they are then better able to plan in those corrective order in the gaps of the
production schedule.
SAP
Once the chains agree to implement the stop planning proposed, it is up to the technical service
department to plan the maintenance tasks in SAP. This will mainly be relevant for the maintenance
tasks which require a standstill of the whole production chain or bottleneck installation. The
easiest solution would be to change the current method used to plan maintenance tasks. The
current method implies that based on the last planned execution date, the date for the next
maintenance task performance is generated (using the fixed maintenance interval). However a
problem arises when a task is earlier performed than needed since then the next task will be
planned later than required. Therefore it is suggested to change this planning method to a method
that is based on the last maintenance execution compared to last planned execution date (which is
currently used). This comes with the benefit of maintenance planners having to report back when
a task is performed This makes the tracking of maintenance tasks performances better. A second
change that potentially should be performed by the technical service department is increasing the
call horizon for all maintenance tasks which perform early maintenance. I.e. the maintenance task
part of step 1 and 2 should receive an increased call horizon. Otherwise there is the potential risk
that the parts arrive late and external companies have not sufficient time to arrange the
mechanics needed.
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The stops proposed have different durations. Since also some corrective work will be performed
during a stop it would be wise to increase the duration of a stop when needed. It is wise that the
maintenance planners inform the production planning department a week foregoing the stop about
the time they need per installation to perform maintenance during a stop. By doing so the
production planning department exactly knows how much raw milk can be processed and the
impact of the stop can be limited.
Mechanics
The planning proposed aims to minimize the use of external mechanics since they are more costly
than internal mechanics. But when also corrective tasks are being performed at stops, it could be
interesting to hire some external mechanics in addition. This could be done using an external
service provider having expertise on specific maintenance tasks or by building up a pool of selfemployees mechanics (“ZZP-er”). The advantage of the latter one is that this pool can be
contacted also when there is not a stop but a huge workload. A second advantage is that when
this self-employed mechanics are hired multiple times, they can work more efficiently since they
know DMV’s working routines. In case it points out that it is hard to let those external mechanics
perform tasks on their own, an internal mechanic could take a supervisor role and thereby instruct
those external mechanics how to perform the tasks.
Another option to increase the number of mechanics to a maintenance planner his disposal would
be to make it possible that maintenance mechanics of the production chains whey processing and
spray, also perform maintenance in the milk protein chain when there is a line stop on a
bottleneck installation. This would thus mean that there is one pool of mechanics which can be
used to deal with peaks in the workload in the different production chains.
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7

Reflection

7.1

Scientific contributions

This project developed a different approach to bundle maintenance tasks taking the production
structure and maintenance resources availability into account. This is a different approach than the
concept proposed by Van Dijkhuizen & Van Harten (1997)
The mathematical model formulated could be applied on the situations which hold under the same
circumstances in comparable situations with an infinite supply such as for example at an oil rig
(which also works 24/7 and a stop means a direct reduction of the oil that is extracted out of the
soil)
This project succeeds in making the transition from the use of single-component age-based
maintenance tasks towards a standstill planning for the whole production planning and thereby
resulting in a reduction of the preventive maintenance costs. This project confirms the statement
of Koochaki et al (2011) that impressive costs savings can be achieved by planning aged-based
preventive maintenance tasks efficiently for situations with a complex production system with a
strong economic dependency between the components of the production system.

7.2

Limitations and future research

The heuristic used to get to the preventive maintenance planning takes the most important criteria
for a working preventive maintenance planning into account but there are some flaws.
Improvements could be made to generate an even better implementable preventive maintenance
planning. The most important flaws are explained below.
Due to the use of dummy buffers in the heuristic, it is not possible to make sure that buffers are
empty to perform specific maintenance tasks. Some maintenance tasks require empty buffers.
This is not taken into account in the heuristic. Since dummy buffers are not the same as the
buffers used, this will be hard to implement. In the current approach these are modeled as
requiring a plant stop or remaining available to perform during production (in case it is possible to
produce with one silo less). The mathematical model provides a does give the possibility of using
empty buffer requirements but this comes with the costs of finding no solution.
The heuristic provides an aggregate planning (on week level), but it is up to the maintenance
planner to make sure that this planning is feasible. In case multiple installation stops are planned
in one week, the maintenance planner in corporation with the production planning determines the
stops in order to balance the workload. In case there is not a balanced week planning, it may
happen that there are not sufficient mechanics to perform the tasks.
The planning provided by the heuristic is only for the milk protein chain. Since the capacity of the
other chains is bigger, it is presumed that they always can handle the material provided by the
milk protein chain. It is however not tested in this project whether they can also deal with the
proposed plant stop interval. Therefore it would be wise to figure out whether one plant stop in the
16 or even 26 weeks would be sufficient.
The heuristic could be enhanced if there would some loops be introduced between the different
steps. Suppose step 1 suggest a plant stop every 5 weeks while step 2 proposes, based on that
input, that all the bottleneck installations stop once every 4 weeks simultaneously. In case step 1
would receive this type of feedback, it would possibly suggest planning a plant stop every 4
weeks. Therefore introducing feedback loops could enhance the results. In the current situation a
close to optimal solution was found but in case if there would be some more outliers of in terms of
maintenance tasks in the later step, this could result in less good solutions being found.
The last main flaw to mention is that the proposed preventive maintenance planning is not the
most optimal solution. In case the solver would be capable of solving the mathematical model, it
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would be possible to come up with an even better planning. In case the solver would be capable
handling more complex models (with more variables and restrictions), it would even be interesting
to model the whole plant Veghel in one mathematical model to find the optimal preventive
maintenance planning. This would require a more powerful solver and hardware with more storage
capacity to come up with a proper solution.
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8

Appendix A: Milk protein
production chain
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Figure 8-1: Milk protein production chain
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Figure 8-2: Milk protein chain incl. product flows
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Figure 8-3: Milk protein production chain with mathematical formulations
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9

Appendix B: Glossary

Age-based maintenance: Performing preventive maintenance based on the time elapsed between
the now and the last maintenance performance.
ATEX-project: Project to protect employees from explosion risk in an explosive atmosphere. This
means for DMV that it is not possible to perform maintenance in explosive atmospheres. To
perform those tasks, the installation has to be shut down and the room needs to be cleaned.
Bottleneck installation: Installation which has a direct restricting impact on the amount of milk
being processed at DMV. In the case of the milk protein chain of DMV these are the bottleneck
lines.
Breakdown: An installation is not able to produce the normal quantities at the normal quality. The
production installation is shut down and a repair has to be performed in order to restart the
production process.
Corrective maintenance: A corrective order generated based on the notifications stemming from
observations or preventive inspections. The task has to be performed within the time attached to
the order. Until this moment it is possible to continue to process material.
Condition based maintenance: Maintenance is preventively performed since a condition measured
is no longer satisfactory.
Dynamic planning: Planning depending on the changing environment for which the planning is
applied.
Empirical cycle: Structured approach to test a new theory.
FMECA: Method to determine what the effects are of a failure of a component on the working of a
production installation. Based on those results it is determined whether this impact is acceptable,
and in case not acceptable, preventive actions are taken (spare components, part of preventive
maintenance plan).
Guaranteed milk price: The price farmers always obtain for their milk specified each month.
Idle state: State in the production cycle in which the installations is not being used. The idle time
is introduced to cope with unexpected events or overcapacity. Since it has to deal with unexpected
events, it can only be planned a short while in advance. Depending on how long this state takes is,
it can be interesting to LoToTo the installation and perform maintenance.
Installation states: An installation can be in a limited number of states: Idle, start-up, operation,
reel off or purification. By using these production states it is for all the persons concerned clear
why an installation is running and when it is possible to perform maintenance on the installation.
LoToTo: Lock-out, Tag-out, Try-out. In case maintenance needs to be done while the installation is
not running, an installation has to be LoToTo. This guarantees it is save to work on the
installation.
Maintenance: In case not exactly specified, both preventive and corrective maintenance tasks are
meant.
Maintenance efficiency: Installation standstills caused by performing maintenance (preventive,
corrective and breakdowns), and thereby results in direct losses in terms of raw milk processed.
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Maintenance interval: Maximum amount of time between the two executions of orders generated
by a maintenance task.
Maintenance order: Receipt stating which maintenance task(s) have to be performed on which
installations within which time interval.
Maintenance plan: Plan which generates preventive maintenance orders with a fixed interval. It
states which actions have to be performed on which installations. The person which has to plan the
execution of this order and the person who has to perform this task is also stated in this plan.
Maintenance task: Specifically stated maintenance action that has to be performed as part of a
maintenance order.
Multi-component system: Installation consisting of several components which are all critical for the
working of the installation.
Operation state: The installation processes material at the specified quantity and quality.
Performance payment: The bonus farmers get when FrieslandCampina makes profit.
Planned standstill: Installation standstill resulting out of the tool planned to perform preventive
maintenance. This is generated on week level. It differs from stops since those happen with a fixed
frequency which is necessarily the case for standstills.
Plant Veghel DMV: The DMV plant in Veghel located at the Ncb-laan.
Preventive maintenance: Refurbishment or calibration order generated based on fixed time
intervals. These are generated based on date today and the last planned execution of this task.
Preventive maintenance efficiency: Total costs resulting of performing preventive maintenance,
both the cost of execution and those of lost production.
Preventive maintenance planning: States which maintenance task is performed and how often in
time. This planning will become aligned with the stop planning.
Problem solving cycle: Structured approach to find a solution for the problem mess.
Product flow: An installation can produce multiple products be separating the material supplied in
different output products. The different product flows are illustrated by different colors in the
overviews of the milk protein chain.
Production capacity: The maximum amount of tons that an installation 𝑖 can process during a
week
Production chain: One of the three production chains in Veghel: Milk protein, whey processing, or
spray.
Production installation: One production installation as indicated in the overview of the milk protein
chain.
Production line: One or more installations which sequentially depend on each other without the
possibility of decoupling the flows using a buffer in-between installations. In case this installation
has buffers in front and after the installation, the installation itself is called one production line.
Production run: The installations have to be cleaned after a specified amount hours. The maximum
amount of hours the installation can run after each other is called a production run.
Restriction: An installation has to be stopped since it is not an opportunity to wait until the next
stop. A restriction differs from a plan that it stops the selected installation only once.
Static planning: Fixed planning, it does not take into account changing circumstances.
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Silo roof stop: Standstill of all production lines which directly deposit their materials in the silos.
Because of explosion danger, it is not possible to perform any work on those silos during
operation. This stop is planned on average every 4 weeks.
Stop: Long-term planned standstills of one or more installations. For stops it is important how
often they occur (frequency), and how long the installation cannot process any material.
Stop planning: Indicating how long and frequent which installations are down for performing
preventive maintenance.
Use-based maintenance: Performing a preventive maintenance task based on the usage between
the last maintenance and the next maintenance performance.
Utilization: Percentage of the available capacity of the bottlenecks divided by available capacity of
that group of installations all expressed in terms of raw milk.
WCOM reloaded: abbreviation of world class operational management reloaded. Project with the
aim of improving the efficiency at the plant in Veghel. In total it will last three years making
improvements to all subjects on which efficiency can be increased into account.
8-Week stop: Stop of most of the installations at the DMV plant. This stop is planned every 8
weeks.
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Appendix D: Notations &
definitions used for the
mathematical model

To reduce the notations for the maintenance tasks, installations and revision parts are given a new
ID to develop an easy and uniform way to relate to in the mathematical model.
Sets
SB
SI
SMT
SRV
SW

Buffer identifier
Installations
Maintenance task
Revision part
Week number

Subsets
SBI
Installation with buffer upfront
SLI
Installation with another installation upfront
SBTI
Bottleneck installations
SNBTI Non-bottleneck installations

𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ {𝑏1, … , 𝑏12}
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ {𝑖1, … , 𝑖20}
𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑀𝑇 = {𝑚𝑡1, … , 𝑚𝑡329}
𝑟𝑣 ∈ 𝑅𝑉 = {𝑟𝑣1, 𝑟𝑣2}
𝑤 ∈ 𝑊 = {0, … , 𝑊}
𝑆𝐵𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼
𝑆𝐿𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼,𝑆𝐿𝐼 = 𝑆𝐼\𝑆𝐵𝐼
𝑆𝐵𝑇𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼
𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑆𝐵𝑇𝐼 = 𝑆𝐼\𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼

Decision variables
𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣 Revision parts of type 𝑟𝑣 bought
𝐻𝐸𝑋𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spent on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
𝐻𝐼𝑁𝑤
Variable indicating the number of hours spent on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑗,𝑤
Number of hours in which installation 𝑗 processes materials in week 𝑤
𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖 stands stilll in week 𝑤 for preventive maintenance
𝐻𝑊𝑖,𝑤 Production hours of installation 𝑖 lost in week 𝑤 due to cleaning and waiting
𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏,𝑤 Tons of end products that are taken out of buffer 𝑏 in week 𝑤 to sell to customers
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 Tons that are sent from buffer 𝑏 to installation 𝑗 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖,𝑎,𝑤 Tons that are sent from installation 𝑖 to buffer 𝑎 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤 Tons that are sent from installation 𝑖 to installation 𝑗 in week 𝑤 whereby 𝑖 and 𝑗 are not the
same installations
𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏,𝑤 Tons of raw milk that are actually sent to buffer 𝑏 in week 𝑤
𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤
Binary variable indicating whether maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤
Variables
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑂𝐶 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑅𝑉𝑆𝑟𝑣,𝑤
𝑆𝑇𝑏,𝑤
Parameters
𝐴
𝐶𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣
𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸

Costs related with processing one ton of raw milk an transforming this into
end-products
Costs to be made to perform the preventive maintenance tasks
Revenue remaining after all operating expenses, interest, taxes and cost of
goods sold have been deducted.
Revenue generated by selling the end-products produced
Sum of the operating expenses which are part and not part of the scope of
the project
Number of revision parts of type 𝑟𝑣 stored at the end of week 𝑤.
Tons stored in buffer 𝑏 at the end of week 𝑤

Hours a mechanic works during one workday
Costs of buying an additional revision part of type 𝑟𝑣
Costs of one hour of external labor
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𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡
𝐶𝑃
𝐷𝐵𝑏,𝑚𝑡
𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡
𝐷𝐼𝑊𝑖,𝑚𝑡
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖,𝑏
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐼8
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐵9
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑆𝑖
𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃
𝐼𝑁𝑖
𝐻𝐶𝑊𝑖
𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡
𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑁𝑀
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐵𝑖,𝑏
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖,𝑗
𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑅
𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣
𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣
𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏
𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏,
𝑊
𝑊𝐷
𝑊𝑊𝑤
𝑌𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑌𝑅𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑟𝑣

Specific maintenance costs associated with maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
Cost price of processing one ton of raw milk and transforming it into end-products
States whether buffer 𝑏 needs to be empty for the execution of maintenance task
𝑚𝑡
States whether installation 𝑖 has to be at a standstill for performing maintenance
task 𝑚𝑡
States whether installation 𝑖 has to wait some extra time for cleaning after
performing maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
Factor stating how much tons result when one ton of supply is processed by
installation 𝑖, and is further supplied to buffer 𝑏
Factor stating which fraction of the output goes to installation 𝑖11 and 𝑖12
Factor stating which fraction of the output is being further processed and which
part is used as end product for a different production chain
Factor stating how much tons result when one ton supply is processed by
installation 𝑖 and is sent further as main product flow
Factor stating how much tons result when one ton supply is processed by
installation 𝑖 and is sent further as secondary product flow
Part of the time mechanics have available for performing preventive maintenance
Tons that are processed during one hour production of installation 𝑖, based on the
average weekly production of the types of products
Hours installation 𝑖 is not available for production due to cleaning and waiting.
Hours it takes to complete maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
Hours of mechanic work expressed per mechanic to perform maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
Number of hours available for production by installation 𝑖 in a week
Maximum maintenance interval expressed in weeks in which maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
has to be performed
Number of internal maintenance mechanics
Tons that are produced during one hour production by installation 𝑖, this is sent to
buffer 𝑏 instantly
Tons that are produced during one hour production by installation 𝑖, this is sent to
installation 𝑗 instantly
Number of weeks the installation 𝑖 has already been running between the last
execution of maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 and the start of the new preventive maintenance
planning (week 0)
Revenue generated by processing one ton of raw milk
Revision time in weeks needed for performing a revision on revision part of type 𝑟𝑣
Starting inventory for revision part 𝑟𝑣
Start inventory at buffer 𝑏 expressed in tons
Tons that can maximally be stored in buffer 𝑏
Planning horizon in weeks
Number of workday an internal maintenance mechanic works each week.
Week number from (1 till 𝑊) of week 𝑤
Fraction of the work that is performed when one maintenance mechanic is
assigned to maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
Number of revision parts of type 𝑟𝑣 needed for performing maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
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Appendix E: Exact formulas
generated based on the
mathematical model

Since the general formulas presented in chapter 3 result in a lot of constraints and decision
variables, it is wiser to only include the equations that really matter. The exact equations based on
those stated in the mathematical model can be found below.
The constraints used in the mathematical model based on equation 3-9, are as follows:
𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏1,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏1,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖2,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏1,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.1)
𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏2,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏2,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖3,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖4,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖6,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏2,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.2)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏3,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖2,𝑏3,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏3,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏3,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.3)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖3,𝑏4,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖4,𝑏4,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖5,𝑏4,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖6,𝑏4,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏4,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖10,𝑤 +
𝑆𝑇𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.4)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖2,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖3,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖4,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖5,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖6,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏5,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈
{1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.5)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏6,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏6,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏6,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.6)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏7,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖18,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏7,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊} (12-9.7)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏8,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏8,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖18,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖19,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏8,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊} (12-9.8)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏9,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖21,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈
{1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.9)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖17,𝑏10,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖18,𝑏10,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏10,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏10,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏10,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.10)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖19,𝑏11,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖20,𝑏11,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏11,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏11,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏11,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.11)
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖19,𝑏12,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖20,𝑏12,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏12,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏12,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏12,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-9.12)
The exact formulas used, based on equation 3-13, 3-14 and 3-15.
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖1,𝑏3 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏3,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖1,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖1,𝑏6 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖2,𝑏3 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖2,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖2,𝑏3,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖2,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖2,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖2,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖3,𝑏4 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖3,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖3,𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖3,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖3,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖3,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖4,𝑏4 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖4,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖4,𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖4,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖4,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖4,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖5,𝑏4 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖5,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖5,𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖5,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖5,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖5,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖6,𝑏4 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖6,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖6,𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖6,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖6,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖6,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖7,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖7,𝑏7 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏7,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖9,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖9,𝑏7 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏7,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖10,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖10,𝑏8 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏8,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7 ∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖12,𝑏8 ∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏8,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖13,𝑏9 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖14,𝑏9 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖15,𝑏9 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-15.1)
(12-15.2)
(12-15.3)
(12-15.4)
(12-15.5)
(12-15.6)
(12-15.7)
(12-15.8)
(12-15.9)
(12-15.10)
(12-15.12)
(12-15.13)
(12-15.14)
(12-15.15)
(12-15.16)
(12-15.17)
(12-15.18)
(12-15.19)
(12-15.20)
(12-15.21)
(12-15.22)
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(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖16,𝑏9 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7 ∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖12,𝑏7 ∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏8,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖17,𝑏10 =∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖17,𝑏10,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖18,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖18,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖18,𝑏10 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖18,𝑏10,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖19,𝑏11 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖19,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖19,𝑏11,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖19,𝑏12 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖19,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖19,𝑏12,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖20,𝑏11 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖20,𝑏11,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖20,𝑏12 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖20,𝑏12,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-15.23)
(12-15.24)
(12-15.25)
(12-15.26)
(12-15.27)
(12-15.28)
(12-15.29)
(12-15.30)
(12-15.31)

For the flows within installations, the formulas are as follows:
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖7,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖7 = 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-15.32)
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖8,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖8 = 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-15.33)
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖9,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖9 = 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-15.34)
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖10,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖10 = 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-15.35)
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖8,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑆𝑖8 = 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(12-15.36)
The following formulas generated are based on equation 3-17:
𝐻𝑃𝑖1,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖2,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖3,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖4,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖5,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖6,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖7,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖8,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖9,𝑤 =

𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖2,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖2
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖3,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖3
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖4,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖4
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖5,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖5
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖6,𝑤

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.1)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.2)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.3)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.4)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.5)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.6)

𝐼𝑁𝑖6
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 +𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖7,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖7
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 +𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖8,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖8
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤+𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖9,𝑤

𝐻𝑃𝑖10,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖17,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖18,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖19,𝑤 =
𝐻𝑃𝑖20,𝑤 =

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.7)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.8)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.9)

𝐼𝑁𝑖9
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 +𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖10,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖10
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖17,𝑤 +𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖17
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖18,𝑤 +𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖18,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖18
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖19,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖19
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖20

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.10)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.11)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.12)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.13)

∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-17.14)

The following formulas generated are based on equation 3.18:
𝑇𝐼𝐼
𝐻𝑃𝑖11,𝑤 ≥ 𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.1)

𝐻𝑃𝑖12,𝑤 ≥

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.2)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.3)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.4)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.5)

𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ≥

𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑆𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑆𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖7
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤

𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖9
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖10
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖7
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤

(12-18.6)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.7)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.8)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.9)

𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖9
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖10

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.10)
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𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ≥
𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ≥

𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖7
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.11)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.12)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.13)

𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖9
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖10
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖7
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.15)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.16)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.17)

𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖9
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖10

(12-18.14)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-18.18)

∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

The following formulas generated are based on equation 3.19:
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 +𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤+𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 +𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖13
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 +𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤+𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 +𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖14
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤 +𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤+𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 +𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖15
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 +𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤+𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 +𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖16

≤ 𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-19.1)

≤ 𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-19.2)

≤ 𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-19.3)

≤ 𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(12-19.4)
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13

Appendix F: Heuristic

13.1

Step 1

First the preventive maintenance planning has to be made for the maintenance tasks which
require all installations to stand still. As already stated in section 4.3.1 the production chain can
be seen in step 1 as:

Figure 13-1: Production set-up step 1
The modified mathematical model relevant for the maintenance tasks which require the whole milk
protein production chain to stand still, looks as follows:
13.1.1
Objective
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠
(13-3)
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = ∑𝑊
(13-2)
𝑤=1(𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝑅
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 = ∑𝑊
(13-3)
𝑤=1(𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐶𝑃
𝑊−𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡
𝑀𝑇1
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 = ∑𝑊
+ 𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 + 𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ) + (𝐻𝐸𝑋1𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸)) (13-4)
𝑤=1(∑𝑚𝑡=1 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗ (
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡

Note that this is the modified cost function as presented in section 3.8. This cost function gives the
model a reason to plan the tasks as late as possible. The original cost formula does not take this
into account due to the short planning horizon.
13.1.2
Preventive maintenance planning
Those plant standstill related maintenance tasks have to be performed at least every 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 weeks,
as also stated in the mathematical model.
𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤𝑛+𝐿𝑀
𝑋1𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀ wn ∈ {1. . W − 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 } , 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇1
𝑤=𝑤𝑛
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 −𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤=1
𝑋1𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀{mt ∈ SMT1 |𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ≤ W}

(13-5)
(13-6)

The mathematical model offers two ways of taking into account the time the installation has to
stand still due to performing preventive maintenance. One for the time lost due to performing
maintenance and one for the waiting and cleaning time at plant stops.
𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋1𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖𝑖1,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇1, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝑊1𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋1𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑊𝑖𝑖1,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑖 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇1, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-7)
(13-8)

13.1.3
Production balances
Since there is only one installation for which input and output have to be in balance, the
installation balance equation can be summarized in one formula.
𝐹𝐴𝐸𝑖𝑖1,𝑏𝑏2 ∗ 𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐸𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-9)

13.1.4
Production restrictions
As stated in the company introduction section, the installations i7, i8, i9, i10 combined, determine
the maximum capacity of processing raw milk. Since installation 𝑖𝑖1 is a fictional installation,
installation ii1 has the milk processing capacity of 𝐼𝑁𝑖𝑖1 which is equal to the sum of the capacity of
installations 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9 and 𝑖10, multiplied by a term stating how much this is in terms of tons of milk.
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𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖𝑖1 − 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 − 𝐻𝑊1𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑃𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖𝑖1,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 =
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖𝑖1
13.1.5

(13-10)

(13-11)

Maintenance resource restrictions

Also in this simplified model there have to be sufficient mechanics available to perform the
maintenance. Since there is a fixed number of internal mechanics available each week, the
number of hours already allocated in step 1 has to be saved as output and will be used as input in
step 2.
∑𝑀𝑇1
𝑚𝑡=1 𝑋1𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐸𝑋1𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑊

∑
𝑤=1

(13-12)
(13-13)

𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤
≤ 𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃
𝑊 ∗ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀

(13-14)
13.1.6
Extra cost formulations
For the new cost function, some extra constraints are required to come up with the reel costs over
the planning horizon.
𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ≤ 𝑋1𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝑊 ∗ 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇1, 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}
∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 = (𝑊 − 1) ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇1
𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇1
𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝑋1𝑚𝑡,𝑤 − 1∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇1

13.2

(13-15)
(13-16)
(13-17)
(13-18)

Step 2

After defining the time installations stand still due to the planned preventive maintenance tasks
which are plant stop related, it is possible to define the best preventive maintenance planning per
group of installations. In this second step the input of step 1 is given as parameters which cannot
be changed in this second step. The variables 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 , 𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 and 𝐻𝑊1𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 of step 1 are used as
fixed parameters in step 2. As also can be seen in the Figure 4-3 presented in chapter 4.3.
To generate a preventive maintenance planning which is as efficient as possible, it makes most
sense to select the groups of installations which have the highest utilization. Those with the
highest utilization have namely the highest impact on the total amount of raw milk processed.
This results in selecting the group of installations 𝑖7 till 𝑖10. To simplify the calculations it is
presumed that these installations are all connected by some (dummy) buffers. By using these
dummy buffers there result fewer variables while taking into account all the important routes. For
example the route 𝑏𝑏3, 𝑖7 does represent the routes 𝑏3, 𝑖7 and 𝑏4, 𝑖7. In a later step, the exact
number of tons that are taken out of this buffer are specified for each week, but for this step the
use of dummy buffers is sufficient.
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Figure 13-2: Production set-up step 2
For those installations it is again possible to use a slightly modified version of the mathematical
model to generate a preventive maintenance planning.
13.2.1
Objective
The objective function of the mathematical model is almost the same. The only thing that differs is
the routes over which income is generated.
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑊

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = ∑
𝑤=1

(13-18)

(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 )
∗𝑅
𝐹𝑅𝑀2
𝑊

(13-19)

𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 = ∑
∗ 𝐶𝑃
𝐹𝑅𝑀2
𝑤=1

𝑚𝑡329
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1(∑𝑚𝑡=1 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 + (𝐻𝐸𝑋2𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸))

(13-20)
(13-21)

Note that 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖2,𝑏3 is used in the equations since the revenues and cost of goods sold are all based
on one ton of raw milk. Therefore the tons processed by installations i6 till i10 have to be
calculated back towards tons of raw milk.

13.2.2
Preventive maintenance planning
The following restrictions still make sure that the maintenance tasks are performed within their
maximum time interval.
𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤𝑛+𝐿𝑀
𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀ wn ∈ {1, . . , W − 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 } , 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇2
𝑤=𝑤𝑛
𝑚𝑡 −𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
∑𝐿𝑀
𝑤=1

𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀{mt ∈ SMT2 |𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ≤ W}

(13-23)

For all the installations of this group, there has to be some extra cleaning time to be reserved
when a preventive maintenance task is planned which performs a job on multiple of the
installations in that group. Therefore the following equation makes sense:
𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖7,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖7,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇2, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖8,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖8,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇2, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖9,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖9,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇2, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
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𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖10,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖10,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇2, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-24)

Also it is known from step 1 that the installations have to stand still for at least as long as the time
needed for performing the utility related preventive maintenance tasks planned.
𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖7,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖9,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖10,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖8,𝑤

𝐻𝑊2𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑊𝑖,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝐶𝑊𝑖 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼2, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇2, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝑊2𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑊1𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼2, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇2, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
13.2.3

(13-25)
(13-26)
(13-27)

Production balances

Since the buffers used are fictional the following production balances make sense.
1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 =
∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖7,𝑏7
1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 =
∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖9,𝑏7
1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 =
∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖8,𝑏𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑆𝑖8
1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 =
∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖10,𝑏8
1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 =
∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤 ∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖7
1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 =
∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖8,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤 ∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖8
1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 =
∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤 ∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖9
1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 =
∗ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖10

(13-28)
13.2.4
Production restrictions
The following production restrictions make sure that sufficient time remains to processes the
materials supplied.
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 − 𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖,𝑤 − 𝐻𝑊2𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼2, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(13-29)
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 =
∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐵𝐼2, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖
(13-30)
13.2.5
Maintenance resource restriction
Since there is are resources already claimed in step 1, the resources claimed have to be reduced
and taken into account in the maintenance resources constraints.
𝑅𝑉𝑆2𝑟𝑣,𝑤 = 𝑅𝑉𝑆2𝑟𝑣,𝑤−1 − ∑𝑀𝑇2
(13-31)
𝑚𝑡=1 𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝑌𝑅𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑟𝑣 ∀ 𝑟𝑣 ∈ 𝑆𝑅𝑉, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣 }
𝑀𝑇2
∑
𝑅𝑉𝑆2𝑟𝑣,𝑤 + 𝐵𝑅𝑃1𝑟𝑣 + 𝐵𝑅𝑃2𝑟𝑣 = 𝑅𝑉𝑆2𝑟𝑣,𝑤−1 − ∑𝑀𝑇2
𝑋2
∗
𝑌𝑅𝑉
+
𝑋2
∗
𝑌𝑅𝑉
𝑚𝑡,𝑤
𝑚𝑡,𝑟𝑣
𝑚𝑡,𝑤−𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣
𝑚𝑡,𝑟𝑣 ∀ 𝑟𝑣 ∈
𝑚𝑡=1
𝑚𝑡=1
𝑆𝑅𝑉, 𝑤 ∈ {𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣 + 1, . . , 𝑊 − 𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣 }
(13-32)
𝑅𝑉𝑆2𝑟𝑣,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑅𝑉𝑟𝑣 ∀ 𝑟𝑣 ∈ 𝑅𝑉
(13-33)
∑𝑚𝑡329
𝑋2
∗
𝐻𝑂𝑀
=
𝐻𝐼𝑁2
+
𝐻𝐸𝑋2
∀
𝑤
∈
{1,
.
.
,
𝑊}
(13-34)
𝑚𝑡,𝑤
𝑚𝑡
𝑤
𝑤
𝑚𝑡=1
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(13-35)
𝑊

∑
𝑤=1

𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤
≤ 𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃
𝑊 ∗ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀
(13-36)
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13.3

Step 3

For the installations 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15, 𝑖16, the following figure can be generated, representing all the flows
present.

Figure 13-3: Production set-up step 3
13.3.1
Objective
Since in step 2 the maximum material processed over the 𝑊 weeks is determined, the objective
should be to always be capable of processing the material produced by the installations 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9, 𝑖10.
This means that the preventive maintenance planning of installation 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15, 𝑖16 can have a
limiting impact on the tons processed by installation 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9, 𝑖10, while meeting the frequencies of
the preventive maintenance tasks.
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠
(13-37)
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤 +
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤 )/( 𝐹𝑅𝑀3) ∗ 𝑅
(13-38)
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤 +
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤 )/
( 𝐹𝑅𝑀3) ∗ 𝐶𝑃
(13-39)
Note that the factor to calculate the tons of raw milk is the multiplication of the factors used for
the group of installations i1 till i6 and the factor used for installations i7 till i10.
𝑊

𝑚𝑡329

𝑊 − 𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 = ∑ ( ∑ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗ (
+ 𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 + 𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ) + (𝐻𝐸𝑋3𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸))
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑤=1 𝑚𝑡=1

(13-40)

13.3.2
Preventive maintenance planning
The following equations make sure that the maintenance tasks are performed with their minimum
maintenance frequency.
𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤𝑛+𝐿𝑀
𝑋3𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀ wn ∈ {1. . W − 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 } , 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇3
(13-41)
𝑤=𝑤𝑛
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 −𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤=1
𝑋3𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀{mt ∈ SMT3 |𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ≤ W}
(13-42)
𝐻𝑆𝑆3𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋3𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼3, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇3, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(13-43)
𝐻𝑆𝑆3𝑖13,𝑤
𝐻𝑆𝑆3𝑖14,𝑤
𝐻𝑆𝑆3𝑖15,𝑤
𝐻𝑆𝑆3𝑖16,𝑤

≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤
≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤
≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤
≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤

(13-44)
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13.3.3
Production balances
For each ton material, supplied to one of the installations 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15, 𝑖16 a fixed fraction results as
output of these installations.
(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖13,𝑏9 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖14,𝑏9 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖15,𝑏9 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖16,𝑏9 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(13-45)
Since the production of installations 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9, 𝑖10 is already determined, the following constraints
limit the tons being processed by the installations 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15, 𝑖16, working in line.
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖8,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏𝑏7,𝑤
(13-46)
13.3.4
Production restrictions
The following restrictions make sure that sufficient time is planned for processing the tons of
material planned.
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 − 𝐻𝑆𝑆3𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼3, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖7
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖9
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖10
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖7
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖9
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖10
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖7
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖9
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖10
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖7
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖9
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖10

(13-47)

(13-48)
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𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖13,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖13,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖13
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖14,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖14,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖14
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖15,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖15,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖15
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖7,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖9,𝑖16,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖10,𝑖16,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖16

≤ 𝐻𝑃𝑖13,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
≤ 𝐻𝑃𝑖14,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
≤ 𝐻𝑃𝑖15,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
≤ 𝐻𝑃𝑖16,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(13-49)

13.3.5
Maintenance restrictions
The following equations make sure sufficient maintenance resources are available for performing
the maintenance tasks planned.
∑𝑚𝑡329
(13-50)
𝑚𝑡=1 𝑋3𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐸𝑋3𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(13-51)
𝑊

∑
𝑤=1

𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤
≤ 𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃
𝑊 ∗ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀

𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 = 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 20
13.3.6

Extra cost formulations

𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ≤ 𝑋3𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝑊 ∗ 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇3, 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}
∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 = (𝑊 − 1) ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇3
𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇3
𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝑋3𝑚𝑡,𝑤 − 1∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇3

13.4

(13-52)
(13-53)

(13-54)
(13-55)
(13-56)
(13-57)

Step 4

To be consistent dummy buffers are introduced, such that the flows generated by installation 𝑖11,
and 𝑖12 can be matched with the flows as stated in step 2.

Figure 13-4: Production set-up step 4
13.4.1
Objective
The objective of installations 𝑖11 and 𝑖12 should be to process the tons of material produced by
installation 𝑖8 while meeting the minimum maintenance frequency. Note that when the
installations𝑖11 and 𝑖12 are not capable of handling the material supplied, installation 𝑖8 has to
process less. Since installation 𝑖8 is part of the bottleneck installations this will in the end result in
less milk being processed.
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 )/( 𝐹𝑅𝑀4) ∗ 𝑅
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1(𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 )/( 𝐹𝑅𝑀4) ∗ 𝐶𝑃
𝑊

(13-58)
(13-59)
(13-60)

𝑚𝑡329

𝑊 − 𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 = ∑ ( ∑ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗ (
+ 𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 + 𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ) + (𝐻𝐸𝑋4𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸))
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑤=1 𝑚𝑡=1

(13-61)
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13.4.2
Preventive maintenance planning
The following constraints make sure that the maintenance tasks relevant for installations 𝑖11 and
𝑖12, are performed with their minimum frequency, and that installations stand still long enough to
perform the tasks.
𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤𝑛+𝐿𝑀
𝑋4𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀ wn ∈ {1. . W − 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 } , 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇4
𝑤=𝑤𝑛
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 −𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤=1
𝑋4𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀{mt ∈ SMT4 |𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ≤ W}
𝐻𝑆𝑆4𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋4𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼4, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇4, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

𝐻𝑆𝑆4𝑖11,𝑤
𝐻𝑆𝑆4𝑖12,𝑤

≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-62)
(13-63)
(13-64)
(13-65)

13.4.3
Production balances
Since part of the tons is processed by installation 𝑖11 and the other part by installation 𝑖12, the
following equation makes this sure. This is based on the average weekly demand.
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐼8 = 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖11,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖12,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-66)

Step 2 already determined the maximum tons of material that can be processed by the couple of
installation 𝑖11 and 𝑖12. The following constraint makes this sure.
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑏𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
13.4.4
Production restrictions
The following constraint make sure sufficient time is reserved for production.
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 − 𝐻𝑆𝑆4𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼4, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖11,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖11,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑆𝑖8
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖8,𝑖12,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖12,𝑤 ≥
∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑆𝑖8

(13-67)

(13-68)

(13-69)
13.4.5
Maintenance restrictions
The following constraints make sure sufficient maintenance resources are reserved for performing
the preventive maintenance tasks part of step 4.
∑𝑀𝑇4
𝑚𝑡=1 𝑋4𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐸𝑋4𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑊

∑
𝑤=1

(13-70)
(13-71)

𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤
≤ 𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃
𝑊 ∗ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀

𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 = 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 20
13.4.6

Extra cost formulations

𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ≤ 𝑋4𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝑊 ∗ 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇4, 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}
∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 = (𝑊 − 1) ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇4
𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇4
𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝑋4𝑚𝑡,𝑤 − 1∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇4

13.5

(13-72)
(13-73)

(13-74)
(13-75)
(13-76)
(13-77)

Step 5

For the last remaining group of installations, the following figure can be generated.
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Figure 13-5: Production set-up step 5
13.5.1
Objective
The objective is almost the same as for the earlier objective functions. The only difference is that
for this objective function not the inflowing flows are the goal, but the outflowing flows. This since
this is the one restricted in step 2.
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
(13-78)
𝑊

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = ∑
𝑤=1

(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖10,𝑤 )
𝐹𝑅𝑀5
∗𝑅

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑊

=∑
𝑤=1

(13-79)

𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖10,𝑤
∗ 𝐶𝑃
𝐹𝑅𝑀5

(13-80)
𝑅𝑉
𝑚𝑡329
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1(∑𝑚𝑡=1 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝑋5𝑚𝑡,𝑤 + (𝐻𝐸𝑋5𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸)) + ∑𝑟𝑣=1 𝐵𝑅𝑃5𝑟𝑣 ∗ 𝐶𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣
(13-81)
13.5.2
Preventive maintenance planning
The restrictions making sure maintenance is performed with the minimum maintenance frequency
are as follows:
𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤𝑛+𝐿𝑀
𝑋5𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀ wn ∈ {1, . . , W − 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 } , 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇5
𝑤=𝑤𝑛
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 −𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤=1
𝑋5𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀{mt ∈ SMT5 |𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ≤ W}
𝐻𝑆𝑆5𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋5𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼5, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇5, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-82)
(13-83
(13-84)

𝐻𝑆𝑆5𝑖,𝑤

(13-85)

≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

13.5.3
Production balances
The following buffer balances should hold:
𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏1,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏1,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖2,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏1,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏2,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏2,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖3,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖4,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖6,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏2,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏3,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖2,𝑏3,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏3,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏3,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖3,𝑏4,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖4,𝑏4,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖5,𝑏4,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖6,𝑏4,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏4,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖10,𝑤 +
𝑆𝑇𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

100

𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖2,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖3,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖4,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖5,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖6,𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏5,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏5,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈
{1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏6,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏6,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏6,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(13-86)
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖7,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖7,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖8,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖8,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖9,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏4,𝑖10,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏3,𝑖10,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(13-87)
𝑆𝑇𝑏,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏 ∀ 𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵5
(13-88)
𝑆𝑇𝑏,𝑤 ≤ 𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏 ∀𝑏 ∈ 𝑆𝐵5, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊 − 1}
(13-89)
The following installation balances should hold:
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖1,𝑏3 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏3,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖1,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖1,𝑏6 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖1,𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖2,𝑏3 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖2,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖2,𝑏3,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖2,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖2,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖2,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖3,𝑏4 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖3,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖3,𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖3,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖3,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖3,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖4,𝑏4 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖4,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖4,𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖4,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖4,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖4,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖5,𝑏4 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖5,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖5,𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖5,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖5,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖5,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖6,𝑏4 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖6,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖6,𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖6,𝑏5 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖6,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖6,𝑏5,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
13.5.4
Production restrictions
Sufficient production hours are made sure by the following constraints:
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 − 𝐻𝑆𝑆5𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼5, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖1,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖1,𝑤 =
∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖1
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏1,𝑖2,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖2,𝑤 =
∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖2
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖3,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖3,𝑤 =
∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖3
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖4,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖4,𝑤 =
∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖4
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖5,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖5,𝑤 =
∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖5
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏2,𝑖6,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖6,𝑤 =
∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖6

(13-90)

(13-91)

(13-92)

13.5.5
Maintenance restrictions
The following constraints make sure sufficient maintenance resources are available:
∑𝑚𝑡329
𝑚𝑡=1 𝑋5𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 + 𝐻𝐸𝑋5𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑊

∑
𝑤=1

(13-93)
(13-94)

𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤
≤ 𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃
𝑊 ∗ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀

𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 = 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 20

13.6

(13-95)
(13-96)

Step 6

The following figure can be constructed for installations 𝑖19 and 𝑖20
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Figure 13-6: Production set-up step 6
13.6.1
Objective
The objective remains the same: Processing as much material while meeting the minimum
maintenance task frequency.
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑊

(13-97)

(𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏9,𝑤 )
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = ∑
∗𝑅
𝐹𝑅𝑀6
𝑤=1

(13-98)

𝑊

𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏9,𝑤
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 = ∑
∗ 𝐶𝑃
𝐹𝑅𝑀6
𝑤=1

𝑊

𝑚𝑡329

(13-99)

𝑊 − 𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 = ∑ ( ∑ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗ (
+ 𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 + 𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ) + (𝐻𝐸𝑋6𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸))
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑤=1 𝑚𝑡=1

(13-100)
13.6.2
Preventive maintenance planning
The following equations make sure that the maintenance tasks are performed with their minimum
maintenance frequency.
𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤𝑛+𝐿𝑀
𝑋6𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀ wn ∈ {1, . . , W − 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 } , 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇6
𝑤=𝑤𝑛
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 −𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤=1
𝑋6𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀{mt ∈ SMT6 |𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ≤ W}
𝐻𝑆𝑆6𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋6𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼6, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇6, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

𝐻𝑆𝑆6𝑖19,𝑤
𝐻𝑆𝑆6𝑖20,𝑤

≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-101)
(13-102)
(13-103)
(13-104)

13.6.3
Production balances
The following restrictions make sure that the buffers are in balance by making sure what goes in
also flows out of the buffer.
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏9,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏9,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖19,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈
{1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖19,𝑏11,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖20,𝑏11,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏11,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏11,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏11,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖19,𝑏12,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖20,𝑏12,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏12,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏12,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏12,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(13-105)
There cannot flow more into a buffer than is being produced by the installations 𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15, 𝑖16
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏9,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖13,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏9,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖14,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏9,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖15,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏9,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖16,𝑏𝑏9,𝑤
(13-106)
𝑆𝑇𝑏9,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏9
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𝑆𝑇𝑏11,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏11
𝑆𝑇𝑏12,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏12

(13-107)

𝑆𝑇𝑏9,𝑤 ≤ 𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏9 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊 − 1}
𝑆𝑇𝑏11,𝑤 ≤ 𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏11 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊 − 1}
𝑆𝑇𝑏12,𝑤 ≤ 𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏12 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊 − 1}

(13-108)

Some material flows directly to another production chain and thereby does not need to be
processed by installations 𝑖19 and 𝑖20.
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖19,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐵9 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏9,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊 − 1}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖19,𝑏11 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖19,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖19,𝑏11,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖19,𝑏12 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖19,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖19,𝑏12,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖20,𝑏11 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖20,𝑏11,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖20,𝑏12 ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖20,𝑏12,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-109)

(13-110)

13.6.4
Production restrictions
The following restrictions make sure sufficient production time is reserved for production.
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 − 𝐻𝑆𝑆6𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼6, 𝑤 ∈ {1. . 𝑊}
𝑇𝐵𝐼
𝐻𝑃𝑖19,𝑤 = 𝑏9,𝑖19,𝑤 ∀𝑤 ∈ {1. . 𝑊}

(13-111)

𝐻𝑃𝑖20,𝑤 =

(13-112)

𝐼𝑁𝑖19
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏9,𝑖20,𝑤
𝐼𝑁𝑖20

∀𝑤 ∈ {1. . 𝑊}

13.6.5
Maintenance restrictions
The maintenance resources are always sufficiently available because of the following constraints.
∑𝑚𝑡329
𝑚𝑡=1 𝑋6𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 + 𝐻𝐸𝑋6𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑊

∑
𝑤=1

(13-113)
(13-114)

𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤
≤ 𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃
𝑊 ∗ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀

𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 = 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 20
13.6.6

Extra cost formulations

𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ≤ 𝑋6𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝑊 ∗ 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇6, 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}
∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 = (𝑊 − 1) ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇6
𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇6
𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝑋1𝑚𝑡,𝑤 − 1∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇6

13.7

(13-115)
(13-116)

(13-117)
(13-118)
(13-119)
(13-120)

Step 7

For the installations 𝑖17, 𝑖18 the following figure can be constructed.
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Figure 13-7: Production set-up step 7
13.7.1
Objective
As for the steps mentioned above, the objective is to processes as much while meeting the
minimum maintenance frequency.
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
𝑊

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = ∑
𝑤=1

(13-121)

(𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏8,𝑤 )
∗𝑅
𝐹𝑅𝑀7
(13-122)

𝑊

𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏8,𝑤
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 = ∑
∗ 𝐶𝑃
𝐹𝑅𝑀7
𝑤=1

𝑊

𝑚𝑡329

(13-123)

𝑊 − 𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 = ∑ ( ∑ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗ (
+ 𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 + 𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ) + (𝐻𝐸𝑋7𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸))
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑤=1 𝑚𝑡=1

(13-124)
13.7.2
Preventive maintenance planning
The maintenance tasks have to be performed with a minimal maintenance frequency, which is
made sure by the following constraints.
𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤𝑛+𝐿𝑀
𝑋7𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀ wn ∈ {1. . W − 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 } , 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇7
𝑤=𝑤𝑛
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 −𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
∑𝑤=1
𝑋7𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ≥ 1 ∀{mt ∈ SMT7 |𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ≤ W}
𝐻𝑆𝑆7𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝑋7𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼7, 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇7, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-125)
(13-126)
(13-127)

𝐻𝑆𝑆7𝑖,𝑤

(13-128)

≥ 𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑤 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼7, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

13.7.3
Production balances
The following buffer balances should hold:
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏7,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏7,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖18,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏7,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏8,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏8,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏8,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖18,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏8,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖17,𝑏10,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖18,𝑏10,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏10,𝑤−1 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏10,𝑤 + 𝑆𝑇𝑏10,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}

(13-129)

The tons processed by 𝑖17, 𝑖18 arelimited by the supply determined in step 2 and 4.
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏7,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖7,𝑏𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏7,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖11,𝑏𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏7,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖9,𝑏𝑏4,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏8,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖10,𝑏𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
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𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏8,𝑤 ≤ 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖12,𝑏𝑏6,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑆𝑇𝑏7,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏7
𝑆𝑇𝑏8,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏8
𝑆𝑇𝑏10,0 = 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏10
𝑆𝑇𝑏7,𝑤 ≤ 𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏7 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑆𝑇𝑏8,𝑤 ≤ 𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏8 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑆𝑇𝑏10,𝑤 ≤ 𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏10 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖17,𝑏10 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖17,𝑏10,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖18,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖18,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖18,𝑏10 = 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖18,𝑏10,𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
(𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖18,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏8,𝑤 ) ∗ 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐵𝑏9 = 𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏8,𝑤
13.7.4
Production restrictions
Sufficient production time is reserved by the following constraints:
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 − 𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 ≥ 𝐻𝑃𝑖,𝑤 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐼7, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖17,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖17,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖17,𝑤 =
∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖17
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏7,𝑖18,𝑤 + 𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏8,𝑖18,𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑖18,𝑤 =
∀𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐼𝑁𝑖18

(13-130)

(13-131)

(13-132)
(13-133)
(13-134)

(13-135)

(13-136)
13.7.5
Maintenance restrictions
The following constraints make sure that sufficient resources are reserved for performing the
maintenance tasks.
∑𝑚𝑡329
(13-137)
𝑚𝑡=1 𝑋7𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐻𝐼𝑁7𝑤 + 𝐻𝐸𝑋7𝑤 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊}
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁7𝑤 ≤ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑀 ∗ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊} (13-138)
𝑊

∑
𝑤=1

𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 + 𝐻𝐼𝑁7𝑤
≤ 𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃
𝑊 ∗ 𝑊𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝑀
(13-139)
(13-140)

𝐻𝐼𝑁7𝑤 = 0 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}|𝐻𝑊2𝑤 ≥ 20
13.7.6

Extra cost formulations

𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ≤ 𝑋7𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝑊 ∗ 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇7, 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}
∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 = (𝑊 − 1) ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇7
𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇7
𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝑋7𝑚𝑡,𝑤 − 1∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇7

13.8
Sets
SB
SBB
SI
SII
SMT
SRV
SW

(13-141)
(13-142)
(13-143)
(13-144)

Sets and notations
Buffer identifier
Dummy buffer identifier
Installations
Dummy installations
Maintenance task
Revision part
Week number

𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ {1, … , 𝐵}
𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ {1, … , 𝐵𝐵}
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ {1, … , 𝐼}
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ {1, … , 𝐼𝐼}
𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑀𝑇 = {1, … , 𝑀𝑇}
𝑟𝑣 ∈ 𝑅𝑉 = {1, … , 𝑅𝑉}
𝑤 ∈ 𝑊 = {0, … , 𝑊 + 1}

Subsets
𝑆𝐵5 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵
𝑆𝐵6 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵
𝑆𝐵7 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵

Buffer identifier
Buffer identifier
Buffer identifier

𝑆𝐵𝐵1 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵𝐵
𝑆𝐵𝐵2 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵𝐵
𝑆𝐵𝐵3 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵𝐵
𝑆𝐵𝐵4 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵𝐵

Dummy
Dummy
Dummy
Dummy

𝑆𝐵𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼

Installation with buffer upfront 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ {𝑖1, 𝑖2, 𝑖3, 𝑖4, 𝑖5, 𝑖6, 𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9, 𝑖10, 𝑖17, 𝑖18, 𝑖19, 𝑖20

buffer
buffer
buffer
buffer

𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ {𝑏9, 𝑏11, 𝑏12}
𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ {𝑏7, 𝑏8, 𝑏10}
𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ {𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, 𝑏5, 𝑏6}

identifier
identifier
identifier
identifier

step
step
step
step

1 𝑎, 𝑏
2 𝑎, 𝑏
3 𝑎, 𝑏
4 𝑎, 𝑏

∈ {𝑏𝑏1, 𝑏𝑏2}
∈ {𝑏𝑏3, 𝑏𝑏4, 𝑏𝑏5, 𝑏𝑏6, 𝑏𝑏7}
∈ {𝑏𝑏9}
∈ {𝑏𝑏4, 𝑏𝑏6}
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𝑆𝐵𝐼5 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵𝐼 ∩ 𝑆𝐼5 Installation with buffer upfront 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐵𝐼5
𝑆𝐵𝐼6 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵𝐼 ∩ 𝑆𝐼6 Installation with buffer upfront 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐵𝐼6
𝑆𝐵𝐼7 ⊂ 𝑆𝐵𝐼 ∩ 𝑆𝐼7 Installation with buffer upfront 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐵𝐼7
Bottleneck installations
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ {𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9, 𝑖10}
Bottleneck installations step 2 𝑆𝐵𝑇𝐼2 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼2 ∩ 𝑆𝐵𝑇𝐼

𝑆𝐵𝑇𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼
𝑆𝐵𝑇𝐼2 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼2 ∩ 𝑆𝐵𝑇𝐼
𝑆𝐼2 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼 Installations
𝑆𝐼3 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼 Installations
𝑆𝐼4 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼 Installations
𝑆𝐼5 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼 Installations
𝑆𝐼6 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼 Installations
𝑆𝐼7 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼 Installations
𝑆𝐼𝐼1 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼𝐼

step
step
step
step
step
step

𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘

∈ {𝑖7, 𝑖8, 𝑖9, 𝑖10}
∈ {𝑖13, 𝑖14, 𝑖15, 𝑖16}
∈ {𝑖11, 𝑖12}
∈ {𝑖19, 𝑖20}
∈ {𝑖17, 𝑖18}
∈ {𝑖1, 𝑖2, 𝑖3, 𝑖4, 𝑖5, 𝑖6}

Dummy installations step 1

𝑆𝐿𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑆𝐿𝐼 = 𝑆𝐼\𝑆𝐵𝐼
𝑆𝐿𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼3, 𝑆𝐿𝐼 = 𝑆𝐼\𝑆𝐵𝐼
𝑆𝐿𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼4, 𝑆𝐿𝐼 = 𝑆𝐼\𝑆𝐵𝐼
𝑆𝑀𝑇1 ⊂ 𝑆𝑀𝑇
𝑆𝑀𝑇2 ⊂ 𝑆𝑀𝑇
𝑆𝑀𝑇3 ⊂ 𝑆𝑀𝑇
𝑆𝑀𝑇4 ⊂ 𝑆𝑀𝑇
𝑆𝑀𝑇5 ⊂ 𝑆𝑀𝑇
𝑆𝑀𝑇6 ⊂ 𝑆𝑀𝑇
𝑆𝑀𝑇7 ⊂ 𝑆𝑀𝑇

2
3
4
5
6
7

Installation with installation upfront
Installation with installation upfront
Installation with installation upfront

Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

task
task
task
task
task
task
task

𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼, 𝑆𝐵𝑇𝐼 = 𝑆𝐼\𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼
𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼3 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼3, 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼3 = 𝑆𝐼3\𝑆𝐵𝐼
𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼4 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼4, 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼4 = 𝑆𝐼4\𝑆𝐵𝐼
𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼5 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼5, 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼5 = 𝑆𝐼5\𝑆𝐵𝐼
𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼6 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼6, 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼6 = 𝑆𝐼6\𝑆𝐵𝐼
𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼7 ⊂ 𝑆𝐼7, 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼7 = 𝑆𝐼7\𝑆𝐵𝐼
Decision variables
𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣 Revision parts
𝐵𝑅𝑃1𝑟𝑣 Revision parts
𝐵𝑅𝑃2𝑟𝑣 Revision parts
𝐵𝑅𝑃3𝑟𝑣 Revision parts
𝐵𝑅𝑃4𝑟𝑣 Revision parts
𝐵𝑅𝑃5𝑟𝑣 Revision parts
𝐵𝑅𝑃6𝑟𝑣 Revision parts
𝐵𝑅𝑃7𝑟𝑣 Revision parts

𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ {𝑖𝑖1}

bought
bought
bought
bought
bought
bought
bought
bought

step
step
step
step
step
step
step

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

𝑚𝑡
𝑚𝑡
𝑚𝑡
𝑚𝑡
𝑚𝑡
𝑚𝑡
𝑚𝑡

Non-bottleneck
Non-bottleneck
Non-bottleneck
Non-bottleneck
Non-bottleneck
Non-bottleneck
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type

𝑟𝑣
𝑟𝑣
𝑟𝑣
𝑟𝑣
𝑟𝑣
𝑟𝑣
𝑟𝑣
𝑟𝑣

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇1
∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇2
∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇3
∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇4
∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇5
∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇6
∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇7

installations
installations
installations
installations
installations
installations

step
step
step
step
step
step
step

𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐿𝐼
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐿𝐼3
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐿𝐼4

3
4
5
6
7

𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘
𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘

∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼
∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼
∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼
∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼
∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼
∈ 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑇𝐼

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 Boolean dummy variable to model the maximum function
𝐻𝐸𝑋𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
𝐻𝐸𝑋1𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 1
𝐻𝐸𝑋2𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 2
𝐻𝐸𝑋3𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 3
𝐻𝐸𝑋4𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 4
𝐻𝐸𝑋5𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 5
𝐻𝐸𝑋6𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 6
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𝐻𝐸𝑋7𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 7
𝐻𝐼𝑁𝑤
Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
𝐻𝐼𝑁1𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 1
𝐻𝐼𝑁2𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 2
𝐻𝐼𝑁3𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 3
𝐻𝐼𝑁4𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 4
𝐻𝐼𝑁5𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 5
𝐻𝐼𝑁6𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 6
𝐻𝐼𝑁7𝑤 Variable indicating the number of hours spend on preventive maintenance in week 𝑤
assigned in step 7
𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖
𝐻𝑆𝑆1𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖
planned in step 1
𝐻𝑆𝑆2𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖
planned in step 2
𝐻𝑆𝑆3𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖
planned in step 3
𝐻𝑆𝑆4𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖
planned in step 4
𝐻𝑆𝑆5𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖
planned in step 5
𝐻𝑆𝑆6𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖
planned in step 6
𝐻𝑆𝑆7𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖
planned in step 7

is at a standstill in week 𝑤 for preventive maintenance
is at a standstill in week 𝑤 for preventive maintenance as
is at a standstill in week 𝑤 for preventive maintenance as
is at a standstill in week 𝑤 for preventive maintenance as
is at a standstill in week 𝑤 for preventive maintenance as
is at a standstill in week 𝑤 for preventive maintenance as
is at a standstill in week 𝑤 for preventive maintenance as
is at a standstill in week 𝑤 for preventive maintenance as

𝐻𝑊1𝑖𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖𝑖 is cleaned because of the maintenance task planned for
that week.
𝐻𝑊2𝑖,𝑤 Number of hours installation 𝑖 is cleaned because of the maintenance task planned for that
week.
𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 Last week of the planning horizon at which task 𝑚𝑡 has been performed
𝑅𝑉𝑆2𝑟𝑣,𝑤 Number of revision parts of type 𝑟𝑣 stored in the warehouse at the end of week 𝑤
𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏,𝑤 Tons of end products that are taken out of buffer 𝑏 in week 𝑤 to sell to customers
𝑇𝐵𝐸𝑏𝑏,𝑤 Tons of end products that are taken out of dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏 in week 𝑤 to sell to customers
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 Tons that are sent from buffer 𝑏 to installation 𝑗 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏,𝑖𝑖,𝑤 Tons that are sent from dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏 to dummy installation 𝑖𝑖 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝐵𝐼𝑏𝑏,𝑗,𝑤 Tons that are sent from dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏 to installation 𝑗 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖,𝑎,𝑤 Tons that are sent from installation 𝑖 to buffer 𝑎 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑏𝑏,𝑤 Tons that are sent from dummy installation 𝑖𝑖 to dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖,𝑏𝑏,𝑤 Tons that are sent from installation 𝑖 to dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐸𝑖𝑖1,𝑤 Tons of end product that are sent from dummy installation 𝑖𝑖 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝐼𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑤 Tons that are sent from installation 𝑖 to installation 𝑗 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏,𝑤 Tons of raw material that are sent to buffer 𝑏 in week 𝑤
𝑇𝑅𝐵𝑏𝑏,𝑤 Tons of raw material that are sent to dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏 in week 𝑤
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𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖𝑖,𝑤

Tons of raw material that are sent to dummy installation 𝑖𝑖 in week 𝑤

𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤
Binary variable indicating whether maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤
𝑋1𝑚𝑡,𝑤 Binary variable indicating whether maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤
in step 1
𝑋2𝑚𝑡,𝑤 Binary variable indicating whether maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤
in step 2
𝑋3𝑚𝑡,𝑤 Binary variable indicating whether maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤
in step 3
𝑋4𝑚𝑡,𝑤 Binary variable indicating whether maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤
in step 4
𝑋5𝑚𝑡,𝑤 Binary variable indicating whether maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤
in step 5
𝑋6𝑚𝑡,𝑤 Binary variable indicating whether maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤
in step 6
𝑋7𝑚𝑡,𝑤 Binary variable indicating whether maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed in week 𝑤
in step 7

assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned
assigned

Variables
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑
Costs related with processing one ton of raw milk an transforming this into
end-products
𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡
Part of the maintenance interval of maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 that can be used during
the planning horizon
𝐻𝑃𝑗,𝑤
Number of hours in which installation 𝑗 processes materials in week 𝑤
𝐻𝑃𝑗,𝑤
Number of hours in which dummy installation 𝑖𝑖 processes materials in week 𝑤
𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡
Part of the maintenance interval of maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 that is used between the
last maintenance performance of task 𝑚𝑡 and the end of the planning horizon
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡
Revenue remaining after all operating expenses, interest, taxes and cost of goods
sold have been deducted.
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
Revenue generated by selling the end-products produced
𝑂𝐶 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒
Costs to be made to perform the preventive maintenance tasks
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠
Sum of the operating expenses which are part and not part of the scope of
the project
𝑆𝑇𝑏,𝑤
Tons stored in buffer 𝑏 at the end of week 𝑤
𝑆𝑇𝑏𝑏,𝑤
Tons stored in dummy buffer 𝑏 at the end of week 𝑤
𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡
Number of times the maintenance task𝑚𝑡 is used over the planning horizon minus
1
Parameters
𝐴
𝐶𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣
𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸
𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡
𝐶𝑃
𝐷𝐵𝑏,𝑚𝑡
𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡
𝐷𝐼𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑡
𝐷𝐼𝑊𝑖,𝑤
𝐷𝐼𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑤
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖,𝑏
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑏𝑏

Hours a mechanic works during one workday
Costs of buying an additional revision part of type 𝑟𝑣
Costs of hiring an external mechanic for one hour
Specific maintenance costs associated with maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
Cost price of processing one ton of raw material and transforming it into endproducts
States whether buffer 𝑏 needs to be empty for the execution of maintenance task
𝑚𝑡
States whether installation 𝑖 has to be at a standstill for performing maintenance
task 𝑚𝑡
States whether dummy installation 𝑖𝑖 has to be at a standstill for performing
maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
States which installation 𝑖 has to be cleaned to perfom maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
State which dummy installation 𝑖𝑖 has to be cleaned to perfom maintenance task
𝑚𝑡
Factor stating how much tons result when one ton of supply is processed by
installation 𝑖, and is further supplied to buffer 𝑏
Factor stating how much tons result when one ton of supply is processed by
dummy installation 𝑖, and is further supplied to dummy buffer 𝑏
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𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖,𝑏𝑏
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐼8
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐵9
𝐹𝐴𝐸𝑖𝑖
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑆𝑖
𝐹𝑅𝑀2
𝐹𝑅𝑀3
𝐹𝑅𝑀4
𝐹𝑅𝑀5
𝐹𝑅𝑀6
𝐹𝑅𝑀7
𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃
𝐼𝑁𝑖
𝐼𝑁𝑖𝑖
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐻𝐶
𝐻𝐶𝑊
𝐻𝐶𝑊𝑖
𝐻𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑖
𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡
𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖
𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖𝑖
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑁𝑀
𝑂𝐶 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐵𝑖,𝑏
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖
𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑆𝑖
𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑅
𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣
𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣
𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏
𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑆𝑇𝑏𝑏
𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏
𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏𝑏
𝑇𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑠
𝑊
𝑊𝐷
𝑌𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑌𝑅𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑟𝑣

Factor stating how much tons result when one ton of supply is processed by
installation 𝑖, and is further supplied to dummy buffer 𝑏
Factor stating which fraction of the output goes to installation 𝑖11 and 𝑖12
Factor stating which fraction of the output is being further processed and which
part is used as end product for a different production chain
Factor stating how much tons result when one ton supply is processed by dummy
installation ii and sent away as end product
Factor stating how much tons result when one ton supply is processed by
installation 𝑖 and is sent further as main product flow
Factor stating how much tons result when one ton supply is processed by
installation 𝑖 and is sent further as secondary product flow
Factor stating how much Tons this input product is in terms of raw material (raw
milk) for step 2
Factor stating how much Tons this input product is in terms of raw material (raw
milk) for step 3
Factor stating how much tons this input product is in terms of raw material (raw
milk) for step 4
Factor stating how much tons this input product is in terms of raw material (raw
milk) for step 5
Factor stating how much tons this input product is in terms of raw material (raw
milk) for step 6
Factor stating how much tons this input product is in terms of raw material (raw
milk) for step 7
Part of the time mechanics have available for performing preventive maintenance
Tons that are processed during one hour production of installation 𝑖
Tons that are processed during one hour production of dummy installation 𝑖𝑖
Interest expeses over the planning horizon
Hours an installation needs for cleaning
Hours waiting since bottleneck installations are being cleaned.
Hours waiting since bottleneck installation 𝑖 is being cleaned.
Hours waiting since dummy installations 𝑖𝑖 is being cleaned.
Hours it takes to complete maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
Hours of mechanic work expressed per mechanic to perform maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
Number of hours available for production by installation 𝑖 in a week
Number of hours available for production by dummy installation 𝑖𝑖 in a week
Minimum maintenance interval expressed in weeks in which maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
has to be performed
Number of maintenance mechanics
Fixed operating costs out of the scope of the project over the planning horizon
Tons that are produced during one hour production by installation𝑖, this is sent to
buffer 𝑏 instantly
Main flow of tons that are produced during one hour production by installation 𝑖
Secondary flow of tons that are produced during one hour production by
installation 𝑖
Number of weeks the installation 𝑖 has already been running between the last
execution of maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 and the start of the new preventive maintenance
planning (week 0)
Revenue generated by processing one ton of raw milk
Revision time in weeks needed for performing a revision on revision part of type 𝑟𝑣
Starting inventory for revision part 𝑟𝑣
Start inventory at buffer 𝑏 expressed in tons
Start inventory at dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏 expressed in tons
Tons that can maximally be stored in buffer 𝑏
Tons that can maximally be stored in dummy buffer 𝑏𝑏
Tax expenses over the planning horizon
Planning horizon in weeks
Number of days an internal maintenance mechanic works each week
Fraction of the work that is performed when one maintenance mechanic is
assigned to maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
Number of revision parts of type 𝑟𝑣 needed for performing maintenance task 𝑚𝑡
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Appendix G: Literature overview

Note the meaning of those key topics which are the basis on which those articles are selected, are
already specified in section 2.4.1.
Author &
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Aghezzaf,

x

x

x

States how much the

Jamali, Ait-

inventory should be to

Kadi (2007)

deal with standstills of
the production
installation due to
corrective and
preventive
maintenance.

Aghezzaf,

x

x

x

Proposes an approach

Najib (2008)

to perform
maintenance while
meeting the demands
for the products in
that period. This is
being done using the
parallel production
lines. When
performing
maintenance it is not
possible to produce
goods.

Bohlin &

x

x

x

x

x

Provides a clustering

Warja

approach whereby the

(2012)

duration of the
clustered task
determines the lost
profit because of less
production time. The
article even proposes
an approach how to
deal with the
personnel availability.

Budai-Balke,

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Gives a good

Dekker &

overview of literature

Nicolai

published about

(2006)

combining production
and maintenance
planning. It thereby
notes which moment
of time pose an
opportunity for
performing
maintenance.
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Chelbi & Ait-

x

x

x

x

Kadi (2004)

Aims to optimize the
preventive
maintenance period
and buffer stock while
aiming to meet the
demand rates. Costs
are being taken into
account for not
meeting the demand,
holding inventory,
performing preventive
and corrective
maintenance.

Finch &

x

Indicates how the

Gilbert

proposed framework

(1986)

makes sure that there
are sufficient
resources for
performing all the
maintenance tasks.

Kallrath

x

x

x

(1995)

Uses MILP to obtain a
production planning
based on mixing
several (end and
intermediate)
products

Kallrath

x

x

x

(2000)

States a way to model
the production set-up
such that as much
milk is processed as
possible while taking
production time lost
due to changeovers
into account

Kenne,

x

x

x

x

Interesting piece of

Gharbi &

literature which

Beit (2007)

optimizes the
inventory to deal nonoperating machines
due to corrective and
preventive
maintenance.
Secondly it optimizes
the preventive
maintenance interval.

Koochaki,

x

x

x

x

Using age- and

Bokhorst,

condition-based

Wortmann &

maintenance making

Klingenberg

a dynamic

(2012)

maintenance planning
for a serial system
with no buffers.

Leung
(2007)

x

x

x

Specifies the
inspection interval
taking into account
lost production
because of
breakdowns,
inspection costs and
repair costs.
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Marquez

x

x

x

x

x

Evaluates the

(2007)

maintenance planning
using the Markov
chain. I.e. the
maintenance
performance
determines how much
time is the installation
spends producing
goods or being in
maintenance. In order
to perform this
maintenance, this
model also provides
ways in which the
resource availability
can be taken into
account.

Naderi,

x

x

x

Maximizing the

Zandieh &

production availability

Ghomi

by planning

(2008)

preventive
maintenance orders.
This is applied by
evaluating the
replacement and
inspection interval in
combination with the
failure probability.

Nourelfath &

x

x

x

Finding the most

Chatelet

optimal preventive

(2012)

maintenance interval.
Taking into account
the associated costs
of maintenance and
production losses.

Olde Keizer,

x

x

x

Evaluation of

Teunter &

maintenance

Veldman

strategies

(2015)

incorporating
redundancy of
systems, deterioration
states, and make
clusters of
maintenance jobs
based on failure
distribution.

Olde Keizer,

x

x

The inspection results

Teunter

of two installation in

(2014)

line with each other
are used to plan wen
to perform an
inspection or perform
preventive
maintenance

Teelen &
Selen (2016)

x

x

Plans production jobs
around the corrective
and preventive
maintenance, thereby
taking into account
the production
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capacities.
Van

x

x

x

Clusters the

Dijkhuizen(2

maintenance using a

000)

block policy based on
the set up costs that
apply to the several
installations in the
sequential production
line.

Van

x

x

x

Provides a simple

Dijkhuizen &

clustering heuristic

Van Harten

which uses the costs

(1997)

of the maintenance
execution, set-up
costs and
maintenance
frequency to
determine the
maintenance clusters.

Weinstein &

x

x

Planning production

Chung

and preventive

(1999)

maintenance while
varying in production
employees which
perform the
maintenance.

Yongsheng,

x

x

Incorporating the

Xisheng &

costs of inspections,

Feng (2009)

preventive and
corrective
maintenance based
on the inspection and
maintenance interval.

Table 14-1: Literature available vs topics relevant for DMV
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Appendix I: Data origin

In order to validate the input data used for the heuristic, it is important to know where the
information comes from. The following table gives a brief overview of the origins of all impart data
used.
Data origin
Input parameter
𝐶𝑃, 𝑅
Interview controller
𝐹𝐴𝐵𝑖,𝑏 , 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐼8, 𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐵9,
Interview production planning
Interview maintenance planner and 𝐴, 𝐶𝑀𝐻𝐸, 𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑚𝑡 , 𝐷𝐼𝑊𝑖,𝑚𝑡 , 𝑁𝑀, 𝑅𝑇𝑟𝑣 , 𝑊𝐷
mechanic
𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑖 , 𝐹𝐴𝐼𝑆𝑖 , 𝐼𝑁𝑖 , 𝐻𝐶𝑊𝑖 , 𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑖 , 𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐵𝑖,𝑏 , 𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐼𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑆𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑏,
Production manual
𝐶𝐵𝑅𝑃𝑟𝑣 , 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 , 𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑃, 𝐻𝑂𝑚𝑡 , 𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 , 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 , 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 , 𝑌𝑀𝑚𝑡 , 𝑌𝑅𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑟𝑣
SAP ERP
Table 15-1: Origin of input data used
In order to generate all the input from several SAP tables are used. The main important SAP tables
used are PLWP, CRHD, PLPO, IP18, IP19, IP24, MHIS, t351P. The table t351P is used to link the
package types used in SAP with the maintenance interval used for the maintenance tasks. This
table is thus linked by table PLWP which states the task lists and the associated package.
The table PLWP is again linked with the PLPO table. The PLPO table is again linked with the CRHD
and IP18 tables. The table CRHD states who performs the tasks specified in a task list
(workcenter). IP 18 transforms states the relation between the maintenance task list and the
maintenance tasks. Finally this table is linked with the MHIS table. This MHIS table states when
the maintenance tasks are performed.
In practice, a maintenance task consists of multiple operations (actions that have to be performed)
The bunch of these operations is planned as one task that needs to be completed. Only for
maintenance tasks which consist of operations with different maintenance intervals, the operations
are not seen as a bunch. In these cases every maintenance operation is seen as separate
maintenance task.
To calculate the costs associated with the preventive maintenance tasks, past preventive orders
are used to define an average cost of the maintenance tasks. In case the actual costs filled in are
outliers (higher than 10 times the planned costs) the planned costs are used as maintenance
costs. Secondly the maximum of the average planned costs and the average actual costs is used
this would result in highest barrier to plan preventive maintenance earlier than needed (the most
pessimistic approach is thus chosen for bundling maintenance tasks).
Next to this maintenance plan related information also other data are required. Most of those stem
from asking persons relevant. Thereby think of production planning, a financial controller, the
maintenance planner and the mechanic.
The only input that was not directly available was to link which installation would have to stand
still for the execution of each maintenance task planned by the maintenance planner of the milk
protein chain. To gather this type of information all the tasks lists of the milk protein chain were
evaluated and assigned a label:
1. Perform a maintenance during production
2. Limited impact on production
3. Production line stands still during execution of maintenance task
4 Production chain has to stand still during execution of maintenance task
For the maintenance tasks with label 2 and 3 it was based on the function location which
installation had to standstill. By doing so it can be fast stated which installation had to standstill.
Table IH01 and the Excel tool “BD template winshuttle met SAP import” is used to gather all
functional location and state which installations in the production planning have to stand still at
that moment of time.
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Appendix J: Heuristic CPLEX script

16.1

Step 1 model

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Model
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 20 sep. 2016 at 08:42:49
*********************************************/
//indexes
{string}SBB1=...;
{string}SII1=...;
{string}SMT1=...;
{string}SRV=...;
//parameters
int DI[SII1][SMT1]=...;
int DIW[SMT1]=...;
float HO[SMT1]=...;
float HPA[SII1]=...;
float R=...;
float PP=...;
float CBRP[SRV]=...;
float CMHE=...;
float CMTW[SMT1]=...;
float FAB[SII1][SBB1]=...;
float OC_OUT_SCOPE=...;
int W=...;
range SW=1..W;
int LM[SMT1]=...;
int OM[SMT1]=...;
float STCAP[SBB1]=...;
float StartST[SBB1]=...;
float INP[SII1]=...;
int RT[SRV]=...;
int STARTRV[SRV]=...;
int
WD=...;
float A=...;
int NM=...;
float FPREP=...;
float HOM[SMT1]=...;
float HCW=...;
float WW[SW]=...;
//variables
dvar float+ TRB[SBB1][SW];
dvar float+ TBI[SBB1][SII1][SW];
dvar boolean X1[SMT1][SW];
dvar float+ HW[SII1][SW];
dvar float+ HEX1[SW];
dvar float+ RVS1[SRV][0..W];
dvar float+ HP[SII1][SW];
dvar float+ CMT[SMT1];
dvar float+ HSS[SII1][SW];
dvar float+ ST[SBB1][0..W];
dvar float+ TIB [SII1][SBB1][SW];
dvar float+ TBE[SBB1][SW];
dvar float+ HIN1[SW];
dvar float TCMT[SMT1];
dvar boolean XX1[SW][SMT1];
dvar float RVSS1[0..W][SRV];
dvar float+ HSSS[SW][SII1];
dvar float LMP[SMT1];
dvar float+ LTMP[SMT1];
dvar float HINS1[SW];
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dvar float EMP[SMT1];
dvar float TMP[SMT1];
dvar float CMTR[SMT1];
dvar float LMPF[SMT1];
dvar boolean DV[SMT1][SW];
//dvar float MaintTimes;
dexpr float NET_SALES=(sum(w in SW)(TBI["bb1"]["ii1"][w]))*R;
dexpr float COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD=(sum(w in SW)(TBI["bb1"]["ii1"][w]))*PP;
dexpr float MaintTimes=(sum(mt in SMT1)CMTW[mt]*(((W-LMP[mt])/LM[mt])+EMP[mt]+TMP[mt]));
dexpr float EXTERNALMECH=sum(w in SW)(HEX1[w])*CMHE;
dexpr float NET_PROFIT=NET_SALES-COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD-TAXES-INTEREST-MaintTimes-EXTERNALMECH;
maximize NET_PROFIT;
// constraints
constraint CostMainTask[SW];
constraint MainInterval [SMT1][SW];
constraint MainIntervalStart[SMT1];
constraint MainStandStill[SII1][SMT1][SW];
constraint StorageBalance1[SW];
constraint StorageBalance2[SW];
constraint BufferCap1[SW];
constraint BufferCap2[SW];
constraint FactorInOut[SW];
constraint TimeRemain[SW];
constraint ProductionTime[SW];
constraint MechanicHours[SW];
constraint InternalMechanicCapacity[SW];
constraint DummyRevised[SRV][SW];
constraint Revised[SRV][SW];
constraint Revision[SRV][SW];
constraint RevisionBalanceMinimum[SRV][SW];
constraint RevisionBalance[SRV][SW];
constraint RevisionStart[SRV];
constraint WaitClean[SMT1][SW];
subject to {
forall (mt in SMT1,w in SW)
LMP[mt]<=(X1[mt][w]*w)+(156*DV[mt][w]);
forall (mt in SMT1)
sum (w in SW)DV[mt][w]==155;
forall (mt in SMT1)
LM[mt]*EMP[mt]==LM[mt]-OM[mt];
forall (mt in SMT1)
TMP[mt]==sum(w in SW)X1[mt][w]-1;
forall (mt in SMT1)
forall(wn in SW:wn<=W-LM[mt])MainInterval[mt][wn]:
sum(w in wn..wn+LM[mt]-1)
X1[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT1:((LM[mt]-OM[mt])<=W))MainIntervalStart[mt]:
sum(w in 1..LM[mt]-OM[mt]) X1[mt][w]>=1;
forall (i in SII1,mt in SMT1, w in SW)MainStandStill[i][mt][w]:
HSS[i][w]>=(X1[mt][w]*DI[i][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT1,w in SW) WaitClean[mt][w]:
HW["ii1"][w]>=X1[mt][w]*DIW[mt]*HCW;
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut[w]:
FAB["ii1"]["bb2"]*TBI["bb1"]["ii1"][w]==TIB["ii1"]["bb2"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain[w]:
(HPA["ii1"]-HSS["ii1"][w]-HW["ii1"][w])>=HP["ii1"][w];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime[w]:
HP["ii1"][w]==TBI["bb1"]["ii1"][w]/INP["ii1"];
forall (w in SW) MechanicHours[w]:
sum(mt in SMT1)(X1[mt][w]*HOM[mt])==(HIN1[w]+HEX1[w]);
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forall (w in SW) InternalMechanicCapacity[w]:
HIN1[w]<=WD*A*NM;
forall (w in SW)
HIN1[w]<=HINS1[w];
forall (w in SW)
HINS1[w]==max (mt in SMT1:DIW[mt]>0.5)(X1[mt][w]*HO[mt]*NM);
sum (w in SW) HIN1[w]/(W*WD*A*NM)<=FPREP;
forall(mt in SMT1,w in SW)
X1[mt][w]==XX1[w][mt];
forall (i in SII1,w in SW)
HSS[i][w]==HSSS[w][i];
}

16.2

Step 1 data

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Data
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 20 sep. 2016 at 08:43:09
*********************************************/
SheetConnection Heuristiek_stap_1("Heuristiek_stap_1.xls");
//Read Excel sheet
SBB1={"bb1", "bb2"};
SII1={"ii1"};
SMT1={"mt16","m19","mt37","mt38","mt39","mt40","mt41","mt150","mt152","mt153","mt158","mt159"
,"mt301","mt304","mt308","mt309","mt310","mt317","mt318","mt319","mt323","mt324","mt325","mt3
27","mt329"};
SRV={"rv1","rv2"};
A from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B1");
CBRP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B14:B15");
CMHE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B2");
CMTW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B18:B42");
DI from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B54:Z54");
DIW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B65:Z65");
FAB from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!AG3:AH3");
FPREP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B3");
HCW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!D46");
HO from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!C18:C42");
HOM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!D18:D42");
HPA from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B46");
INP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!C46");
LM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!E18:E42");
NM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B5");
OM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!F18:F42");
PP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B6");
R from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B7");
StartST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B49:B50");
STCAP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!C49:C50");
OC_OUT_SCOPE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B9");
RT from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!C14:C15");
STARTRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!D14:D15");
W from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B10");
WD from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B11");
YRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet1!B61:Z62");
//Write to Excel sheet
XX1 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!C4:AA159");
HSSS to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AM4:AM159");
HIN1 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AP4:AP159");
HW to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!BD4:BD159");
HINS1 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!BG4:BG159");
HEX1 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!EP4:EP159");

16.3

Step 2 model

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Model
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* Creation Date: 26 sep. 2016 at 15:32:01
*********************************************/
//indexes
{string}SBB2=...;
{string}SI2=...;
{string}SMT2=...;
{string}SRV=...;
//parameters
int DI[SI2][SMT2]=...;
int DIW[SMT2]=...;
float HCW[SI2]=...;
float HO[SMT2]=...;
float HPA[SI2]=...;
float R=...;
float PP=...;
float CBRP[SRV]=...;
float CMHE=...;
float CMTW[SMT2]=...;
float FAB[SI2][SBB2]=...;
float FRM=...;
float OC_OUT_SCOPE=...;
float TAXES=...;
float INTEREST=...;
int W=...;
range SW=1..W;
int LM[SMT2]=...;
int OM[SMT2]=...;
float STCAP[SBB2]=...;
float StartST[SBB2]=...;
float INP[SI2]=...;
int RT[SRV]=...;
int STARTRV[SRV]=...;
int YRV[SMT2][SRV]=...;
int
WD=...;
float A=...;
int NM=...;
float FPREP=...;
float HOM[SMT2]=...;
float HIN1[SW]=...;
float HSS1[SW]=...;
float HW1[SW]=...;
float HINS1[SW]=...;
//variables
dvar float+ TRB[SBB2][SW];
dvar float+ TBI[SBB2][SI2][SW];
dvar boolean X2[SMT2][SW];
dvar float+ BRP2[SRV];
dvar float+ HEX2[SW];
dvar float+ HWW2[SW][SI2];
dvar float+ RVS2[SRV][0..W];
dvar float+ HP[SI2][SW];
dvar float+ CMT[SW];
dvar float+ HSS2[SI2][SW];
dvar float+ HW2[SI2][SW];
dvar float+ ST[SBB2][0..W];
dvar float+ TIB [SI2][SBB2][SW];
dvar float+ TBE[SBB2][SW];
dvar float+ HIN2[SW];
dvar float+ RVplus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ RVminus[SRV][SW];
dvar boolean XX2[SW][SMT2];
dvar float RVSS2[0..W][SRV];
dvar float+ HSSS2[SW][SI2];
dvar float+ RVVplus[SW][SRV];
dvar float+ RVVminus[SW][SRV];
dvar float+ TIBB7[SW][SI2];
dvar float+ TIBB4[SW][SI2];
dvar float+ TI8BB5[SW];
dvar float+ TI10BB6[SW];
dvar float+ TBB3I[SW][SI2];
dvar float+ HINS2[SW];
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dexpr float NET_SALES=(sum(w in
SW)(TBI["bb3"]["i7"][w]+TBI["bb3"]["i8"][w]+TBI["bb3"]["i9"][w]+TBI["bb3"]["i10"][w])/FRM)*R;
dexpr float COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD=(sum(w in
SW)(TBI["bb3"]["i7"][w]+TBI["bb3"]["i8"][w]+TBI["bb3"]["i9"][w]+TBI["bb3"]["i10"][w])/FRM)*PP
;
dexpr float NET_PROFIT=NET_SALES-COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD-TAXES-INTEREST-sum(w in
SW)(CMT[w]+HEX2[w]) *CMHE;
maximize NET_PROFIT;
// constraints
constraint CostMainTask[SW];
constraint MainInterval [SMT2][SW];
constraint MainIntervalStart[SMT2];
constraint MainStandStill1[SMT2][SW];
constraint MainStandStill2[SMT2][SW];
constraint MainStandStill3[SMT2][SW];
constraint MainStandStill4[SMT2][SW];
constraint MainStandStill5[SW];
constraint MainStandStill6[SW];
constraint MainStandStill7[SW];
constraint MainStandStill8[SW];
constraint CleanStandStill1[SI2][SW];
constraint CleanStandStill2[SI2][SMT2][SW];
constraint StorageBalance1[SW];
constraint StorageBalance2[SW];
constraint BufferCap1[SW];
constraint BufferCap2[SW];
constraint FactorInOut1[SW];
constraint FactorInOut2[SW];
constraint FactorInOut3[SW];
constraint FactorInOut4[SW];
constraint FactorInOut5[SW];
constraint FactorInOut6[SW];
constraint FactorInOut7[SW];
constraint FactorInOut8[SW];
constraint TimeRemain[SI2][SW];
constraint ProductionTime[SI2][SW];
constraint MechanicHours[SW];
constraint InternalMechanicCapacity[SW];
constraint DummyRevised[SRV][SW];
constraint Revised[SRV][SW];
constraint Revision[SRV][SW];
constraint RevisionBalanceMinimum[SRV][SW];
constraint RevisionBalance[SRV][SW];
constraint RevisionStart[SRV];
subject to {
forall (w in SW) CostMainTask[w]:
CMT[w]==sum(mt in SMT2)(X2[mt][w]*CMTW[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT2)
forall(wn in SW:wn<=W-LM[mt])MainInterval[mt][wn]:
sum(w in wn..wn+LM[mt]-1)
X2[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT2:((LM[mt]-OM[mt])<=W))MainIntervalStart[mt]:
sum(w in 1..LM[mt]-OM[mt]) X2[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT2, w in SW)MainStandStill1[mt][w]:
HSS2["i7"][w]>=(X2[mt][w]*DI["i7"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT2, w in SW)MainStandStill2[mt][w]:
HSS2["i8"][w]>=(X2[mt][w]*DI["i8"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT2, w in SW)MainStandStill3[mt][w]:
HSS2["i9"][w]>=(X2[mt][w]*DI["i9"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT2, w in SW)MainStandStill4[mt][w]:
HSS2["i10"][w]>=(X2[mt][w]*DI["i10"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (w in SW)MainStandStill5[w]:
HSS2["i7"][w]>= HSS1[w];
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forall (w in SW)MainStandStill6[w]:
HSS2["i8"][w]>= HSS1[w];
forall (w in SW)MainStandStill7[w]:
HSS2["i9"][w]>= HSS1[w];
forall (w in SW)MainStandStill8[w]:
HSS2["i10"][w]>= HSS1[w];
forall (i in SI2, w in SW)CleanStandStill1[i][w]:
HW2[i][w]>= HW1[w];
forall (i in SI2,mt in SMT2:DIW[mt]>0.5,w in SW)CleanStandStill2[i][mt][w]:
HW2[i][w]>= X2[mt][w]*HCW[i];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut1[w]:
FAB["i7"]["bb7"]*TBI["bb3"]["i7"][w]==TIB["i7"]["bb7"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut2[w]:
FAB["i8"]["bb7"]*TBI["bb3"]["i8"][w]==TIB["i8"]["bb7"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut3[w]:
FAB["i9"]["bb7"]*TBI["bb3"]["i9"][w]==TIB["i9"]["bb7"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut4[w]:
FAB["i10"]["bb7"]*TBI["bb3"]["i10"][w]==TIB["i10"]["bb7"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut5[w]:
FAB["i7"]["bb4"]*TBI["bb3"]["i7"][w]==TIB["i7"]["bb4"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut6[w]:
FAB["i8"]["bb5"]*TBI["bb3"]["i8"][w]==TIB["i8"]["bb5"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut7[w]:
FAB["i9"]["bb4"]*TBI["bb3"]["i9"][w]==TIB["i9"]["bb4"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut8[w]:
FAB["i10"]["bb6"]*TBI["bb3"]["i10"][w]==TIB["i10"]["bb6"][w];
forall (i in SI2,w in SW) TimeRemain[i][w]:
(HPA[i]-HSS2[i][w]-HW2[i][w])>=HP[i][w];
forall (i in SI2,w in SW) ProductionTime[i][w]:
HP[i][w]==TBI["bb3"][i][w]/INP[i];
forall (rv in SRV) RevisionStart[rv]:
RVS2[rv][0]==STARTRV[rv];
forall (rv in SRV,w in SW) RevisionBalance[rv][w]:
RVS2[rv][w]==RVS2[rv][w-1]+RVplus[rv][w]-RVminus[rv][w];
forall (rv in SRV,w in SW) RevisionBalanceMinimum[rv][w]:
RVS2[rv][w]>=0;
forall (rv in SRV,w in SW) Revision[rv][w]:
RVminus[rv][w]==sum(mt in SMT2)(X2[mt][w]*YRV[mt][rv]);
forall (rv in SRV,w in SW:w>RT[rv]) Revised[rv][w]:
RVplus[rv][w]==sum(mt in SMT2)(X2[mt][w-RT[rv]]*YRV[mt][rv]);
forall (rv in SRV,w in SW:w<=RT[rv]) DummyRevised[rv][w]:
RVplus[rv][w]==0;
forall (w in SW) MechanicHours[w]:
sum(mt in SMT2)(X2[mt][w]*HOM[mt])==(HIN2[w]+HEX2[w]);
forall (w in SW) InternalMechanicCapacity[w]:
HIN2[w]+ HIN1[w]<=WD*A*NM;
sum (w in SW) (HIN2[w]+ HIN1[w])/(W*WD*A*NM)<=FPREP;
forall (w in SW)
HINS2[w]>=max (mt in SMT2:DIW[mt]>0.5)(X2[mt][w]*HO[mt]*NM);
forall (w in SW)
HINS2[w]>=HINS1[w];
forall(mt in SMT2,w in SW)
X2[mt][w]==XX2[w][mt];
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forall (i in SI2,w in SW)
HSS2[i][w]==HSSS2[w][i];
forall (rv in SRV,w in 0..W)
RVS2[rv][w]==RVSS2[w][rv];
forall (rv in SRV,w in SW)
RVVplus[w][rv]==RVplus[rv][w];
forall (rv in SRV,w in SW)
RVVminus[w][rv]==RVminus[rv][w];
forall (i in SI2,w in SW)
HWW2[w][i]==HW2[i][w];
forall (i in SI2,w in SW)
TIBB7[w][i]==TIB[i]["bb7"][w];
forall (i in SI2,w in SW)
TIBB4[w][i]==TIB[i]["bb4"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI8BB5[w]==TIB["i8"]["bb5"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI10BB6[w]==TIB["i10"]["bb6"][w];
forall (i in SI2,w in SW)
TBB3I[w][i]==TBI["bb3"][i][w];
}

16.4

Step 2 data

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Data
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 6 okt. 2016 at 09:56:46
*********************************************/
SheetConnection Heuristiek_stap_1("Heuristiek_stap_1.xls");
//Read Excel sheet
SBB2={"bb3", "bb4","bb5", "bb6", "bb7"};
SI2={"i7","i8","i9","i10"};
SRV={"rv1","rv2"};
SMT2={"mt1","mt2","mt3","mt4","mt5","mt6","mt7","mt8","mt9","mt10","mt11","mt12","mt14","mt17
","mt18","mt20","mt22","mt23","mt25","mt36","mt42","mt44","mt47","mt48","mt49","mt50","mt51",
"mt52","mt53","mt54","mt55","mt56","mt57","mt58","mt59","mt60","mt61","mt62","mt63","mt64","m
t65","mt66","mt67","mt68","mt69","mt70","mt71","mt72","mt73","mt74","mt75","mt76","mt77","mt7
8","mt79","mt80","mt81","mt83","mt96","mt99","mt100","mt101","mt102","mt103","mt104","mt105",
"mt106","mt144","mt294","mt297"};
A from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B1");
CBRP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B14:B15");
CMHE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B2");
CMTW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B18:B87");
DI from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B104:BT107");
DIW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B124:BS124");
FAB from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B112:F115");
FPREP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B3");
FRM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!E1");
HCW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!D90:D93");
HO from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!C18:C87");
HOM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!D18:D87");
HPA from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B90:B93");
INP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!C90:C93");
LM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!E18:E87");
NM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B5");
OM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!F18:F87");
PP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B6");
R from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B7");
StartST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B96:B100");
STCAP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!C96:C100");
OC_OUT_SCOPE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B9");
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RT from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!C14:C15");
STARTRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!D14:D15");
W from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B10");
WD from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B11");
YRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet3!B119:BT120");
HSS1 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AM4:AM159");
HIN1 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AP4:AP159");
HW1 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!BD4:BD159");
HINS1 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!BG4:BG159");
//Write to Excel sheet
XX2 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!C4:BT159");
BRP2 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!CG4:CG5");
RVSS2 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!CK4:CL160");
HSSS2 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!CP4:CS159");
HIN2 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!CX4:CX159");
RVVplus to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DB4:DC159");
RVVminus to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DH4:DI159");
HWW2 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DL4:DO159");
TIBB7 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DS4:DV159");
TIBB4 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DY4:EB159");
TI8BB5 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!ED4:ED159");
TI10BB6 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EF4:EF159");
TBB3I to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EI4:EL159");
HINS2 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EO4:EO159");
HEX2 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EP4:EP159");

16.5

Step 3 model

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Model
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 30 sep. 2016 at 08:54:06
*********************************************/
//indexes
{string}SBB3=...;
{string}SI3=...;
{string}SMT3=...;
{string}SRV=...;
//parameters
int DI[SI3][SMT3]=...;
float HO[SMT3]=...;
float HPA[SI3]=...;
float R=...;
float PP=...;
float CBRP[SRV]=...;
float CMHE=...;
float CMTW[SMT3]=...;
float FAB[SI3][SBB3]=...;
float FRM=...;
float OC_OUT_SCOPE=...;
float TAXES=...;
float INTEREST=...;
int W=...;
range SW=1..W;
int LM[SMT3]=...;
int OM[SMT3]=...;
float OUTI[SI3]=...;
float STCAP[SBB3]=...;
float StartST[SBB3]=...;
float INP[SI3]=...;
int RT[SRV]=...;
int STARTRV[SRV]=...;
int YRV[SMT3][SRV]=...;
int
WD=...;
float A=...;
int NM=...;
float FPREP=...;
float HSS1[SW]=...;
float HOM[SMT3]=...;
float HIN1[SW]=...;
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float
float
float
float
float
float

HIN2[SW]=...;
TI7BB7[SW]=...;
TI8BB7[SW]=...;
TI9BB7[SW]=...;
TI10BB7[SW]=...;
HINS2[SW]=...;

//variables
dvar float+ TRB[SBB3][SW];
dvar float+ TBI[SBB3][SI3][SW];
dvar float+ TII[SI3][SI3][SW];
dvar boolean X3[SMT3][SW];
dvar float+ BRP3[SRV];
dvar float+ HEX3[SW];
dvar float+ RVS3[SRV][0..W];
dvar float+ HP[SI3][SW];
dvar float+ CMT[SW];
dvar float+ HSS3[SI3][SW];
dvar float+ ST[SBB3][0..W];
dvar float+ TIB [SI3][SBB3][SW];
dvar float+ TBE[SBB3][SW];
dvar float+ HIN3[SW];
dvar float+ RVplus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ RVminus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ TI[SI3][SW];
dvar boolean XX3[SW][SMT3];
dvar float+ RVSS3[0..W][SRV];
dvar float+ HSSS3[SW][SI3];
dvar float+ RVVplus[SW][SRV];
dvar float+ RVVminus[SW][SRV];
dvar float+ TIBB9[SI3][SW];
dvar float+ TI7I[SW][SI3];
dvar float+ TI8I[SW][SI3];
dvar float+ TI9I[SW][SI3];
dvar float+ TI10I[SW][SI3];
dvar float+ TI13B9[SW];
dvar float+ TI14B9[SW];
dvar float+ TI15B9[SW];
dvar float+ TI16B9[SW];
dvar float HINS1[SW];
dvar float LMP[SMT3];
dvar float EMP[SMT3];
dvar float TMP[SMT3];
dvar boolean DV[SMT3][SW];
dexpr float NET_SALES=(sum(w in
SW)(TII["i7"]["i13"][w]+TII["i7"]["i14"][w]+TII["i7"]["i15"][w]+TII["i7"]["i16"][w]
+TII["i8"]["i13"][w]+TII["i8"]["i14"][w]+TII["i8"]["i15"][w]+TII["i8"]["i16"][w]
+TII["i9"]["i13"][w]+TII["i9"]["i14"][w]+TII["i9"]["i15"][w]+TII["i9"]["i16"][w]
+TII["i10"]["i13"][w]+TII["i10"]["i14"][w]+TII["i10"]["i15"][w]+TII["i10"]["i16"][w])/FRM)*R;
//FAB
dexpr float COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD=(sum(w in
SW)(TII["i7"]["i13"][w]+TII["i7"]["i14"][w]+TII["i7"]["i15"][w]+TII["i7"]["i16"][w]
+TII["i8"]["i13"][w]+TII["i8"]["i14"][w]+TII["i8"]["i15"][w]+TII["i8"]["i16"][w]
+TII["i9"]["i13"][w]+TII["i9"]["i14"][w]+TII["i9"]["i15"][w]+TII["i9"]["i16"][w]
+TII["i10"]["i13"][w]+TII["i10"]["i14"][w]+TII["i10"]["i15"][w]+TII["i10"]["i16"][w])/FRM)*PP
; //FAB
dexpr float
MaintTimes=(sum(mt in SMT3)CMTW[mt]*(((W-LMP[mt])/LM[mt])+EMP[mt]+TMP[mt]));
dexpr float EXTERNALMECH=CMHE*sum(w in SW)(HEX3[w]);
dexpr float NET_PROFIT=NET_SALES-COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD-TAXES-INTEREST-MaintTimes-EXTERNALMECH;
maximize NET_PROFIT;
// constraints
constraint CostMainTask[SW];
constraint MainInterval [SMT3][SW];
constraint MainIntervalStart[SMT3];
constraint MainStandStill1[SMT3][SW];
constraint MainStandStill2[SMT3][SW];
constraint MainStandStill3[SMT3][SW];
constraint MainStandStill4[SMT3][SW];
constraint MainStandStill5[SI3][SW];
constraint StorageBalance1[SW];
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constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint

StorageBalance2[SW];
BufferCap1[SW];
BufferCap2[SW];
FactorInOut1[SW];
FactorInOut2[SW];
FactorInOut3[SW];
FactorInOut4[SW];
FactorInOut5[SW];
FactorInOut6[SW];
FactorInOut7[SW];
FactorInOut8[SW];
TimeRemain1[SW];
TimeRemain2[SW];
TimeRemain3[SW];
TimeRemain4[SW];
ProductionTime1[SW];
ProductionTime2[SW];
ProductionTime3[SW];
ProductionTime4[SW];
ProductionTime5[SW];
ProductionTime6[SW];
ProductionTime7[SW];
ProductionTime8[SW];
ProductionTime9[SW];
ProductionTime10[SW];
ProductionTime11[SW];
ProductionTime12[SW];
ProductionTime13[SW];
ProductionTime14[SW];
ProductionTime15[SW];
ProductionTime16[SW];
ProductionTime17[SW];
ProductionTime18[SW];
ProductionTime19[SW];
ProductionTime20[SW];
MechanicHours[SW];
InternalMechanicCapacity[SW];
DummyRevised[SRV][SW];
Revised[SRV][SW];
Revision[SRV][SW];
RevisionBalanceMinimum[SRV][SW];
RevisionBalance[SRV][SW];
RevisionStart[SRV];

subject to {
forall (mt in SMT3,w in SW)
LMP[mt]<=(X3[mt][w]*w)+(156*DV[mt][w]);
forall (mt in SMT3)
sum (w in SW)DV[mt][w]==155;
forall (mt in SMT3)
LM[mt]*EMP[mt]==LM[mt]-OM[mt];
forall (mt in SMT3)
TMP[mt]==sum(w in SW)X3[mt][w]-1;
forall (mt in SMT3)
forall(wn in SW:wn<=W-LM[mt])MainInterval[mt][wn]:
sum(w in wn..wn+LM[mt])
X3[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT3:((LM[mt]-OM[mt])<=W))MainIntervalStart[mt]:
sum(w in 1..LM[mt]-OM[mt]) X3[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT3, w in SW)MainStandStill1[mt][w]:
HSS3["i13"][w]>=(X3[mt][w]*DI["i13"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT3, w in SW)MainStandStill2[mt][w]:
HSS3["i14"][w]>=(X3[mt][w]*DI["i14"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT3, w in SW)MainStandStill3[mt][w]:
HSS3["i15"][w]>=(X3[mt][w]*DI["i15"][mt]*HO[mt]);
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forall (mt in SMT3, w in SW)MainStandStill4[mt][w]:
HSS3["i16"][w]>=(X3[mt][w]*DI["i16"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (i in SI3,w in SW)MainStandStill5[i][w]:
HSS3[i][w]>= HSS1[w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut1[w]:
FAB["i13"]["bb9"]*(TII["i7"]["i13"][w]+TII["i8"]["i13"][w]+TII["i9"]["i13"][w]+TII["i1
0"]["i13"][w])==TIB["i13"]["bb9"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut2[w]:
FAB["i14"]["bb9"]*(TII["i7"]["i14"][w]+TII["i8"]["i14"][w]+TII["i9"]["i14"][w]+TII["i1
0"]["i14"][w])==TIB["i14"]["bb9"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut3[w]:
FAB["i15"]["bb9"]*(TII["i7"]["i15"][w]+TII["i8"]["i15"][w]+TII["i9"]["i15"][w]+TII["i1
0"]["i15"][w])==TIB["i15"]["bb9"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut4[w]:
FAB["i16"]["bb9"]*(TII["i7"]["i16"][w]+TII["i8"]["i16"][w]+TII["i9"]["i16"][w]+TII["i1
0"]["i16"][w])==TIB["i16"]["bb9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TII["i7"]["i13"][w]+TII["i7"]["i14"][w]+TII["i7"]["i15"][w]+TII["i7"]["i16"][w]<=TI7BB7[w];
forall (w in SW)
TII["i8"]["i13"][w]+TII["i8"]["i14"][w]+TII["i8"]["i15"][w]+TII["i8"]["i16"][w]<=TI8BB7[w];
forall (w in SW)
TII["i9"]["i13"][w]+TII["i9"]["i14"][w]+TII["i9"]["i15"][w]+TII["i9"]["i16"][w]<=TI9BB7[w];
forall (w in SW)
TII["i10"]["i13"][w]+TII["i10"]["i14"][w]+TII["i10"]["i15"][w]+TII["i10"]["i16"][w]<=TI10BB7[
w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain1[w]:
(HPA["i13"]-HSS3["i13"][w])>=HP["i13"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain2[w]:
(HPA["i14"]-HSS3["i14"][w])>=HP["i14"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain3[w]:
(HPA["i15"]-HSS3["i15"][w])>=HP["i15"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain4[w]:
(HPA["i16"]-HSS3["i16"][w])>=HP["i16"][w];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime1[w]:
HP["i13"][w]>=(TII["i7"]["i13"][w]+TII["i8"]["i13"][w]+TII["i9"]["i13"][w]+TII["i10"][
"i13"][w])/INP["i13"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime2[w]:
HP["i14"][w]>=(TII["i7"]["i14"][w]+TII["i8"]["i14"][w]+TII["i9"]["i14"][w]+TII["i10"][
"i14"][w])/INP["i14"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime3[w]:
HP["i15"][w]>=(TII["i7"]["i15"][w]+TII["i8"]["i15"][w]+TII["i9"]["i15"][w]+TII["i10"][
"i15"][w])/INP["i15"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime4[w]:
HP["i16"][w]>=(TII["i7"]["i16"][w]+TII["i8"]["i16"][w]+TII["i9"]["i16"][w]+TII["i10"][
"i16"][w])/INP["i16"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime5[w]:
HP["i13"][w]>=TII["i7"]["i13"][w]/OUTI["i7"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime6[w]:
HP["i13"][w]>=TII["i8"]["i13"][w]/OUTI["i8"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime7[w]:
HP["i13"][w]>=TII["i9"]["i13"][w]/OUTI["i9"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime8[w]:
HP["i13"][w]>=TII["i10"]["i13"][w]/OUTI["i10"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime9[w]:
HP["i14"][w]>=TII["i7"]["i14"][w]/OUTI["i7"];
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forall (w in SW) ProductionTime10[w]:
HP["i14"][w]>=TII["i8"]["i14"][w]/OUTI["i8"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime11[w]:
HP["i14"][w]>=TII["i9"]["i14"][w]/OUTI["i9"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime12[w]:
HP["i14"][w]>=TII["i10"]["i14"][w]/OUTI["i10"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime13[w]:
HP["i15"][w]>=TII["i7"]["i15"][w]/OUTI["i7"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime14[w]:
HP["i15"][w]>=TII["i8"]["i15"][w]/OUTI["i8"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime15[w]:
HP["i15"][w]>=TII["i9"]["i15"][w]/OUTI["i9"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime16[w]:
HP["i15"][w]>=TII["i10"]["i15"][w]/OUTI["i10"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime17[w]:
HP["i16"][w]>=TII["i7"]["i16"][w]/OUTI["i7"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime18[w]:
HP["i16"][w]>=TII["i8"]["i16"][w]/OUTI["i8"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime19[w]:
HP["i16"][w]>=TII["i9"]["i16"][w]/OUTI["i9"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime20[w]:
HP["i16"][w]>=TII["i10"]["i16"][w]/OUTI["i10"];
forall (w in SW) MechanicHours[w]:
sum(mt in SMT3)(X3[mt][w]*HOM[mt])==(HIN3[w]+HEX3[w]);
forall (w in SW) InternalMechanicCapacity[w]:
HIN3[w]+HIN2[w]+HIN1[w]<=WD*A*NM;
sum (w in SW) HIN3[w]/(W*WD*A*NM)<=FPREP;
forall (w in SW:HINS2[w]>0.5)
HIN3[w]==0;
forall(mt in SMT3,w in SW)
X3[mt][w]==XX3[w][mt];
forall (i in SI3,w in SW)
HSS3[i][w]==HSSS3[w][i];
forall (j in SI3,w in SW)
TI[j][w]==sum(i in SI3)TII[i][j][w];
forall (j in SI3,w in SW)
TI7I[w][j]==TII["i7"][j][w];
forall (j in SI3,w in SW)
TI8I[w][j]==TII["i8"][j][w];
forall (j in SI3,w in SW)
TI9I[w][j]==TII["i9"][j][w];
forall (j in SI3,w in SW)
TI10I[w][j]==TII["i10"][j][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI13B9[w]==TIB["i13"]["bb9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI14B9[w]==TIB["i14"]["bb9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI15B9[w]==TIB["i15"]["bb9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI16B9[w]==TIB["i16"]["bb9"][w];
}

16.6

Step 3 data

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Data
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 30 sep. 2016 at 08:54:24
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*********************************************/
SBB3={"bb9"};
SI3={"i7","i8","i9","i10","i13","i14","i15","i16"};
SMT3={"mt151"};
SRV={"rv1","rv2"};
SheetConnection Heuristiek_stap_1("Heuristiek_stap_1.xls");
A from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B1");
CBRP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B14:B15");
CMHE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B2");
CMTW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B18:B18");
DI from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B36:B43");
FAB from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B48:B55");
FPREP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B3");
FRM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!E1");
HO from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!C18:C18");
HOM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!D18:D18");
HPA from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B22:B29");
INP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!C22:C29");
INTEREST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B4");
LM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!E18:E18");
NM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B5");
OM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!F18:F18");
OUTI from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!E22:E29");
PP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B6");
R from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B7");
StartST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B32:B32");
STCAP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!C32:C32");
TAXES from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B8");
OC_OUT_SCOPE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B9");
RT from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!C14:C15");
STARTRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!D14:D15");
W from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B10");
WD from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B11");
YRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B59:B60");
HSS1 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AM4:AM159");
HIN1 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AP4:AP159");
HIN2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!AP4:AP159");
TI7BB7 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DS4:DS159");
TI8BB7 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DT4:DT159");
TI9BB7 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DU4:DU159");
TI10BB7 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DV4:DV159");
HINS2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EY4:EY159");
//Write to Excel sheet
XX3 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!C4:C159");
BRP3 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!G4:G5");
RVSS3 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!K4:L160");
HSSS3 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!P4:W159");
HIN3 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!X4:X159");
TI13B9 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!AS4:AS159");
TI14B9 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!AT4:AT159");
TI15B9 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!AU4:AU159");
TI16B9 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!AV4:AV159");
TI7I to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!AX4:BE159");
TI8I to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!BF4:BM159");
TI9I to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!BN4:BU159");
TI10I to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!BV4:CC159");
HEX3 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!EP4:EP159");

16.7

Step 4 model

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Model
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 30 sep. 2016 at 11:22:20
*********************************************/
//indexes
{string}SBB4=...;
{string}SI4=...;
{string}SMT4=...;
{string}SRV=...;
//parameters
int DI[SI4][SMT4]=...;
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float HO[SMT4]=...;
float HPA[SI4]=...;
float R=...;
float PP=...;
float CBRP[SRV]=...;
float CMHE=...;
float CMTW[SMT4]=...;
float FAB[SI4][SBB4]=...;
float FADI8=...;
float OC_OUT_SCOPE=...;
float TAXES=...;
float INTEREST=...;
int W=...;
range SW=1..W;
int LM[SMT4]=...;
int OM[SMT4]=...;
float OUTI[SI4]=...;
float STCAP[SBB4]=...;
float StartST[SBB4]=...;
float INP[SI4]=...;
int RT[SRV]=...;
int STARTRV[SRV]=...;
int YRV[SMT4][SRV]=...;
int
WD=...;
float A=...;
int NM=...;
float FPREP=...;
float HOM[SMT4]=...;
float FRM=...;
float HSS1[SW]=...;
float HIN1[SW]=...;
float HIN2[SW]=...;
float HIN3[SW]=...;
float TI8BB5[SW]=...;
float HINS2[SW]=...;
//variables
dvar float+ TRB[SBB4][SW];
dvar float+ TBI[SBB4][SI4][SW];
dvar float+ TII[SI4][SI4][SW];
dvar boolean X4[SMT4][SW];
dvar float+ BRP4[SRV];
dvar float+ HEX4[SW];
dvar float+ RVS4[SRV][0..W];
dvar float+ HP[SI4][SW];
dvar float+ CMT[SW];
dvar float+ HSS4[SI4][SW];
dvar float+ ST[SBB4][0..W];
dvar float+ TIB [SI4][SBB4][SW];
dvar float+ TBE[SBB4][SW];
dvar float+ HIN4[SW];
dvar float+ RVplus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ RVminus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ TI[SW];
dvar boolean XX4[SW][SMT4];
dvar float+ HSSS4[SW][SI4];
dvar float+ TI8I[SW][SI4];
dvar float+ TIB4[SW];
dvar float+ TIB6[SW];
dvar float LMP[SMT4];
dvar float EMP[SMT4];
dvar float TMP[SMT4];
dvar boolean DV[SMT4][SW];
dexpr float NET_SALES=(sum(w in SW)(TII["i8"]["i11"][w]+TII["i8"]["i12"][w])/FRM)*R;
dexpr float COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD=(sum(w in
SW)(TII["i8"]["i11"][w]+TII["i8"]["i12"][w])/FRM)*PP;
dexpr float MaintTimes=(sum(mt in SMT4)CMTW[mt]*(((W-LMP[mt])/LM[mt])+EMP[mt]+TMP[mt]));
dexpr float EXTERNALMECH=CMHE*sum(w in SW)(HEX4[w]);
dexpr float NET_PROFIT=NET_SALES-COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD-TAXES-INTEREST-MaintTimes-EXTERNALMECH;
maximize NET_PROFIT;
// constraints
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constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint

CostMainTask[SW];
MainInterval [SMT4][SW];
MainIntervalStart[SMT4];
MainStandStill1[SMT4][SW];
MainStandStill2[SMT4][SW];
MainStandStill3[SMT4][SW];
MainStandStill4[SMT4][SW];
StorageBalance1[SW];
StorageBalance2[SW];
BufferCap1[SW];
BufferCap2[SW];
FactorInOut1[SW];
FactorInOut2[SW];
FactorInOut3[SW];
FactorInOut4[SW];
FactorInOut5[SW];
FactorInOut6[SW];
FactorInOut7[SW];
FactorInOut8[SW];
FlowDistribution[SW];
TimeRemain1[SW];
TimeRemain2[SW];
TimeRemain3[SW];
TimeRemain4[SW];
ProductionTime1[SW];
ProductionTime2[SW];
ProductionTime3[SW];
ProductionTime4[SW];
ProductionTime5[SW];
ProductionTime6[SW];
ProductionTime7[SW];
ProductionTime8[SW];
ProductionTime9[SW];
ProductionTime10[SW];
ProductionTime11[SW];
ProductionTime12[SW];
ProductionTime13[SW];
ProductionTime14[SW];
ProductionTime15[SW];
ProductionTime16[SW];
ProductionTime17[SW];
ProductionTime18[SW];
ProductionTime19[SW];
ProductionTime20[SW];
MechanicHours[SW];
InternalMechanicCapacity[SW];
DummyRevised[SRV][SW];
Revised[SRV][SW];
Revision[SRV][SW];
RevisionBalanceMinimum[SRV][SW];
RevisionBalance[SRV][SW];
RevisionStart[SRV];
Maxinput[SW];

subject to {
forall (mt in SMT4,w in SW)
LMP[mt]<=(X4[mt][w]*w)+(156*DV[mt][w]);
forall (mt in SMT4)
sum (w in SW)DV[mt][w]==155;
forall (mt in SMT4)
LM[mt]*EMP[mt]==LM[mt]-OM[mt];
forall (mt in SMT4)
TMP[mt]==sum(w in SW)X4[mt][w]-1;
forall(w in SW) Maxinput[w]:
TII["i8"]["i11"][w]+TII["i8"]["i12"][w]<=TI8BB5[w];
forall (mt in SMT4)
forall(wn in SW:wn<=W-LM[mt])MainInterval[mt][wn]:
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sum(w in wn..wn+LM[mt])

X4[mt][w]>=1;

forall (mt in SMT4:((LM[mt]-OM[mt])<=W))MainIntervalStart[mt]:
sum(w in 1..LM[mt]-OM[mt]) X4[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT4, w in SW)MainStandStill1[mt][w]:
HSS4["i11"][w]>=(X4[mt][w]*DI["i11"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT4, w in SW)MainStandStill2[mt][w]:
HSS4["i12"][w]>=(X4[mt][w]*DI["i12"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (w in SW)
HSS4["i11"][w]>=HSS1[w];
forall (w in SW)
HSS4["i12"][w]>=HSS1[w];
forall (w in SW) FlowDistribution[w]:
(TII["i8"]["i12"][w]+TII["i8"]["i11"][w])*FADI8==TII["i8"]["i12"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut1[w]:
FAB["i11"]["bb4"]*(TII["i8"]["i11"][w])==TIB["i11"]["bb4"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut2[w]:
FAB["i12"]["bb6"]*(TII["i8"]["i12"][w])==TIB["i12"]["bb6"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain1[w]:
(HPA["i11"]-HSS4["i11"][w])>=HP["i11"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain2[w]:
(HPA["i12"]-HSS4["i12"][w])>=HP["i12"][w];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime1[w]:
HP["i11"][w]>=(TII["i8"]["i11"][w])/INP["i11"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime2[w]:
HP["i12"][w]>=(TII["i8"]["i12"][w]/INP["i12"]);
forall (w in SW) MechanicHours[w]:
sum(mt in SMT4)(X4[mt][w]*HOM[mt])==(HIN4[w]+HEX4[w]);
forall (w in SW) InternalMechanicCapacity[w]:
(HIN4[w]+HIN3[w]+HIN2[w]+HIN1[w])<=WD*A*NM;
forall (w in SW:HINS2[w]>0.5)
HIN4[w]==0;
sum (w in SW) HIN4[w]/(W*WD*A*NM)<=FPREP;
forall(mt in SMT4,w in SW)
X4[mt][w]==XX4[w][mt];
forall (i in SI4,w in SW)
HSS4[i][w]==HSSS4[w][i];
forall ( i in SI4,w in SW)
TI8I[w][i]==TII["i8"][i][w];
forall (w in SW)
TIB4[w]==TIB["i11"]["bb4"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TIB6[w]==TIB["i12"]["bb6"][w];
}

16.8

Step 4 data

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Data
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 30 sep. 2016 at 11:22:39
*********************************************/
SBB4={"bb4","bb6"};
SI4={"i8","i11","i12"};
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SMT4={"mt21","mt24","mt43","mt82","mt185","mt186","mt187","mt188","mt288","mt289","mt290","mt
291","mt292","mt293"};
SRV={"rv1","rv2"};
SheetConnection Heuristiek_stap_1("Heuristiek_stap_1.xls");
A from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B1");
CBRP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B14:B15");
CMHE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B2");
CMTW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B18:B31");
DI from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B45:O47");
FAB from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B51:C53");
FPREP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B3");
FRM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!E1");
HO from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!C18:C31");
HOM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!D18:D31");
HPA from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B35:B37");
INP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!C35:C37");
INTEREST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet5!B4");
LM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!E18:E31");
NM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B5");
OM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!F18:F31");
OUTI from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!E35:E37");
PP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B6");
R from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B7");
StartST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B40:B41");
STCAP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!C40:C41");
TAXES from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B8");
OC_OUT_SCOPE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B9");
RT from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!C14:C15");
STARTRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!D14:D15");
W from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B10");
WD from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B11");
YRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet7!B57:O58");
HSS1 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AM4:AM159");
HIN1 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AP4:AP159");
HIN2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!CX4:CX159");
HIN3 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!X4:X159");
FADI8 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet7!E2:E2");
TI8BB5 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!ED4:ED159");
HINS2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EY4:EY159");
//Write to Excel sheet
XX4 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!C4:P159");
HSSS4 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!T4:V159");
HIN4 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!X4:X159");
TI8I to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!AA4:AC159");
TIB4 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!AG4:AG159");
TIB6 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!AH4:AH159");
HEX4 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!EP4:EP159");

16.9

Step 5 model

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Model
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 30 sep. 2016 at 14:02:05
*********************************************/
//indexes
{string}SB5=...;
{string}SI5=...;
{string}SMT5=...;
{string}SRV=...;
//parameters
int DI[SI5][SMT5]=...;
float HO[SMT5]=...;
float HPA[SI5]=...;
float R=...;
float PP=...;
float CBRP[SRV]=...;
float CMHE=...;
float CMTW[SMT5]=...;
float FAB[SI5][SB5]=...;
float FRM=...;
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float OC_OUT_SCOPE=...;
float TAXES=...;
float INTEREST=...;
int W=...;
range SW=1..W;
int LM[SMT5]=...;
int OM[SMT5]=...;
float STCAP[SB5]=...;
float StartST[SB5]=...;
float INP[SI5]=...;
int RT[SRV]=...;
int STARTRV[SRV]=...;
int YRV[SMT5][SRV]=...;
int
WD=...;
float A=...;
int NM=...;
float FPREP=...;
float HOM[SMT5]=...;
float HSS1[SW]=...;
float HIN1[SW]=...;
float HIN2[SW]=...;
float HIN3[SW]=...;
float HIN4[SW]=...;
float TBB3I7[SW]=...;
float TBB3I8[SW]=...;
float TBB3I9[SW]=...;
float TBB3I10[SW]=...;
float HINS2[SW]=...;
//variables
dvar float+ TRB[SB5][SW];
dvar float+ TBI[SB5][SI5][SW];
dvar float+ TII[SI5][SI5][SW];
dvar boolean X5[SMT5][SW];
dvar float+ BRP5[SRV];
dvar float+ HEX5[SW];
dvar float+ RVS5[SRV][0..W];
dvar float+ HP[SI5][SW];
dvar float+ CMT[SW];
dvar float+ HSS5[SI5][SW];
dvar float+ ST[SB5][0..W];
dvar float+ TIB [SI5][SB5][SW];
dvar float+ TBE[SB5][SW];
dvar float+ HIN5[SW];
dvar float+ RVplus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ RVminus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ TI[SI5][SW];
dvar boolean XX5[SW][SMT5];
dvar float RVSS5[0..W][SRV];
dvar float+ HSSS5[SW][SI5];
dvar float+ RVVplus[SW][SRV];
dvar float+ RVVminus[SW][SRV];
dvar float+ TB3I7[SW];
dvar float+ TB3I8[SW];
dvar float+ TB3I9[SW];
dvar float+ TB3I10[SW];
dvar float+ TB4I7[SW];
dvar float+ TB4I8[SW];
dvar float+ TB4I9[SW];
dvar float+ TB4I10[SW];
dvar boolean DV[SMT5][SW];
dvar float LMP[SMT5];
dvar float EMP[SMT5];
dvar float TMP[SMT5];
dexpr float NET_SALES=(sum(w in
SW)(TBI["b3"]["i7"][w]+TBI["b3"]["i8"][w]+TBI["b3"]["i9"][w]+TBI["b3"]["i10"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i
7"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i8"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i9"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i10"][w])/FRM)*R;
dexpr float COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD=(sum(w in
SW)(TBI["b3"]["i7"][w]+TBI["b3"]["i8"][w]+TBI["b3"]["i9"][w]+TBI["b3"]["i10"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i
7"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i8"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i9"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i10"][w])/FRM)*PP;
dexpr float
MaintTimes=(sum(w in SW)CMT[w]);
dexpr float EXTERNALMECH=CMHE*sum(w in SW)(HEX5[w]);
dexpr float NET_PROFIT=NET_SALES-COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD-TAXES-INTEREST-MaintTimes-EXTERNALMECH;
maximize NET_PROFIT;
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constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint

CostMainTask[SW];
MainInterval [SMT5][SW];
MainIntervalStart[SMT5];
MainStandStill1[SMT5][SW];
MainStandStill2[SMT5][SW];
MainStandStill3[SMT5][SW];
MainStandStill4[SMT5][SW];
MainStandStill5[SMT5][SW];
MainStandStill6[SMT5][SW];
StorageBalance1[SW];
StorageBalance2[SW];
StorageBalance3[SW];
StorageBalance4[SW];
StorageBalance5[SW];
StorageBalance6[SW];
BufferCap1[SW];
BufferCap2[SW];
BufferCap3[SW];
BufferCap4[SW];
BufferCap5[SW];
BufferCap6[SW];
FactorInOut1[SW];
FactorInOut2[SW];
FactorInOut3[SW];
FactorInOut4[SW];
FactorInOut5[SW];
FactorInOut6[SW];
FactorInOut7[SW];
FactorInOut8[SW];
FactorInOut9[SW];
FactorInOut10[SW];
FactorInOut11[SW];
FactorInOut12[SW];
FactorInOut13[SW];
FlowDistribution[SW];
TimeRemain1[SW];
TimeRemain2[SW];
TimeRemain3[SW];
TimeRemain4[SW];
TimeRemain5[SW];
TimeRemain6[SW];
ProductionTime1[SW];
ProductionTime2[SW];
ProductionTime3[SW];
ProductionTime4[SW];
ProductionTime5[SW];
ProductionTime6[SW];
ProductionTime7[SW];
ProductionTime8[SW];
ProductionTime9[SW];
ProductionTime10[SW];
ProductionTime11[SW];
ProductionTime12[SW];
ProductionTime13[SW];
ProductionTime14[SW];
ProductionTime15[SW];
ProductionTime16[SW];
ProductionTime17[SW];
ProductionTime18[SW];
ProductionTime19[SW];
ProductionTime20[SW];
MechanicHours[SW];
InternalMechanicCapacity[SW];
DummyRevised[SRV][SW];
Revised[SRV][SW];
Revision[SRV][SW];
RevisionBalanceMinimum[SRV][SW];
RevisionBalance[SRV][SW];
RevisionStart[SRV];

subject to {
forall (w in SW) CostMainTask[w]:
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CMT[w]==sum(mt in SMT5)(X5[mt][w]*CMTW[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT5)
forall(wn in SW:wn<=W-LM[mt])MainInterval[mt][wn]:
sum(w in wn..wn+LM[mt])
X5[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT5:((LM[mt]-OM[mt])<=W))MainIntervalStart[mt]:
sum(w in 1..LM[mt]-OM[mt]) X5[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT5, w in SW)MainStandStill1[mt][w]:
HSS5["i1"][w]>=(X5[mt][w]*DI["i1"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT5, w in SW)MainStandStill2[mt][w]:
HSS5["i2"][w]>=(X5[mt][w]*DI["i2"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT5, w in SW)MainStandStill3[mt][w]:
HSS5["i3"][w]>=(X5[mt][w]*DI["i3"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT5, w in SW)MainStandStill4[mt][w]:
HSS5["i4"][w]>=(X5[mt][w]*DI["i4"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT5, w in SW)MainStandStill5[mt][w]:
HSS5["i5"][w]>=(X5[mt][w]*DI["i5"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT5, w in SW)MainStandStill6[mt][w]:
HSS5["i6"][w]>=(X5[mt][w]*DI["i6"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (i in SI5,w in SW)
HSS5[i][w]>=HSS1[w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance1[w]:
TRB["b1"][w]+ST["b1"][w-1]==
TBI["b1"]["i1"][w]+TBI["b1"]["i2"][w]+ST["b1"][w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance2[w]:
TRB["b2"][w]+ST["b2"][w-1]==
TBI["b2"]["i3"][w]+TBI["b2"]["i4"][w]+TBI["b2"]["i5"][w]+TBI["b2"]["i6"][w]+ST["b2"][w
];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance3[w]:
TIB["i1"]["b3"][w]+TIB["i2"]["b3"][w]+ST["b3"][w-1]==
TBI["b3"]["i7"][w]+TBI["b3"]["i8"][w]+TBI["b3"]["i9"][w]+TBI["b3"]["i10"][w]+ST["b3"][
w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance4[w]:
TIB["i3"]["b4"][w]+TIB["i4"]["b4"][w]+TIB["i5"]["b4"][w]+TIB["i6"]["b4"][w]+ST["b4"][w
-1]==
TBI["b4"]["i7"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i8"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i9"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i10"][w]+ST["b4"][
w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance5[w]:
TIB["i1"]["b5"][w]+TIB["i2"]["b5"][w]+TIB["i3"]["b5"][w]+TIB["i4"]["b5"][w]+TIB["i5"][
"b5"][w]+TIB["i6"]["b5"][w]+ST["b5"][w-1]==
TBE["b5"][w]+ST["b5"][w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance6[w]:
TIB["i1"]["b6"][w]==TBE["b6"][w]+ST["b6"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TBB3I7[w]>=TBI["b3"]["i7"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i7"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TBB3I8[w]>=TBI["b3"]["i8"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i8"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TBB3I9[w]>=TBI["b3"]["i9"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TBB3I10[w]>=TBI["b3"]["i10"][w]+TBI["b4"]["i10"][w];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap1[w]:
ST["b1"][w]<=STCAP["b1"];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap2[w]:
ST["b2"][w]<=STCAP["b2"];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap3[w]:
ST["b3"][w]<=STCAP["b3"];
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forall (w in SW) BufferCap4[w]:
ST["b4"][w]<=STCAP["b4"];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap5[w]:
ST["b4"][w]<=STCAP["b5"];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap6[w]:
ST["b6"][w]<=STCAP["b6"];
ST["b1"][0]==StartST["b1"];
ST["b2"][0]==StartST["b2"];
ST["b3"][0]==StartST["b3"];
ST["b4"][0]==StartST["b4"];
ST["b5"][0]==StartST["b5"];
ST["b6"][0]==StartST["b6"];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut1[w]:
FAB["i1"]["b3"]*(TBI["b1"]["i1"][w])==TIB["i1"]["b3"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut2[w]:
FAB["i1"]["b5"]*(TBI["b1"]["i1"][w])==TIB["i1"]["b5"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut3[w]:
FAB["i1"]["b6"]*(TBI["b1"]["i1"][w])==TIB["i1"]["b6"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut4[w]:
FAB["i1"]["b3"]*(TBI["b1"]["i2"][w])==TIB["i2"]["b3"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut5[w]:
FAB["i1"]["b5"]*(TBI["b1"]["i2"][w])==TIB["i2"]["b5"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut6[w]:
FAB["i3"]["b4"]*(TBI["b2"]["i3"][w])==TIB["i3"]["b4"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut7[w]:
FAB["i3"]["b5"]*(TBI["b2"]["i3"][w])==TIB["i3"]["b5"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut8[w]:
FAB["i4"]["b4"]*(TBI["b2"]["i4"][w])==TIB["i4"]["b4"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut9[w]:
FAB["i4"]["b5"]*(TBI["b2"]["i4"][w])==TIB["i4"]["b5"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut10[w]:
FAB["i5"]["b4"]*(TBI["b2"]["i5"][w])==TIB["i5"]["b4"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut11[w]:
FAB["i5"]["b5"]*(TBI["b2"]["i5"][w])==TIB["i5"]["b5"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut12[w]:
FAB["i6"]["b4"]*(TBI["b2"]["i6"][w])==TIB["i6"]["b4"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut13[w]:
FAB["i6"]["b5"]*(TBI["b2"]["i6"][w])==TIB["i6"]["b5"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain1[w]:
(HPA["i1"]-HSS5["i1"][w])>=HP["i1"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain2[w]:
(HPA["i2"]-HSS5["i2"][w])>=HP["i2"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain3[w]:
(HPA["i3"]-HSS5["i3"][w])>=HP["i3"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain4[w]:
(HPA["i4"]-HSS5["i4"][w])>=HP["i4"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain5[w]:
(HPA["i5"]-HSS5["i5"][w])>=HP["i5"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain6[w]:
(HPA["i6"]-HSS5["i6"][w])>=HP["i6"][w];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime1[w]:
HP["i1"][w]==(TBI["b1"]["i1"][w])/INP["i1"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime2[w]:
HP["i2"][w]==(TBI["b1"]["i2"][w])/INP["i2"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime3[w]:
HP["i3"][w]==(TBI["b2"]["i3"][w])/INP["i3"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime4[w]:
HP["i4"][w]==(TBI["b2"]["i4"][w])/INP["i4"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime5[w]:
HP["i5"][w]==(TBI["b2"]["i5"][w])/INP["i5"];
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forall (w in SW) ProductionTime6[w]:
HP["i6"][w]==(TBI["b2"]["i6"][w])/INP["i6"];
forall (w in SW) MechanicHours[w]:
sum(mt in SMT5)(X5[mt][w]*HOM[mt])==(HIN5[w]+HEX5[w]);
forall (w in SW) InternalMechanicCapacity[w]:
HIN5[w]+HIN4[w]+HIN3[w]+HIN2[w]+HIN1[w]<=WD*A*NM;
forall (w in SW:HINS2[w]>0.5)
HIN5[w]==0;
sum (w in SW) (HIN5[w]+HIN4[w]+HIN3[w]+HIN2[w]+HIN1[w])/(W*WD*A*NM)<=FPREP;
forall(mt in SMT5,w in SW)
X5[mt][w]==XX5[w][mt];
forall (i in SI5,w in SW)
HSS5[i][w]==HSSS5[w][i];
forall (w in SW)
TB3I7[w]==TBI["b3"]["i7"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TB3I8[w]==TBI["b3"]["i8"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TB3I9[w]==TBI["b3"]["i9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TB3I10[w]==TBI["b3"]["i10"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TB4I7[w]==TBI["b4"]["i7"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TB4I8[w]==TBI["b4"]["i8"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TB4I9[w]==TBI["b4"]["i9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TB4I10[w]==TBI["b4"]["i10"][w];
}

16.10

Step 5 data

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Data
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 30 sep. 2016 at 14:02:42
*********************************************/
SheetConnection Heuristiek_stap_1("Heuristiek_stap_1.xls");
SB5={"b1","b2","b3","b4","b5","b6"};
SI5={"i1","i2","i3","i4","i5","i6","i7","i8","i9","i10"};
SMT5 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!A18:A203");
SRV={"rv1","rv2"};
A from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B1");
CBRP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B14:B15");
CMHE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B2");
CMTW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B18:B203");
DI from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B228:GE237");
FAB from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B241:G250");
FPREP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B3");
FRM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!E1");
HO from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!C18:C203");
HOM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!D18:D203");
HPA from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B206:B215");
INP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!C206:C215");
INTEREST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B4");
LM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!E18:E203");
NM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B5");
OM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!F18:F203");
PP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B6");
R from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B7");
StartST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B219:B224");
STCAP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!C219:C224");
TAXES from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B8");
OC_OUT_SCOPE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B9");
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RT from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!C14:C15");
STARTRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!D14:D15");
W from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B10");
WD from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B11");
YRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet9!B267:GE268");
HSS1 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AM4:AM159");
HIN1 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AP4:AP159");
HIN2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!CX4:CX159");
HIN3 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!X4:X159");
HIN4 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!X4:X159");
TBB3I7 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EI4:EI159");
TBB3I8 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EJ4:EJ159");
TBB3I9 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EK4:EK159");
TBB3I10 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EL4:EL159");
HINS2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EY4:EY159");
XX5 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!C4:GF159");
HSSS5 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!GI4:GR159");
HIN5 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!GT4:GT159");
TB3I7 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!GV4:GV159");
TB3I8 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!GW4:GW159");
TB3I9 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!GX4:GX159");
TB3I10 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!GY4:GY159");
TB4I7 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!GZ4:GZ159");
TB4I8 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!HA4:HA159");
TB4I9 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!HB4:HB159");
TB4I10 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!HC4:HC159");
HEX5 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!HP4:HP159");

16.11

Step 6 model

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Model
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 3 okt. 2016 at 15:50:15
*********************************************/
//indexes
{string}SB6=...;
{string}SI6=...;
{string}SMT6=...;
{string}SRV=...;
//parameters
int DI[SI6][SMT6]=...;
float HO[SMT6]=...;
float HPA[SI6]=...;
float R=...;
float PP=...;
float CBRP[SRV]=...;
float CMHE=...;
float CMTW[SMT6]=...;
float FAB[SI6][SB6]=...;
float FADB9=...;
float FRM=...;
float OC_OUT_SCOPE=...;
float TAXES=...;
float INTEREST=...;
int W=...;
range SW=1..W;
int LM[SMT6]=...;
int OM[SMT6]=...;
float STCAP[SB6]=...;
float StartST[SB6]=...;
float INP[SI6]=...;
int RT[SRV]=...;
int STARTRV[SRV]=...;
int YRV[SMT6][SRV]=...;
int
WD=...;
float A=...;
int NM=...;
float FPREP=...;
float HOM[SMT6]=...;
float HSS1[SW]=...;
float HIN1[SW]=...;
float HIN2[SW]=...;
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float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

HIN3[SW]=...;
HIN4[SW]=...;
HIN5[SW]=...;
TI13BB9[SW]=...;
TI14BB9[SW]=...;
TI15BB9[SW]=...;
TI16BB9[SW]=...;
HINS2[SW]=...;

//variables
dvar float+ TRB[SB6][SW];
dvar float+ TBI[SB6][SI6][SW];
dvar float+ TII[SI6][SI6][SW];
dvar boolean X6[SMT6][SW];
dvar float+ BRP6[SRV];
dvar float+ HEX6[SW];
dvar float+ RVS6[SRV][0..W];
dvar float+ HP[SI6][SW];
dvar float+ CMT[SW];
dvar float+ HSS6[SI6][SW];
dvar float+ ST[SB6][0..W];
dvar float+ TIB [SI6][SB6][SW];
dvar float+ TBE[SB6][SW];
dvar float+ HIN6[SW];
dvar float+ RVplus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ RVminus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ TI[SI6][SW];
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar

boolean XX6[SW][SMT6];
float RVSS6[0..W][SRV];
float+ HSSS6[SW][SI6];
float+ RVVplus[SW][SRV];
float+ RVVminus[SW][SRV];
float+ TI13B9[SW];
float+ TI14B9[SW];
float+ TI15B9[SW];
float+ TI16B9[SW];
float+ TB9I19[SW];
float+ TB9I20[SW];
float+ TI19B11[SW];
float+ TI20B11[SW];
float+ TI19B12[SW];
float+ TI20B12[SW];
float LMP[SMT6];
float EMP[SMT6];
float TMP[SMT6];

dexpr float NET_SALES=(sum(w in
SW)(TIB["i13"]["b9"][w]+TIB["i14"]["b9"][w]+TIB["i15"]["b9"][w]+TIB["i16"]["b9"][w])/FRM)*R;
dexpr float COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD=(sum(w in
SW)(TIB["i13"]["b9"][w]+TIB["i14"]["b9"][w]+TIB["i15"]["b9"][w]+TIB["i16"]["b9"][w])/FRM)*PP;
dexpr float
MaintTimes=(sum(mt in SMT6)CMTW[mt]*(LMP[mt]+EMP[mt]+TMP[mt]));
dexpr float EXTERNALMECH=CMHE*sum(w in SW)(HEX6[w]);
dexpr float NET_PROFIT=NET_SALES-COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD-TAXES-INTEREST-MaintTimesEXTERNALMECH;//maximize NET_PROFIT;
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint

CostMainTask[SW];
MainInterval [SMT6][SW];
MainIntervalStart[SMT6];
MainStandStill1[SMT6][SW];
MainStandStill2[SMT6][SW];
MainStandStill3[SMT6][SW];
MainStandStill4[SMT6][SW];
MainStandStill5[SMT6][SW];
MainStandStill6[SMT6][SW];
StorageBalance1[SW];
StorageBalance2[SW];
StorageBalance3[SW];
StorageBalance4[SW];
StorageBalance5[SW];
StorageBalance6[SW];
BufferCap1[SW];
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constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint

BufferCap2[SW];
BufferCap3[SW];
BufferCap4[SW];
BufferCap5[SW];
BufferCap6[SW];
FactorInOut1[SW];
FactorInOut2[SW];
FactorInOut3[SW];
FactorInOut4[SW];
FactorInOut5[SW];
FactorInOut6[SW];
FactorInOut7[SW];
FactorInOut8[SW];
FactorInOut9[SW];
FactorInOut10[SW];
FactorInOut11[SW];
FactorInOut12[SW];
FactorInOut13[SW];
FlowDistribution[SW];
TimeRemain1[SW];
TimeRemain2[SW];
TimeRemain3[SW];
TimeRemain4[SW];
TimeRemain5[SW];
TimeRemain6[SW];
ProductionTime1[SW];
ProductionTime2[SW];
ProductionTime3[SW];
ProductionTime4[SW];
ProductionTime5[SW];
ProductionTime6[SW];
ProductionTime7[SW];
ProductionTime8[SW];
ProductionTime9[SW];
ProductionTime10[SW];
ProductionTime11[SW];
ProductionTime12[SW];
ProductionTime13[SW];
ProductionTime14[SW];
ProductionTime15[SW];
ProductionTime16[SW];
ProductionTime17[SW];
ProductionTime18[SW];
ProductionTime19[SW];
ProductionTime20[SW];
MechanicHours[SW];
InternalMechanicCapacity[SW];
DummyRevised[SRV][SW];
Revised[SRV][SW];
Revision[SRV][SW];
RevisionBalanceMinimum[SRV][SW];
RevisionBalance[SRV][SW];
RevisionStart[SRV];

subject to {
forall (mt in SMT6)
LM[mt]*LMP[mt]>=(W-(max(w in SW)(X6[mt][w]*w)));
forall (mt in SMT6)
LM[mt]*EMP[mt]==LM[mt]-OM[mt];
forall (mt in SMT6)
TMP[mt]==sum(w in SW)X6[mt][w]-1;
forall (w in SW) CostMainTask[w]:
CMT[w]==sum(mt in SMT6)(X6[mt][w]*CMTW[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT6)
forall(wn in SW:wn<=W-LM[mt])MainInterval[mt][wn]:
sum(w in wn..wn+LM[mt])
X6[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT6:((LM[mt]-OM[mt])<=W))MainIntervalStart[mt]:
sum(w in 1..LM[mt]-OM[mt]) X6[mt][w]>=1;
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forall (mt in SMT6, w in SW)MainStandStill1[mt][w]:
HSS6["i19"][w]>=(X6[mt][w]*DI["i19"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT6, w in SW)MainStandStill2[mt][w]:
HSS6["i20"][w]>=(X6[mt][w]*DI["i20"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (i in SI6,w in SW)
HSS6[i][w]>=HSS1[w];
forall ( w in SW)
TIB["i13"]["b9"][w]<=TI13BB9[w];
forall ( w in SW)
TIB["i14"]["b9"][w]<=TI14BB9[w];
forall ( w in SW)
TIB["i15"]["b9"][w]<=TI15BB9[w];
forall ( w in SW)
TIB["i16"]["b9"][w]<=TI16BB9[w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance1[w]:
TIB["i13"]["b9"][w]+TIB["i14"]["b9"][w]+TIB["i15"]["b9"][w]+TIB["i16"]["b9"][w]+ST["b9
"][w-1]==
TBI["b9"]["i19"][w]+TBI["b9"]["i20"][w]+TBE["b9"][w]+ST["b9"][w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance2[w]:
TIB["i19"]["b11"][w]+TIB["i20"]["b11"][w]+ST["b11"][w-1]==
TBE["b11"][w]+ST["b11"][w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance3[w]:
TIB["i19"]["b12"][w]+TIB["i20"]["b12"][w]+ST["b12"][w-1]==
TBE["b12"][w]+ST["b12"][w];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap1[w]:
ST["b9"][w]<=STCAP["b9"];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap2[w]:
ST["b11"][w]<=STCAP["b11"];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap3[w]:
ST["b12"][w]<=STCAP["b12"];
ST["b9"][0]==StartST["b9"];
ST["b11"][0]==StartST["b11"];
ST["b12"][0]==StartST["b12"];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut1[w]:
FAB["i19"]["b11"]*(TBI["b9"]["i19"][w])==TIB["i19"]["b11"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut2[w]:
FAB["i19"]["b12"]*(TBI["b9"]["i19"][w])==TIB["i19"]["b12"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut3[w]:
FAB["i20"]["b11"]*(TBI["b9"]["i20"][w])==TIB["i20"]["b11"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut4[w]:
FAB["i20"]["b12"]*(TBI["b9"]["i20"][w])==TIB["i20"]["b12"][w];
forall (w in SW) FlowDistribution[w]:
(TBI["b9"]["i19"][w]+TBI["b9"]["i20"][w]+TBE["b9"][w])*FADB9==TBE["b9"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain1[w]:
(HPA["i19"]-HSS6["i19"][w])>=HP["i19"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain2[w]:
(HPA["i20"]-HSS6["i20"][w])>=HP["i20"][w];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime1[w]:
HP["i19"][w]==(TBI["b9"]["i19"][w])/INP["i19"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime2[w]:
HP["i20"][w]==(TBI["b9"]["i20"][w])/INP["i20"];
forall (w in SW) MechanicHours[w]:
sum(mt in SMT6)(X6[mt][w]*HOM[mt])==(HIN6[w]+HEX6[w]);
forall (w in SW) InternalMechanicCapacity[w]:
HIN6[w]+HIN5[w]+HIN4[w]+HIN3[w]+HIN2[w]+HIN1[w]<=WD*A*NM;
forall (w in SW:HINS2[w]>0.5)
HIN6[w]==0;
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sum (w in SW) (HIN6[w]+HIN5[w]+HIN4[w]+HIN3[w]+HIN2[w]+HIN1[w])/(W*WD*A*NM)<=FPREP;
forall (w in SW:HINS2[w]>0.5)
HIN6[w]==0;
forall (j in SI6,w in SW)
TI[j][w]==sum(i in SI6)TII[i][j][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI13B9[w]==TIB["i13"]["b9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI14B9[w]==TIB["i14"]["b9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI15B9[w]==TIB["i15"]["b9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI16B9[w]==TIB["i16"]["b9"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TB9I19[w]==TBI["b9"]["i19"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TB9I20[w]==TBI["b9"]["i20"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI19B11[w]==TIB["i19"]["b11"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI20B11[w]==TIB["i20"]["b11"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI19B12[w]==TIB["i19"]["b12"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI20B12[w]==TIB["i20"]["b12"][w];
}

16.12

Step 6 data

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Data
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 3 okt. 2016 at 15:50:55
*********************************************/
SB6={"b9","b11","b12"};
SI6={"i13","i14","i15","i16","i19","i20"};
SMT6={"mt143","mt145","mt146","mt148","mt149","mt295","mt302","mt311","mt312","mt313","mt320"
,"mt321","mt322","mt328"};
SRV={"rv1","rv2"};
SheetConnection Heuristiek_stap_1("Heuristiek_stap_1.xls");
A from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B1");
CBRP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B14:B15");
CMHE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B2");
CMTW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B18:B31");
DI from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B49:O54");
FAB from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B58:D63");
FPREP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B3");
FRM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!E1");
HO from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!C18:C31");
HOM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!D18:D31");
HPA from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B35:B40");
INP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!C35:C40");
INTEREST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B4");
LM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!E18:E31");
NM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B5");
OM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!F18:F31");
PP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B6");
R from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B7");
StartST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B43:B45");
STCAP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!C43:C45");
TAXES from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B8");
OC_OUT_SCOPE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B9");
RT from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!C14:C15");
STARTRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!D14:D15");
W from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B10");
WD from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B11");
YRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!B80:O81");
FADB9 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet11!E2");
HSS1 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AM4:AM159");
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HINS2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EY4:EY159");
HIN1 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AP4:AP159");
HIN2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!CX4:CX159");
HIN3 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!X4:X159");
HIN4 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!X4:X159");
HIN5 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!GT4:GT159");
TI13BB9 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!AS4:AS159");
TI14BB9 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!AT4:TS159");
TI15BB9 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!AU4:AU159");
TI16BB9 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!AV4:AV159");
//Write to Excel sheet
XX6 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!C4:P159");
HSSS6 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!S4:X159");
HIN6 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AE4:AE159");
TI13B9 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AG4:AG159");
TI14B9 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AH4:AH159");
TI15B9 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AI4:AI159");
TI16B9 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AJ4:AJ159");
TB9I19 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AK4:AK159");
TB9I20 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AL4:AL159");
TI19B11 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AM4:AM159");
TI20B11 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AN4:AN159");
TI19B12 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AO4:AO159");
TI20B12 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AP4:AP159");
HEX6 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!EP4:EP159");

16.13

Step 7 model

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Model
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 3 okt. 2016 at 15:50:37
*********************************************/
//indexes
{string}SB7=...;
{string}SI7=...;
{string}SMT7=...;
{string}SRV=...;
//parameters
int DI[SI7][SMT7]=...;
float HO[SMT7]=...;
float HPA[SI7]=...;
float R=...;
float PP=...;
float CBRP[SRV]=...;
float CMHE=...;
float CMTW[SMT7]=...;
float FAB[SI7][SB7]=...;
float FADB8=...;
float FADBTH=...;
float FRM=...;
float OC_OUT_SCOPE=...;
float TAXES=...;
float INTEREST=...;
int W=...;
range SW=1..W;
int LM[SMT7]=...;
int OM[SMT7]=...;
float STCAP[SB7]=...;
float StartST[SB7]=...;
float INP[SI7]=...;
int RT[SRV]=...;
int STARTRV[SRV]=...;
int YRV[SMT7][SRV]=...;
int
WD=...;
float A=...;
int NM=...;
float FPREP=...;
float HOM[SMT7]=...;
float HSS1[SW]=...;
float HIN1[SW]=...;
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float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

HIN2[SW]=...;
HIN3[SW]=...;
HIN4[SW]=...;
HIN5[SW]=...;
HIN6[SW]=...;
TI7BB4[SW]=...;
TI9BB4[SW]=...;
TI10BB6[SW]=...;
TI11BB4[SW]=...;
TI12BB6[SW]=...;
HINS2[SW]=...;

//variables
dvar float+ TRB[SB7][SW];
dvar float+ TBI[SB7][SI7][SW];
dvar float+ TII[SI7][SI7][SW];
dvar boolean X7[SMT7][SW];
dvar float+ BRP7[SRV];
dvar float+ HEX7[SW];
dvar float+ RVS7[SRV][0..W];
dvar float+ HP[SI7][SW];
dvar float+ CMT[SW];
dvar float+ HSS7[SI7][SW];
dvar float+ ST[SB7][0..W];
dvar float+ TIB [SI7][SB7][SW];
dvar float+ TBE[SB7][SW];
dvar float+ HIN7[SW];
dvar float+ RVplus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ RVminus[SRV][SW];
dvar float+ TI[SI7][SW];
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar
dvar

boolean XX7[SW][SMT7];
float RVSS7[0..W][SRV];
float+ HSSS7[SW][SI7];
float+ RVVplus[SW][SRV];
float+ RVVminus[SW][SRV];
float+ TI7B7[SW];
float+ TI9B7[SW];
float+ TI10B8[SW] ;
float+ TI11B7 [SW];
float+ TI12B8 [SW];
float LMP[SMT7];
float EMP[SMT7];
float TMP[SMT7];
boolean DV[SMT7][SW];

dexpr float NET_SALES=(sum(w in
SW)(TIB["i7"]["b7"][w]+TIB["i9"]["b7"][w]+TIB["i11"]["b7"][w]+TIB["i12"]["b8"][w]+TIB["i10"][
"b8"][w])/FRM)*R; //FAB
dexpr float COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD=(sum(w in
SW)(TIB["i7"]["b7"][w]+TIB["i9"]["b7"][w]+TIB["i11"]["b7"][w]+TIB["i12"]["b8"][w]+TIB["i10"][
"b8"][w])/FRM)*PP; //FAB
dexpr float
MaintTimes=(sum(mt in SMT7)CMTW[mt]*(((W-LMP[mt])/LM[mt])+EMP[mt]+TMP[mt]));
dexpr float EXTERNALMECH=CMHE*sum(w in SW)(HEX7[w]);
dexpr float NET_PROFIT=NET_SALES-COST_OF_GOODS_SOLD-TAXES-INTEREST-MaintTimes-EXTERNALMECH;
maximize NET_PROFIT;
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint

CostMainTask[SW];
MainInterval [SMT7][SW];
MainIntervalStart[SMT7];
MainStandStill1[SMT7][SW];
MainStandStill2[SMT7][SW];
StorageBalance1[SW];
StorageBalance2[SW];
StorageBalance3[SW];
BufferCap1[SW];
BufferCap2[SW];
BufferCap3[SW];
FactorInOut1[SW];
FactorInOut2[SW];
FlowDistribution[SW];
TimeRemain1[SW];
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constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint
constraint

TimeRemain2[SW];
ProductionTime1[SW];
ProductionTime2[SW];
MechanicHours[SW];
InternalMechanicCapacity[SW];

subject to {
forall (mt in SMT7,w in SW)
LMP[mt]<=(X7[mt][w]*w)+(156*DV[mt][w]);
forall (mt in SMT7)
sum (w in SW)DV[mt][w]==155;
forall (mt in SMT7)
LM[mt]*EMP[mt]==LM[mt]-OM[mt];
forall (mt in SMT7)
TMP[mt]==sum(w in SW)X7[mt][w]-1;
forall (w in SW) CostMainTask[w]:
CMT[w]==sum(mt in SMT7)(X7[mt][w]*CMTW[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT7)
forall(wn in SW:wn<=W-LM[mt])MainInterval[mt][wn]:
sum(w in wn..wn+LM[mt])
X7[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT7:((LM[mt]-OM[mt])<=W))MainIntervalStart[mt]:
sum(w in 1..LM[mt]-OM[mt]) X7[mt][w]>=1;
forall (mt in SMT7, w in SW)MainStandStill1[mt][w]:
HSS7["i17"][w]>=(X7[mt][w]*DI["i17"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (mt in SMT7, w in SW)MainStandStill2[mt][w]:
HSS7["i18"][w]>=(X7[mt][w]*DI["i18"][mt]*HO[mt]);
forall (i in SI7,w in SW)
HSS7[i][w]>=HSS1[w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance1[w]:
TIB["i7"]["b7"][w]+TIB["i9"]["b7"][w]+TIB["i11"]["b7"][w]+ST["b7"][w-1]==
TBI["b7"]["i17"][w]+TBI["b7"]["i18"][w]+ST["b7"][w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance2[w]:
TIB["i12"]["b8"][w]+TIB["i10"]["b8"][w]+ST["b8"][w-1]==
TBI["b8"]["i17"][w]+TBI["b8"]["i18"][w]+TBE["b8"][w]+ST["b8"][w];
forall (w in SW)
(TBI["b8"]["i17"][w]+TBI["b8"]["i18"][w]+TBE["b8"][w])*FADB8==TBE["b8"][w];
forall (w in SW)
(TBI["b7"]["i17"][w]+TBI["b7"]["i18"][w])*FADBTH==TBI["b7"]["i17"][w];
forall (w in SW)
(TBI["b8"]["i17"][w]+TBI["b8"]["i18"][w])*FADBTH==TBI["b8"]["i17"][w];
forall (w in SW) StorageBalance3[w]:
TIB["i17"]["b10"][w]+TIB["i18"]["b10"][w]+ST["b10"][w-1]==
TBE["b10"][w]+ST["b10"][w];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap1[w]:
ST["b7"][w]<=STCAP["b7"];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap2[w]:
ST["b8"][w]<=STCAP["b8"];
forall (w in SW) BufferCap3[w]:
ST["b10"][w]<=STCAP["b10"];
ST["b7"][0]==StartST["b7"];
ST["b8"][0]==StartST["b8"];
ST["b10"][0]==StartST["b10"];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut1[w]:
FAB["i17"]["b10"]*(TBI["b7"]["i17"][w]+TBI["b8"]["i17"][w])==TIB["i17"]["b10"][w];
forall(w in SW) FactorInOut2[w]:
FAB["i18"]["b10"]*(TBI["b7"]["i18"][w]+TBI["b8"]["i18"][w])==TIB["i18"]["b10"][w];
forall (w in SW) FlowDistribution[w]:
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(TBI["b8"]["i17"][w]+TBI["b8"]["i18"][w]+TBE["b8"][w])*FADB8==TBE["b8"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain1[w]:
(HPA["i17"]-HSS7["i17"][w])>=HP["i17"][w];
forall (w in SW) TimeRemain2[w]:
(HPA["i18"]-HSS7["i18"][w])>=HP["i18"][w];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime1[w]:
HP["i17"][w]==(TBI["b7"]["i17"][w]+TBI["b8"]["i17"][w])/INP["i17"];
forall (w in SW) ProductionTime2[w]:
HP["i18"][w]==(TBI["b7"]["i18"][w]+TBI["b8"]["i18"][w])/INP["i18"];
forall (w in SW) MechanicHours[w]:
sum(mt in SMT7)(X7[mt][w]*HOM[mt])==(HIN7[w]+HEX7[w]);
forall (w in SW) InternalMechanicCapacity[w]:
HIN7[w]+HIN6[w]+HIN5[w]+HIN4[w]+HIN3[w]+HIN2[w]+HIN1[w]<=WD*A*NM;
forall (w in SW:HINS2[w]>0.5)
HIN7[w]==0;
sum (w in SW) (HIN7[w]+HIN6[w]+HIN5[w]+HIN4[w]+HIN3[w]+HIN2[w]+HIN1[w])/(W*WD*A*NM)<=FPREP;
forall(mt in SMT7,w in SW)
X7[mt][w]==XX7[w][mt];
forall (i in SI7,w in SW)
HSS7[i][w]==HSSS7[w][i];
forall (j in SI7,w in SW)
TI[j][w]==sum(i in SI7)TII[i][j][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI7B7[w]==TIB["i7"]["b7"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI9B7[w]==TIB["i9"]["b7"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI10B8[w]==TIB["i10"]["b8"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI11B7[w]==TIB["i11"]["b7"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI12B8[w]==TIB["i12"]["b8"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI7BB4[w]>=TIB["i7"]["b7"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI9BB4[w]>=TIB["i9"]["b7"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI10BB6[w]>=TIB["i10"]["b8"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI11BB4[w]>=TIB["i11"]["b7"][w];
forall (w in SW)
TI12BB6[w]>=TIB["i12"]["b8"][w];
}

16.14

Step 7 data

/*********************************************
* OPL 12.6.0.0 Data
* Author: s104279
* Creation Date: 3 okt. 2016 at 15:51:17
*********************************************/
SB7={"b7","b8","b10"};
SI7={"i7","i9","i11","i10","i12","i17","i18"};
SMT7={"mt26","mt45","mt46","mt84","mt85","mt87","mt88","mt93","mt94","mt136","mt137","mt138",
"mt139","mt140","mt141","mt142","mt147","mt154","mt155"};
SRV={"rv1","rv2"};
SheetConnection Heuristiek_stap_1("Heuristiek_stap_1.xls");
A from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B1");
CBRP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B14:B15");
CMHE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B2");
CMTW from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B18:B36");
DI from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B55:T61");
FAB from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B65:D71");
FPREP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B3");
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FRM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!E1");
FADB8 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!E2");
FADBTH from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!E3");
HO from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!C18:C36");
HOM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!D18:D36");
HPA from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B40:B46");
INP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!C40:C46");
INTEREST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B4");
LM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!E18:E36");
NM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B5");
OM from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!F18:F36");
PP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B6");
R from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B7");
StartST from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B49:B51");
STCAP from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!C49:C51");
TAXES from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B8");
OC_OUT_SCOPE from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B9");
RT from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!C14:C15");
STARTRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!D14:D15");
W from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B10");
WD from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B11");
YRV from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1 ,"Sheet13!B85:T86");
HSS1 from SheetRead(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AM4:AM159");
HIN1 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet2!AP4:AP159");
HIN2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!CX4:CX159");
HIN3 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet6!X4:X159");
HIN4 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!X4:X159");
HIN5 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet10!GT4:GT159");
HIN6 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet12!AE4:AE159");
TI7BB4 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!DY4:DY159");
TI9BB4 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EA4:EA159");
TI10BB6 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EF4:EF159");
TI11BB4 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!AG4:AG159");
TI12BB6 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet8!AH4:AH159");
HINS2 from SheetRead (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet4!EY4:EY159");
//Write to Excel sheet
XX7 to SheetWrite(Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!C4:U159");
HSSS7 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!X4:AD159");
HIN7 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AF4:AF159");
TI7B7 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AG4:AG159");
TI9B7 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AH4:AH159");
TI10B8 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AI4:AI159");
TI11B7 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AJ4:AJ159");
TI12B8 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AK4:AK159");
TI7BB4 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AL4:AL159");
TI9BB4 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AM4:AM159");
TI10BB6 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AN4:AN159");
TI11BB4 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AO4:AO159");
TI12BB6 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!AP4:AP159");
HEX7 to SheetWrite (Heuristiek_stap_1,"Sheet14!EP4:EP159");
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17

Appendix K: Results, duration of
standstills

In this chapter the minimal installation standstill durations are given for the installations as
determined by the different steps for the two scenarios. Also the available revision parts on stock
can be found in this chapter.

17.1

Standstill planning for the scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-1: Standstill planning of installation 1, scenario without changes to equipment
or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-2: Standstill planning of installation 2, scenario without changes to equipment
or maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-3: Standstill planning of installation 3, scenario without changes to equipment
or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-4: Standstill planning of installation 4, scenario without changes to equipment
or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-5: Standstill planning of installation 5, scenario without changes to equipment
or maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-6: Standstill planning of installation 6, scenario without changes to equipment
or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-7: Standstill planning of installation 7, scenario without changes to equipment
or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-8: Standstill planning of installation 8, scenario without changes to equipment
or maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-9: Standstill planning of installation 9, scenario without changes to equipment
or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-10: Standstill planning of installation 10, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-11: Standstill planning of installation 11, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-12: Standstill planning of installation 12, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-13: Standstill planning of installation 13, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-14: Standstill planning of installation 14, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-15: Standstill planning of installation 15, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-16: Standstill planning of installation 16, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-17: Standstill planning of installation 17, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-18: Standstill planning of installation 18, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-19: Standstill planning of installation 19, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-20: Standstill planning of installation 20, scenario without changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks

17.2

Standstill planning for the scenario with changes to
equipment or maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-21: Standstill planning of installation 1, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-22: Standstill planning of installation 2, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-23: Standstill planning of installation 3, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-24: Standstill planning of installation 4, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-25: Standstill planning of installation 5, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-26: Standstill planning of installation 6, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-27: Standstill planning of installation 7, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks, with changes to equipment or maintenance tasks

Figure 17-28: Standstill planning of installation 8, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-29: Standstill planning of installation 9, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-30: Standstill planning of installation 10, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-31: Standstill planning of installation 11, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-32: Standstill planning of installation 12, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-33: Standstill planning of installation 13, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-34: Standstill planning of installation 14, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-35: Standstill planning of installation 15, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-36: Standstill planning of installation 16, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-37: Standstill planning of installation 17, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-38: Standstill planning of installation 18, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks
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Figure 17-39: Standstill planning of installation 19, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks

Figure 17-40: Standstill planning of installation 20, with changes to equipment or
maintenance tasks
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Appendix L: Results, meeting
supply and demand between steps

The tables below prove that step 1 and 2 are the only two steps restricting the tons of raw milk
processed. Since the accepted supply and demand is for all the weeks equal to the tons of supply
and demand planned by the foregoing steps.

18.1

Demand and supply planned and accepted for the
scenario without changes to installations and
maintenance tasks allowed

Week

Supply
accept
ed by
step 3

Supply
planned
by step
2

Supply
accept
ed by
step 4

Supply
planned
step 2

Deman
d
planned
by step
2
30,029

Supply
accept
ed by
step 6

Supply
planned
by step
3

Supply
accept
ed by
step 7

Supply
planned
by step
2 and 4

225

Deman
d
accept
ed by
step 5
30,029

1

14,426

14,426

225

9,271

9,271

927

927

2

14,451

14,451

219

219

30,050

30,050

9,287

9,287

928

928

3

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

4

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

7,732

7,732

773

773

5

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

6

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

7

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

8

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,185

9,185

918

918

9

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

10

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

11

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

12

14,240

14,240

219

219

29,639

29,639

9,151

9,151

915

915

13

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

15

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

16

14,242

14,242

219

219

29,632

29,632

9,153

9,153

915

915

17

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

18

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

19

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

20

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

7,732

7,732

773

773

21

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

22

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

23

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

24

14,242

14,242

219

219

29,632

29,632

9,153

9,153

915

915

25

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

26

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

161

27

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

28

14,246

14,246

219

219

29,639

29,639

9,156

9,156

915

915

29

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

30

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

31

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

32

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,185

9,185

918

918

33

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

34

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

35

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

36

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

7,732

7,732

773

773

37

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

38

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

39

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

40

14,242

14,242

219

219

29,632

29,632

9,153

9,153

915

915

41

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

42

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

43

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

44

14,246

14,246

216

216

29,639

29,639

9,156

9,156

915

915

45

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

46

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

47

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

48

14,242

14,242

219

219

29,632

29,632

9,153

9,153

915

915

49

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

50

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

51

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

52

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

7,732

7,732

773

773

53

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

54

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

55

14,589

14,589

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,376

9,376

937

937

56

14,384

14,384

219

219

29,937

29,937

9,244

9,244

924

924

57

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

58

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

59

14,497

14,497

219

219

30,150

30,150

9,317

9,317

931

931

60

14,424

14,424

225

225

30,036

30,036

9,270

9,270

927

927

61

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

62

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

63

14,346

14,346

219

219

29,852

29,852

9,220

9,220

921

921

64

14,531

14,531

225

225

30,228

30,228

9,339

9,339

933

933

65

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

66

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

67

11,837

11,837

181

181

24,630

24,630

7,607

7,607

760

760

68

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

69

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

162

70

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

71

14,242

14,242

219

219

29,632

29,632

9,153

9,153

915

915

72

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

73

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

74

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

75

14,246

14,246

219

219

29,639

29,639

9,156

9,156

915

915

76

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

77

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

78

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

79

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,185

9,185

918

918

80

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

81

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

82

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

83

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

7,732

7,732

773

773

84

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

85

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

86

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

87

14,242

14,242

219

219

29,632

29,632

9,153

9,153

915

915

88

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

89

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

90

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

91

14,194

14,194

216

216

29,539

29,539

9,122

9,122

912

912

92

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

93

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

94

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

95

14,242

14,242

219

219

29,632

29,632

9,153

9,153

915

915

96

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

97

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

98

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

99

12,226

12,226

187

187

25,439

25,439

7,857

7,857

785

785

100

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

101

14,451

14,451

219

219

30,050

30,050

9,287

9,287

928

928

102

14,581

14,581

225

225

30,335

30,335

9,371

9,371

936

936

103

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,368

9,368

937

937

104

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

105

14,497

14,497

219

219

30,150

30,150

9,317

9,317

931

931

106

14,581

14,581

225

225

30,335

30,335

9,371

9,371

936

936

107

14,524

14,524

225

225

30,249

30,249

9,334

9,334

934

934

108

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

109

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

7,732

7,732

773

773

110

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

111

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

112

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

163

113

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,185

9,185

918

918

114

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

115

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

116

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

117

14,246

14,246

216

216

29,639

29,639

9,156

9,156

915

915

118

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

119

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

120

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

121

14,242

14,242

219

219

29,632

29,632

9,153

9,153

915

915

122

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

123

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

124

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

125

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

7,732

7,732

773

773

126

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

127

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

128

14,589

14,589

219

219

30,349

30,349

9,376

9,376

937

937

129

14,384

14,384

225

225

29,937

29,937

9,244

9,244

924

924

130

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

131

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

132

14,439

14,439

219

219

30,029

30,029

9,279

9,279

927

927

133

14,432

14,432

225

225

30,050

30,050

9,275

9,275

927

927

134

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

135

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

136

14,338

14,338

216

216

29,838

29,838

9,215

9,215

921

921

137

14,543

14,543

225

225

30,249

30,249

9,346

9,346

934

934

138

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

139

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

140

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

7,732

7,732

773

773

141

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

142

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

143

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

144

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,185

9,185

918

918

145

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

146

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

147

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

148

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,185

9,185

918

918

149

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

150

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

151

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

152

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,185

9,185

918

918

153

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

154

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

155

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

164

156

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

Table 18-1: Tons planned vs. accepted supply and demand, scenario without changes

18.2

Week

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Demand and supply planned and accepted for the
scenario with changes to installations and maintenance
tasks allowed
Supply
accepte
d by
step 3

Supply
planne
d by
step 2

Supply
accepte
d by
step 4

Supply
planne
d step
2

Deman
d
accepte
d by
step 5

Deman
d
planne
d by
step 2

Supply
accepte
d by
step 6

Supply
planne
d by
step 3

Supply
accepte
d by
step 7

Supply
planne
d by
step 2
and 4

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

7,821

7,821

773

773

14,543

14,543

225

225

30,249

30,249

9,346

9,346

934

934

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

7,732

7,732

943

943

14,338

14,338

216

216

29,838

29,838

9,435

9,435

921

921

14,589

14,589

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,185

9,185

943

943

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,435

9,435

918

918

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,543

14,543

225

225

30,249

30,249

9,435

9,435

934

934

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

7,824

7,824

943

943

14,332

14,332

219

219

29,838

29,838

9,435

9,435

921

921

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,589

14,589

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,524

14,524

225

225

30,249

30,249

9,153

9,153

934

934

14,439

14,439

219

219

30,029

30,029

9,435

9,435

927

927

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,589

14,589

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

7,732

7,732

937

937

14,489

14,489

219

219

30,136

30,136

9,435

9,435

930

930

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,484

14,484

225

225

30,150

30,150

9,435

9,435

930

930

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

7,825

7,825

943

943

14,443

14,443

216

216

30,036

30,036

9,435

9,435

927

927

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

9,435

9,435

773

773

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,156

9,156

943

943

14,581

14,581

225

225

30,335

30,335

9,435

9,435

936

936

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,497

14,497

219

219

30,150

30,150

9,435

9,435

931

931

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,185

9,185

943

943

14,443

14,443

225

225

30,036

30,036

9,435

9,435

927

927

165

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,589

14,589

219

219

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

7,732

7,732

943

943

14,489

14,489

225

225

30,136

30,136

9,435

9,435

930

930

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,543

14,543

216

216

30,249

30,249

9,435

9,435

934

934

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

7,825

7,825

943

943

14,439

14,439

225

225

30,029

30,029

9,435

9,435

927

927

14,432

14,432

219

219

30,050

30,050

9,435

9,435

928

928

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,156

9,156

943

943

14,489

14,489

225

225

30,136

30,136

9,435

9,435

930

930

14,484

14,484

219

219

30,150

30,150

9,435

9,435

931

931

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,153

9,153

943

943

14,351

14,351

219

219

29,838

29,838

9,435

9,435

921

921

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

7,732

7,732

943

943

11,837

11,837

181

181

24,630

24,630

9,435

9,435

760

760

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,581

14,581

225

225

30,335

30,335

9,376

9,376

936

936

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,244

9,244

943

943

14,392

14,392

219

219

29,951

29,951

9,435

9,435

924

924

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,581

14,581

225

225

30,335

30,335

7,824

7,824

936

936

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,497

14,497

219

219

30,150

30,150

9,435

9,435

931

931

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,581

14,581

225

225

30,335

30,335

9,153

9,153

936

936

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,451

14,451

216

216

30,050

30,050

9,435

9,435

928

928

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,531

14,531

225

225

30,228

30,228

7,607

7,607

933

933

14,432

14,432

219

219

30,050

30,050

9,435

9,435

928

928

14,589

14,589

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,489

14,489

219

219

30,136

30,136

7,791

7,791

930

930

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,543

14,543

225

225

30,249

30,249

9,435

9,435

934

934

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,384

14,384

219

219

29,937

29,937

9,122

9,122

924

924

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

166

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

14,589

14,589

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

9,185

9,185

773

773

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,589

14,589

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,384

14,384

219

219

29,937

29,937

7,732

7,732

924

924

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,589

14,589

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,489

14,489

219

219

30,136

30,136

9,153

9,153

930

930

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,543

14,543

225

225

30,249

30,249

9,435

9,435

934

934

14,524

14,524

225

225

30,249

30,249

9,435

9,435

934

934

14,443

14,443

216

216

30,036

30,036

7,828

7,828

927

927

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,439

14,439

225

225

30,029

30,029

9,435

9,435

927

927

14,484

14,484

219

219

30,150

30,150

9,435

9,435

931

931

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,153

9,153

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,351

14,351

219

219

29,838

29,838

9,435

9,435

921

921

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

7,828

7,828

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,435

9,435

918

918

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,368

9,368

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,252

9,252

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

9,312

9,312

773

773

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,334

9,334

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,376

9,376

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

7,732

7,732

918

918

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,581

14,581

225

225

30,335

30,335

9,435

9,435

936

936

14,392

14,392

219

219

29,951

29,951

7,857

7,857

924

924

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,332

14,332

225

225

29,838

29,838

9,435

9,435

921

921

14,543

14,543

216

216

30,249

30,249

9,156

9,156

934

934

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,531

14,531

225

225

30,228

30,228

9,435

9,435

933

933

167

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

14,484

14,484

225

225

30,150

30,150

9,435

9,435

930

930

14,589

14,589

219

219

30,349

30,349

9,153

9,153

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,443

14,443

225

225

30,036

30,036

9,435

9,435

927

927

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,589

14,589

219

219

30,349

30,349

7,732

7,732

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,489

14,489

225

225

30,136

30,136

9,435

9,435

930

930

14,576

14,576

225

225

30,349

30,349

9,435

9,435

937

937

14,589

14,589

219

219

30,349

30,349

7,857

7,857

937

937

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

12,032

12,032

184

184

25,035

25,035

9,435

9,435

773

773

14,332

14,332

225

225

29,838

29,838

9,275

9,275

921

921

14,543

14,543

216

216

30,249

30,249

9,279

9,279

934

934

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,279

9,279

918

918

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,282

9,282

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,242

14,242

219

219

29,632

29,632

7,732

7,732

915

915

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

7,828

7,828

918

918

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,246

14,246

219

219

29,639

29,639

9,185

9,185

915

915

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,292

14,292

219

219

29,738

29,738

9,185

9,185

918

918

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

14,681

14,681

225

225

30,547

30,547

9,435

9,435

943

943

Table 18-2: Tons planned vs. accepted supply and demand, scenario with changes
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Appendix M: Use of the max
function

Since the max function is not an allowed function in terms of mixed integer linear programming, it
has to be modeled in a different way. The cost function concerned, using the max function, can be
found below.
𝑀𝑇

𝑀𝑇
𝑊
𝑀𝑇
𝑊 − max (𝑊𝑊𝑤 ∗ 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 )
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑤∈𝑆𝑊
∑ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗
+ ∑ (( ∑ (𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ) − 1) ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ) + ∑ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡

𝑚𝑡=1

𝑚𝑡=1

𝑤=1

𝑚𝑡=1

(20-1)

The cost function for maintenance tasks can be changed to the equation below.
𝑀𝑇

𝑊
𝑊 − max (𝑊𝑊𝑤 ∗ 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 )
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝑤∈𝑆𝑊
∑ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗ (
+ ( ∑ (𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ) − 1) +
)
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡

𝑚𝑡=1

𝑤=1

(20-2)
In order to transform the equation above into a linear solvable variant the equation 20-2 is
transformed into equation 20-3 with 𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 denoting the term using the maximum function
𝑊

𝑀𝑇

∑ ( ∑ 𝐶𝑀𝑇𝑚𝑡 ∗ (𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 + 𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 +
𝑤=1 𝑚𝑡=1

𝑊 − 𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡
))
𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡

With,
𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 = 𝐿𝑀𝑚𝑡 − 𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑡 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇
𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 = ∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 − 1∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇

(20-3)
(20-4)
(20-5)

To find the last week at which maintenance task 𝑚𝑡 is performed, the goal is to find the highest
value for 𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 . The greater 𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 , the lower the costs are and thus the larger the profit is. Binary
dummy variable 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 has for each maintenance task 𝑚𝑡, 𝑊 − 1 times the value 1 and for 1 the
value 0. This value 0 will only be assigned to the last maintenance performance of task 𝑚𝑡, due to
the way equation 20-6 is modelled.
𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑡 ≤ 𝑋𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∗ 𝑊𝑊𝑤 + 𝑊 ∗ 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇, 𝑤 ∈ {1, … , 𝑊}
∑𝑊
𝑤=1 𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 = (𝑊 − 1) ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇
𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑡,𝑤 ∈ {0,1} ∀ 𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑀𝑇, 𝑤 ∈ {1, . . , 𝑊

(20-6)
(20-7)
(20-8)
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